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I t is furthJ!r ordJ!red That respondent shall;

* A. within thiry (80) days after this order becomes final , distribute
a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions;
* B. withi"n thiry (80) days after this order becomes final , notify each
developer of shopping centers , in whicb respondent is a tenant, of this

order by providing each such developer with a copy thereof by
registered certifed mail;

* C. within sixty (60) days after this order becomes final , fie with the
Commission a report showing tbe manner and form in which it has

complied and is complying with each and every specific provision of this
order; and
D. notify the Commission at least thirty (80) days prior to any
proposed change in the corporate respondent such as dissOlution
assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a successor
corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiares , or any other

change in the corpration which may affect

compliance obligations

arising out of this order.

IN THE MATTER OF

HORIZON CORPORATION
Docket 9017. Order , June 10 ,

1975

General counsel ordcrf!d to take action to notify the Arizona District Court in

accordance with Commission s determination contained in its order.

Appeamn.ces
For the Commission;

Eugene Kaplan , Alan N. Schlaifer

and

Morgan

D. Hodgson.
For the respondent:

Wash. ,
Dunn

Basil Mezines , Stein ,

Sarnnell'ruitt , Jr. and
Crutche Los Angeles , Calf.

D. C.

and

Mitchell

Mezines

J. Miclwl Brennan, Gibson

ORDER DIRECTING GENERAL COUNSEL TO TAKE
ApPROPRIATE ACTION IN . JUDICIAL PROCEEDING

By motion filed May 12 , 1975 , complaint counsel requested that the
General Counsel of the Commssion be directed to appear as

. Commission orrtcr of .July 29 ,

1975,

amic?J

rl,m'elL'it thc statement of compliance rt.."dlillcs in th,' final ord..r by

,ubstituting the ""orris "this Order hecomc, final " for the worrts " ""rvice of this Order up'm re,vonrtcnts " in "ach of
subl'ara aphs IV A. . B. , ami C.
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curiae
in
Neil
v.
Horizon Cor. Docket No. 10427 , an action now
pending in the Arizona District Court in which , they contend , a

proposed settlement may have some effect on the above-captioned
matter. Respondent does not object to such an appearance by a

representative of the Commission , but argues that it would violate the

Administrative Procedure Act ,
Counsel . as the Commission s

5 U. c. 9 554(d), for the General
chief legal adviser , to perform the

investigative and prosecutorial duties necessary to make the appearance. Pursuant to Section 8.22 of the Commission s

Rules of Practice

the law judge certifed this motion to the Commssion.
The Commission has determned to grant the motion to the extent of

notifying the cour of 1)

the pending Commssion " action against

Horion; 2) the authority of the Commssion to seek consumer redress
in court and the possibility that such authority might be exercised if a
final cease and desist order were entered against Horizon; and 8) the
effect of the proposed settlement in the

Neil

case on any future

Commission consumer redress action. The Commssion finds no
impropriety in the General Counsel representing the Commission in
this matter , since he
will
prosecuting the Commission

not be

complaint within the meaning of 5 U.

C. 9 554(d) but will simply be

informing the court of matters relevant to the cour' s consideration of
the potential settlement in the
It

is

in the

Neil

!;e.

ordered That the General Counsel take action to notify the court
Neil
case in accordance with the above.

IN THE MATTER OF

;N'rRAL CARPET CORPORATION . INC. , ET AL.
CONSgNT ORDER , ETC. , IN RI GARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRAng COl\iMISSIOH ACT
Docket 8980. Complaint , July

, 1974-

Deci, i()n , June

, 1.975

Consent order requiring a Bradbury Heights , Md. , seller , distributor and installer of
carpeting and floor covering', among other things to cease using bait and
switch tactics and other deceptive sellng practices.

Appeararu;es
or the Commssion;

Everette E. Thol1s

, Richard

F.

McGill , Alice KellehJ!r, Alan
L. Cohen.
For the respondents:
Jeremiah D. Griesemer Wash. , D. C.

Kelly, M.
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COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commssion Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federal

Tmde Commission , having reason to believe that Central Carpet
CorporatioI), Inc. , a corporation , and . James A. Taylor , individually and
as an offi er of said corporation , herein after sometimes referred to as
respondents , have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearing

to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be

in the public interest , hercby issues its complaint stating its charges in
that respcct as follows:

PAR. 1. Respondent Central Carpet Corporation , Inc. is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws

of the State of Maryland with its principal offce and plaee of business
located at 4407 Southern Ave. , Bradbur Heights , Md.
Respondent ,j ames A. Taylor is an officer of the corporate

respondent. He formulates , dirccts and controls the acts and practices
of the corporate respondent , including the acts and practices herein-

after set forth. His address is the same

as that of the corporate

respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time la.,t past have been

engaged in the advertising, offering for sale ,

sale

, distribution and

installation of careting and floor coverings to the public,

PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of their business as aforesaid
respondents. now cause , and for some -time
"?t past have caused , their
said merchandise , when sold . to be shipped from their place of business
located in the State of Maryland , to purchasers thereof located in

various other States in the United States and the District of Columbia

and maintain and at all times mentioned herein

have maintained , a
substantial course of trade in said merchandise in commerce , as

commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business ,

the purose of inducing

and for

carting and floor
coverings , the respondents have made , and are now making, numerous
the purchase of their

statements and rcprescntations by repeated advertisements inserted in
ncwspapers of interstate circulation , and by oral statements and
representations to prospective purchasers with respect to tbeir

products and services.

Typical and ilustrative of said statements and representations , but
not all inclusive thereof, are the following;
$109
3 Rooms

NYLON PILE CARPET
Quality Wall to WaIJ
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up to 270 sq. ft.

Free
38 Piece

Set

Oven ware

When you purchase 3 rooms

Nylon Carpet

of our Deluxe .501

Call Now

PAR. 5. By and through the use of the above- quoted s tatements and
representations , and others of similar import and meaning but not
expressly set forth herein, separately and in connection with the oral
statements and representations of respondents ' salesmen to customers
and prospective customers , respondents have represented , and are now
representing, directly or by implication , that:
1. Respondents are making a bona

fide offer to sell the advertised

careting and floor coverings at the price and on the terms and
conditions stated in the advertisements.

2. Purchasers of the said Dupont 501 Cart receive a " free "
piece ovenware set.

a8-

PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

1. Respondents ' offers are not bona fide offers to sell carting and

floor covcrings at the price and on the terms and conditions stated in

are made for the
obtaining
leads
to
persons
interested
in
the purchase of
purose of

the advertisements. To the contrar, said offers

carting. Members of the purchasing public who . rcspond to said
advertisements are called upon in their homes by respondents

salesmen , who make no effort to sell to the prospective customer the
advertised carpeting. Instead , they exhibit what they represent to be
the advertised carpeting which ,

because of its poor appearnce and

condition , is frequently rejected on sight by the prospective customer.

coverings of superior qualty and
which by comparson disparges and
demeans the advertised carpting. By these and other tactics , purchase
of the advertised carpting is discouraged , and respondents ' salesmen
attempt to sell and frequently do sell the higher priced carting.
2. Purchasers of respondents ' Dupont 501 Caret do not receive a
free 88- picce ovenware set. To the contra, the cost of the " free " gift
Higher priced careting or floor

texture are thereupon exhibited ,

is added to and reguarly included in the sellng price of the

merchandise sold to the customer.
Therefore , the statements and

representations as set forth in

.L-' lll.AL

vAh.II'

11'1\.J.

1\1':;)
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vVItrVf\AIIV1-.

our and Five hereof were and are false , misleading and

deceptive.
PAR. 7. In the furher course and conduet of their business ,

and in

furtberance of a sales program for indueing the purchase of their

careting .and

floor coverings .

following additional unfair ,
practices:

false

respondents have engaged in the
, misleading and deceptive acts and

In a substantial number of instances, through the use of the false
misleading and deceptive statements , representations and practices set

forth in Paragraphs Four through Six , above , respondents or their
representatives have been able to induce customers into signng a
contract upon initial contact without giving the customer suffcient
time to carefully consider the purchase and consequences thereof.
Therefore , the acts and practices as set forth in Paragraph Seven
hereof were and are unfair and false , misleading and deceptive acts and
practices.
PAR. 8. In the furher course and conduct of their aforesaid business
and in connection with the representations set forth in Paragrapb Four
above , respondents offer carpet with padding and installation included

at a price based upon specifed area., of coverage. In making sucb offer

respondents have failed to disclose the material fact that the prices
stated for such specifed area., of coverage are not applied at the same

rate for additional

quantities of

cart needed , but are priced

substantially higher.

The aforesaid failure of the respondents to disclose said material
facts to purchasers has the tendency and capacity to lead and induce a
substantial number of such persons into the understanding and belief
that the prices charged for quantities of cart needed in excess of the
specifed areas of coverage will not be substantially bigher than the
rate indicated by the initial offer.
Therefore , respondents ' failure to disclose such material facts was
and is , unfair , false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 9. In the furher coure and conduct of their business , and for
the purpose of inducing the purchase of their products , respondents use

the term " up to 270 sq. ft." to indicate the quantity of carpting
available at the advertised price.
PAR. 10. The unt

of measurement usually and customary employed

in the retail advertising of carpt is

square yards. Consumers are

accustomed to comparng the price of cart in term of price per
square yard , therefore , respondents ' use of the square foot unit of
measurement confuses consumers who compare respondents ' prices
with competitors' prices advertised on a square yard basis.
Furhennore , respondents ' use of square foot measurements exag-
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gerates the size or quantity of carpeting being offered , and , therefore

has the capacity and tendency to mislead consumers into the mistaken
beJiM they are being offered a greater quantity of carpet than is the
fact.

Therefore , the acts and practices as set forth in Paragraph Nine
hereof were and are unfair , false , misleading and deceptive.
PAR. 11. In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid
business , and at all times mentioned herein , respondents have been , and
now arc , in substantial competition in commerce , with corporations
firms and individuals in the sale and distribution of rugs. careting and
floor coverings and services of the same general kind and nature as

those sold by respondents.

PAR. 12. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading
and deceptive statements , representations , acts and practices and their

failure to disclose material facts , as aforesiad , has had , and now has , the
capacity and tendency to mislead members of the purchasing public
into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and
representations were and are true and complete and into the purchase

of substantial quantities of respondents ' products and services by

reason of said eIToneous and mistaken belief.
PAR. la. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfai and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
INITIAL DECISION BY ALVIN L. BERMAN, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE

APRIL 17 ,

1975

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The Federal Trade Commission issued its complaint in this proceed1974 , charging respondents Central Cart Corpration
Inc. , a corporation , and James A. Taylor , individually and as an officer

ing on July 8 ,

of said corporation , with having engaged in unfai and deceptive acts
and practices and unfair methods of competition in violation of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

More specifically, respondents were charged with (1) having engaged

in bait and switch tactics in the advertising and sale of carting, (2)
falsely representing that customers would receive a " free " git . c;j)
utilizing the aforesaid acts and practices to be able to induce a customer
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into signing a contract upon initial contact without giving him suffkient
time to carefully consider the purchase and the consequences thereof
(4) failing to disclose the fact that advertised prices for stated areas of

coverage are not applied to additional quantities required , but that the
rat."s for such additional quantities are substantially higher and (5)

offering carpeting for sale in terms of a price for a number of square
feet
up to 270 sq. ft.," and so (a) confusing customers who attempt
to compare respondents '

prices with those of

competitors who

advertise on a square yard basis (the usual and customar unit of
measurement employed in retail advertising of carpets) and (b)
exaggerating the size or quantity of carpeting offered.
Respondents . who at the time were being represented
TYo se
James A. Taylor , were granted an extension of time for fiing an
answer to thc complaint. Respondents filed their answer on Sept. 26
1974 ,

admitting the complaint in part but denying the allegations of

violation.

After , on two separate occasions , allowing respondents additional
time to respond to complaint counsel's request for admissions , hearngs
were scheduled to commence on .J an. 6 , 1975. While respondents were in
default in responding to the request for admissions , upon an appearance of counsel for respondents on Dec. 28 , 1974 , and upon motion of
tbat counsel , a tardy response to the request for admissions was

allowed to be tled and hearings were scheduled to

commence on Jan.

. 1975. Hearings were held on Jan. 20 , 1975 through Jan. 23 . 1975 , at

closed. Proposed findings were
filed by the parties on Feb. 24 , 1975 , and respondents fied a reply on
the conclusion of which the record W3-S

Mar. 12 ,

1975.

This initial decision is based on the record as a whole and upon a
consideration of the demeanor of the witnesses who gave testimony in
this proceeding. References to paricular pars of the record are
frequently cited as examples only. Proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law submitted by the

paries have been given careful

consideration and to the extent not included herein in the language

proposed or in substance are rejected as not supported by the record or
as immaterial or irrelevant. I
, ,md
, Rd"renc"s to the record are d forth in parel1thcses

c rtain abhr",'iati"n . ,;l forth twlnw , are u"",j

A"s. - R,'spondenb ' an w"r to the complaint
RPF - Propos,'d findings of ract
ubmiued by rC-"lxmrlents , followed by th.. pag.' bting
Hit B - Reply brief submitted hy respondent , followed by page being referenced

referenrl'

s exhibit , followed by number of cxhibit being ref"rcn""d
RX - Res()mdents ' exhihit , followed by number of e hihit bcing ref"rcnN.d
RHA Respond,'nts ' rel'ly to request for a,hnis ions , fon"w,..J by num!""r "f the reply b(.ing rf'f,'r"nc..d

ex - Cnmmission

. Offiri:d tran""ript of the fon"al hcaring,; , follow..d by the page number !",ing referetl"",1 'Inri pr,'c"d,,(j
by the I\"me of the v,' itnf',;swh"sl't.estim()nyi,hein('refl'renCl'rt

...

_.__._--_.".. ~~~

,u'-
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FINDINGS OF FACT
1. Respondent Central Caret Corporation ,

Inc. , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws
of the State of Marland , with its principal place of business and offce
located, at 4407 Southern Avenue , .Bradbur Heights, Md. (RRA 1Ans. ; Taylor , Tr. 7).
2. Respondent James A. Taylor is an individual and an offcer of the

corporate respondent Central Caret

Corporation ,

Inc. His business

address is the same as that of the corpr,lte respondcnt. Mr. Taylor is

the president and sole shareholder of Centml Carpet Corpration, Inc.
He formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices of the
corporate respondent and has at all times done so. He formulated

directed and controlled the acts and practices of Centra Cart
Company, the predecessor to the corpomte respondent. Centml Cart
Company started doing busines on Jan. 5 , 1978. The business was taken
over by Central Caret Corporation , Inc. when it was incorprated on
May 1 , 1978. Mr. Taylor was the only salesman employed by Centra
Carpet Company. He was the only salesman for Centra

Corporation ,

Inc.

, until Oct. 5 , 1978 (RRA 10 ,

, 8(6).

11

Cart

, 18; Taylor Tr. 54 , 58

8. Respondents are now and for some time

last past have been

engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution and
installation of careting and floor coverings to the public. Their gross
sales for 1978 were close to $200 00. At all relevant times mentioned
herein , respondents have maintaned a substantial coure of tmde in
merchandise in commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federa
Tmde Commission Act , in that they now sell and ship, and for some
time last past have sold and shipped , caret from their place of business

located in the State of Marland to purchasers located in Maryland
Virginia and the District of Columbia. Respondents ,

moreover,

are

engaged in commerce by virtue of their extensive advertising in

Washington area newspapers which circulate in interstate commerce
(RRA 12 45- 74; Ans. ; Taylor, Tr. 8 , 57-

, 82 , S:

all relevant times mentioned herein have been,
and now are , in substantial competition in commerce with corprations
firms and individuals in the sale and distribution of rugs, carpting and
floor coverings and servces of the same geneml kind and nature as
those sold by respondents (An. ; Taylor , Tr. 18).
5. Respondents advertised heavily in Washigton area newspapers
for the purpose of obtaining leads for , and inducing the purchase of
their carpeting and floor covering durng the period from Jan. 7, 1978 to
Oct. 6 , 1974. At present , they advertise weekly in the TV Guide Section
4. Respondents at

,'
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of the Washington Star- News (Taylor fr. 88 , Bll; RRA 26). The record
contains 18 Cental Carpet advertisements placed in the Washington
Star- News by, or at the direction of, the respondents between . Jan. 7
1973 and Oct. 6 ,

1974 , which are representative of all advertising placed

by respondents during the relevant time period for the purose of
aucing the purchase of their caretIng and floor covering (CX 251268; RRA 45- 70).
6. CX 251 , the earliest of respondents ' advertisements in the

record , appeared in the Washington Star and Daily News on Jan. 10
1978, Identical advertisements appeared in that newspaper on .Tan. 7 . 14
1978 (RRA 45 , 46). It reads as follows:

and 21 ,

Quality Wall to Wall

ROOMS

NYLON PILE CARPET

FREE
SHOP- AT- HOME
DECORATOR

SERVICE

Up to 270 Sq. Ft.

PRICE INCLUDES $109
SEPERA TE (sic) Call Anytime ' til
CUSHION- EZE PADDING 11 PM
AND INSTALLATION! For Free Home
Demonstration
7. CX 252 featured the same representations as CX 251 with the

- Ovenware Set" with the
The availabilty of
other carets was also noted. Ths advertisement appeared in the
addition of an offer of a " Free :J Piece

purchase of 8 rooms of Delux 501 Nylon Caret.

Wa.,hington Sunday Star and Daily News TV Magaine on Mar. 4 1973.
Identical advertisements appeared on Jan. 28 , 1978 , Feb. 4 , 11 , 18 and
, 1978 , Mar. 11 , 18 and 25 , 1978 and Apr. 1 and 18 , 1978 (RRA 47 , 48).

I t reads as follows:

,"
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FREE Shop-At- Home decorator servce
:1 ROOMS

Easy Terms

NYLc5N PILE CARPET

to fit

QUALITY WALL TO WALL
UP TO 270 Sq. Ft.
CALL M~; NOW
ASK ABOUT THESE OTHER
BEAUTIFUL CARPETS
Shag

$109

your budget

DuPont 501

PRICE
INCLUDES
SEPARATE
CUSHION- EZE

Indoor- Outdoor
Runners

and instaJiation

Mil Ends ,

PADDING

FREE
38 PIECE

OVENWARE SET
When you purchase
3 Rooms of Our
Deluxe 501 Nylon

Car:t. CaB Now

Etc.

ALL SIZ,;S AND COLORS

Custom Tackless
Installation

8. CX 253 contained representations identical to those of CX 252. It
appeared in the Washington Sunday Star and Daily News TV Magazine
on Apr. 15 ,

1978. Identical advertisements appeared on Apr. 22 and 29

1978 , and May 6 and 18 , 1978 (RRA 49 , 50).
9. Respondents ' advertisements appearng on May 20 , 1978 ,

and

thereafter changed the offer of " 8 Rooms " to " Any 8 Areas " or " Up to 8

Areas " of Nylon Pile Carpet (CX 245-68; RRA 51- 69), and added a
parenthetical " (80 Sq. Y ds. )" after the offer of " 270 Sq. Ft. . The " free
git" was changed to that of one room carted free - any siz up to 12 x
10 with the purchase of 3 rooms of Deluxe 501 Nylon Caret in CX 258
and 259; and ag-din changed to an offer of " free " draperies for one
window , with the purchase of three rooms of Deluxe 501 carting

CX 260 and 261. After Fcb. 8 ,

in

1974 , respondents ' advertiscmcnts

contained no reprcsentations as to any " free " git (RRA 58- 65).

Of

respondents ' advertisements appearng after Aug. 19 , 1978 , severa
gave the price charged for additional yardage over the advertised 270
square feet (CX 257 , 258 , 260-62; RRA 56-59 , 62- 67).
10. Throughout respondents ' advertising. though changed as set
forth above , certain themes remain constant. The most arresting
feature in each of the advertisements is the highlighted price of $IO!J

focusing the consumer s attention on the dominant representation that
3 rooms " or " areas " of " quality " nylon pile carpting are being offered
The words up to 270 sq. ft. " read in the
for $109 (Findings 6- supra).
context of the entire advertisements , do not detract from or limit the
dominant represcntation that 8 rooms of quality nylon pile carpet may

be had for $109.

Indeed . those words could reasonably lead the

consumer to believe that 270 square feet is thc amount that would
adequately cover the average three rooms, thus making it logical for

* * *
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the advertiser to advertise
in
tenns of " rooms. " Visual inspection of
respondents ' advertisements in the record by the undersigned as well

as consumer testimony compel the conclusion that "

roonu:; " of

quality " nylon pile carpet for $109 was in each instance respondents
dominant offer. The testimony of consumer witness .J ohn Smith , on
cross- examination by respondents ' counsel , is instructive on this point:
Q. Do you

reraJJ seeing in the advertisement in the TV Guide a statement that you
DuPont ;)01 , indoor- outdoor , runners

should can Central about thcir other carpts , shags ,
et cetera'?

A No sir , I don t remember seeing that. If it was therc I overlooked it because this
type carpeting was run on a special price that I was interested in and I focused all my
attention on that (Tr. 254).

(And see Mylechraine , Tr. 183- 84; Kirtley, Tr. 21:

14; Felder, Tr. 240-

41; Lewis . Tr. 256).

11. By and through

the use of the above- described typ

advertisements (Findings 6supra
), respondents have represented
and are now representing that they were and are making a bona fide
offer to sell the advertised careting and floor coverings at the price

and on the terms and conditions stated in their advertisements, and

that the carpeting was suitable for the uses for which advertised (Ans.
Taylor , Tr. 9).

12. In truth and in fact ,

respondents ' advertisements did not

constitute bona fide offers to sell the advertised carpting on the term
and conditions stated in the advertisements , and the cating was not

suitable for the uses for which advertised. To the contray, the
advertisements Were used primarly for the.purse of obtaning leads

to persons interested in purchasing

cating in order to sell such

persons more expensive carpeting (Findings 18-

18. Consumers who responded

infr).

to respondents ' advertisements

were called upon in their homes by respondent James Taylor or another
salesman of respondent Central

Cart Corporation. The salesman
cart

would exhibit what was represented as the advertised cart 2 (CX 249
RX 2 , 8 or 4). Far from being " quality " cart , the advertised

was of such poor appearance and condition that it wa.s virtually selfdisparagig and was frequenty rejected on sight by the prospective
customer. Respondent Taylor himself admitted that the carting (CX
249) was " at

the low end of the spectrum of

respondents or anyone " (RPF , p. 3); that while " the

cart offered by
looks of the

cart

(RX 2 and 8) is extremely better
, (t)hc wear is not that much
better" and that RX 4 is " possibly better" (Tr. 822- 28). Albert Wahnon
editor of Floor Covering Weekly, the leading trade publication in the

, ex 249 is the ""rJ)(ti,'R
old as the " ad'"crti
carpting from ,Jan- 5 . 197:J through appr() ifTat..ly Ju"e !974
y)"r, Tr- :J22- 21;; RRA j.,j. ex 2!0 is the aecumpanying " eushion- i''' '' padding- HespondenL sub tituh_..j RX 2 :\ or 4
fur ex 249 ,

:n:J- 2R_

selling them "" thl' '. ad ""..t " IK'ginning- in mid- !97-1 , s()m"time selling th..m concurrent.ly (Taylur , Tr
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f100r covering industry and one which reguarly reviews advertise-

ments in that industry, qualied as an expert witness in carpting

and

caret advertising (Wahnon , Tr. 409- 15; RPF , p. 2). He too was of the
opini on

that the caret (eX 249)

was at the low end of the

spectru;

that " it could not withstand too great wear * * * you could not walk
over it too many times with shoes. " (Wahnon , Tr. 428). The reaction of
the consumer witnesses who testified in this proceeding, upon being
shown the advertised careting, supports respondent Taylor's and Mr.

Wahnon s assessment of the
ny was typical:
Q. What did the careting

careting. Witness
sample look

Mar Young's testimo-

like?

A. It was just cheesy, real thin, and looked like it had been washed

and everything. '

(Young, Tr. 172)

(And see Mylechraine , Tr. 185; Beck, Tr. 202- 08; Kiley, Tr. 215- 16;

Hu , es , Tr. 225; Felder, Tr. 242; Smitb , Tr. 205; Lewis , Tr. 299).
14. Not only was the appearance ofthe advertised careting shoddy
and patently unsuitable , but in some instances , Central

Cart

advertised carpting and drew
unfavorable comparsons with the higher priced lines. For example

salesmen openly disparaged the

caret?

witness Mylechraine testified as follows:

Q. Did Mr. Taylor make any remarks to you about the (advertised)

A. He said it was , more or less , for people that were going to be
moving and that they would just leave it behind. (Tr. 185)
Mrs. Eleanor Lewis testified similarly:
Q. What happened when the salesma came into your home?
A. Well , he had a sample of the cart and he showed me what was
on the ad. He told me by having children it was no good, it wouldn t last.
Q. What did that advertised sample look like?
A. A piece of cheesecloth.
Q. Then what happened after the salesma said this to you about
that sample?
A. He showed me better, he told me that was a better cart , that it
would last. (Tr. 258)
Respondents ' own witness , Mar E. Lewis , testified to respondent
James Taylor s comments on the advertised
as follows:
Q. What did he say about the cart he was advertising?
A. He said the caret he was advertising was you know, he showed
me the threads and everyhing in it , and he said it would not hold up too

cat

long. (Tr. a02)

(And see Hughes , Tr. 226; Smith , Tr. 251). Respondent Taylor himself
testifed that he always told and tells his customers that the advertised
, This is similar to the r..action of the unrlersigned to his "xamination of ex 249
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careting will last only

one to three years , while the higher priced

DuPont 501 wil last 20 to 80 years (Taylor,

Tr. 151-

52). All carets

other than the advertised $109 grade are represented as being longer

lasting. The time period represented has vared from five year to the
20 to 80 years for the DuPont 501 quality (Taylor , Tr. 151- 52;

Mylechtafne ,

Tr. 18.'5-

86; Hughes . Tr. 226; Eleanor Lewis , Tr. 258; Epps

Tr. 889).

Stil another drawback to , or limitation of suitability of, the

advertised carpet was the fact that it was available only in from two to
four colors , whereas each of the other carts displayed by respondents
came in six or seven colors (Taylor , Tr. 88; Hughes , Tr. 225; Smith , Tr.
250). 4 As respondent Taylor explained ,

when he goes into a house he
including tbe advertised
cart IITt, he tries to ascertain

takes and displays seven different carts ,
$109 caret. While he shows the $109

what color the prospective customer is interested in (Taylor , Tr. 847).
15. Upon rejecting the advertised carting, customers are shown
better quality carting by their Centra
salesmen which , by

Cart

comparson , further serves to disparage the advertised carting.

(See

Young, Tr. 172; Mylechrane , Tr. 185-86; Beck, Tr. 208; Kiley, Tr.
216; Hughes , Tr. 226; Smith . Tr. 251).

16. Under these circumstances and by these tactics, respondents
are able to push their higher priced lines of carting to the viual
exclusion of the low- priced advertised c
t. Respondents made very
few sales of the advertised carting at the price and on the term set
forth in the advertisements. There are in the record copies of customer
contracts and charge tickets which reflect all sales of cating by
respondents , except those made by James A Taylor whie working for
Company,
other Imns , namely Sir
and Marland
between . Jan. 7 , 1978 and Oct. 5 , 1978 (CX 110-24; CX 126-29 , 181- 24;

Cart

Cart

RRA 40). SALES OF THE ADVERTISED cart (CX 249) can be
identifed on contracts and charge tickets as " nylon pile " o nylon cut
pile " (RRA 18; Taylor, Tr. 67). An examination of the exhbits reveals
that only two contr.lCts (CX 110 and 28) out of a tota of 187 salesJor
this period were for the sale of the advertised cat. Of these saes
only one (CX 110) was at the sale price of $109, and that was to cover a

living area" only; the other (CX 28) was for the substantially higher
cash price of $881 for living room, dining room and bal. Therefore , less

than one percent of Centr.u Caret' s

sales , for the only period for

. Custnm..r Hughes , for exampl.. , was shown two colon; of thO' adverti""d
was sbown th..e (Smith , Tr- 25).

5B9- 7g9 0 - 75 - G(;

carpt (Hughes 'f- 22).Customer Smith
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which complete records are in evidence , was for the sale of the

advertised carpet at or less than the advertised price.

Over 98 percent of the total sales were for more than $109.';
ApproXimately 100 sales , or more than 73 pereent of the total sales in
evidence , were for more than $400 , excluding tax and finance charges.
Approximately 54 , or nearly 40 pereent , were for over $500. Nearly 22
percent were at priees greater than $600. Five percent of total sales in
the record were for prices greater than $800,

exclusive of tax and

finance charges , and three customers made purchases of over $1000.
17. The representations set forth in Findings 10 and 11 supra were
false , misleading and deceptive and had the tendency and capacity to
deceive members of the purchasing public.
18. Respondents ' advertisements , as set forth in Findings 7501

supra have represented furher that purchasers of the DuPont
carpet receive a " free " :38- piece ovenware set or other " free " gift.
19. In truth and in fact, purchasers of respondents ' DuPont

501

carpet did not receive a " free " 38- piece oven ware set. Respondents
have no regularly established selling price for their carpet on which a
free " offer could be based (Taylor , Tr. 61- 62). Moreover . the cost of the
ovenware set was regularly included by respondents in the selling price
of the caret sold to such customers. Respondents state that they

cared the cost of each ovenware set in their advertising budget from
March through September 1978 (RPF . p. 4). It is irrelevant where they
carred" this cost. Respondent .J ames Taylor himself testifed that he
included the cost of this " free " git in calculating the price of his
carpeting (Taylor , Tr. (;1) (And see RRA 48). Moreover , he admitted

that at times he has reduced the price of a customer's purchase on

condition that the customer forego the " free "

git (Tr, 108-01"

188; CX

121 , 156, 158 , 179; RPF , p. 4).
20. Since purchasers of respondents '

DuPont 501 did not in fact

receive a " free " gift of oven ware with their purchase of carpeting,

respondents '

representation as set forth in Finding 18 is unfair

misleading and deceptive , and has the tendency and capacity to deceive
members of the purchasing public.
21. During the period between Jan. 7 , 1978 and May 18 , 1978
respondents advertised carpeting in terms of square feet only (CX 251

252 258; Findings 6- supra),
using the phrdSe " up to 270 sq. ft." . Mter
that date , they added a parenthetical " (30 sq. yds. )" to the "270 sq- ft."

Respondent Taylor admitted that this change was made in response to
, The situatio" may rl'alisticaHy be viewed a. no " advcrtised

les having- been made. The un" ;;le or th"

anvertis"d quality of carpet at $109 "' to cover one room The new papcr offer ..preseJlted that three rooms or ar,'aH
",ould bfeovO'rPr for$IO!j(Finrting 1O, "'''pro).
. There we.., two ,ales of I'icccs of carpet.ing - other than the adverti'l'd carpting- at le that" $109

\.. ..,

),

arLL..

Url

H.o

VUH

UHr1

U""

"V.
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T.C. displeasure " (RPF' , p. 2); that he was " nudged
Federal Trade Commission (Taylor , Tr. 187).
22. Mr. Albert Wahnon ,

a litte " by the

the expert in the field of retail caret

supra. testified that the customar and , in

advertising (Finding 1

fact . standard unit of me"",urement employed by caret retailers in
tneir advertisements is the square yard (Wahnon , Tr. 424- 25).

Respondents themselves admitted that, except for certain carpet
dealers who advertise quantities of carpet in terms of a number of
rooms for a stated price , the unit of measurement usually and
customarily employed in the retail advertising of caret

is the square

yard (RRA 89).
. Since the unit of

measurement customarily employed in the

retail advertising of carpet is the square

yard , consumers are
accustomed to comparing prices of careting in terms of price per
'c in
square yard. Respondents ' use of " square feet" alone
their

advertisements inhibited an accurate comparson , tended to exaggerate
both absolutely and in comparison
to competitors who advertised in term of square yards , and thus had

the amount of caret being offered ,

the tendency and capacity to mislead and deceive consumers into
believing they would get more carpeting for their money than was the

fact. This tendency was bolstered by other representations

in the

advertisements that the offered carpting would be sufficient for
three rooms " or " 3 areas " wall to wall. Moreover , testimony in the

record indicates. that consumers were in fact deceived into thinking
that the offered amount of 270 square feet would cover the areas they
desired to carpet , when in fact those areas were much larger
(Mylechraine , Tr. 188; Kirtley, Tr. 214; Hughes . Tr. 224- 25; Felder . Tr.
243).
24. Between Jan. 7 ,

1978 and Aug. 19 ,

1978 ,

respondents offered

their featured advertised careting in terms of a set quantity- 270

square feet or 80 square yards- for

$109. This is an effeCtive rate of

approximately $8.63 per square yard (Findings 6- snpra).
such offers , respondents failed to reveal the material

In makng
for

fact that .

additional quantities of the carpeting over and above the stated amount
customers would be charged , varously $5. 99 or $7. 00 per square yard
(RRA 21; Taylor , Tr. 92- 98). Beging with September 2: , 1978
several of respondents ' advertisements supplied the information that
quantities of the advertised carpeting over and above 270 square feet
would cost the purchaser $5. 99 per square yard (CX 257 , 258 , 260- 6.'1;
Respondents admitted that this change in their
supra).
advertisements w,," made as a result of "
C. displeasure , that they
were " nudged by the Federal Trade Commission " into making the
change (RPF 2; Taylor , Tr. 885).
finding 9
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25. Respondents ' failure to disclose thc aforcmentioned material
fact had the tendency and capacity to deceive consumers into believing
that prces charged for quantities of carpeting in excess of the featurcd
, area' would be at a rate identical to , or at least not substantially higher

than , that indicated for the specifed area.
26. Through the use of the unfair , false , misleading and dcccptive
statements , misrepresentations and practices found above , respondents

and their salesmen have been able to induce customers into signng
contracts upon initial contact , without giving them time to consider
carefully the purcbase and the conscquences thereof. Ninety-nine
percent of respondents ' sales leads are from newspaper advertisements
featurng the $109 caret (Taylor , Tr. 811). The consumer witnesses
who tcstifed in this proceeding were almost uniorrly. attracted to

respondents ' offer of carpeting for $109; yet they and practically all of
respondents ' customers signed contracts on the initial contact for more
expensive carpeting in amounts costing substantially more than the
fcatured $109 (Findings 10 , 16

Respondent Taylor testifcd

supra).

that " 99. 44 percent" of his sales were consumted on thc initial visit
to the customer's home (Tr. 158).
DISCUSSION

Individual Liability of James A TaylOl:
Respondents make no argument aganst holding James A Taylor

liable in his individual capacity for the acts and practices that may be
found unfair and deceptive. It is settled that to prevent erosion of its
orders , the Federal Trade Commssion has thc authority to name
individually, offccrs , directors and the stockholders of corprations
when they have paricipated in or controlled the challenged acts or
practices.
Federal Trade Contmission
v. Stand.'rd Education Society,
02 U. S.

817 , F. 2d

112 (1987);

Rayex Corortion

290 (2d Cir. 1968);

v.

Federal Trad Comm.ission

Standrd Di"trilndors

v.

Federal Tra

Cmnmission 211 F. 2d 7 (2d Cir. 1954). As the individual solely
responsible for evcry facet of Central Caret Corpration ,

Inc.'s

operations , .James A. Taylor is unquestionably liable for the acts and
practices found herein.
The Unfai and Deceptive Acts and Practices
Bait and Switch"
Bait advertising is an allurng but insincere offer to sell a product or
servce which the advertiser in truth does not intend or want to sell. Its
purpose is to switch consumers from buying the advertised merchan-

dise in order to sell something else , usually at a higher price or on a
basis more advantageous to the advcrtiscr. The primar aim of a bait
advertisement is to obtain leads as to persons interested in buying

"-
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Guides Against Bait Adve'rtis-

merchandise of tbe type so advertised.
ing,

16 C.

R. 923. 0

(1957). Bait advertising and the practice of bait

and switch whereby the customer responding to the " bait"

is

switched" to a higher priced item have been repeatedly condemned by
the Commission and the courts.
Tashof
v. Federal Trad Commission
413 F. 2d- 707(D. C. Cir. 1970);
ConsuinRrS Products of America , Inc.
Federal Trade Commission 400 F. 2d 980 (8rd Cir. 196),
cert. denied
898 U. S. 1088;
Guides Against Bait Advertising, 16
R. 9288.
(1975). Factors evincing bait advertising and a bait and switch scheme
include , among others , the use of an offer using statements or

illustrations tbat create a false impression of the grade , quality or
usability of the offered product such that on disclosure of the true
facts . the purchaser might be switched to another product; and the
discouragement of the purchase of the advertised aricle by refusing to
show it , disparaging the product by acts or words, or showing of a
product which is defective , unusable or impractical for the purose
represented or implied in the advertisement.
Guides , s'Upra 9288. 2(a),
288. 8(a), (b), (e).

In light of the above , it is clear that respondents ' advertising and
sellng practices constitute a bait and switch scheme. The "bait" here
which successfully caught the attention of consumers , is low quality,
inferior and very unattractive careting, limited as to colors in which
available , advertised and offered as " quality " Il wall to wall" carting in
amounts sufficient to cover three
rOOII or three areas at a very low
price. In no way could this be considered a Dona fide offer. The term of
the offer could not in fact be filled , because the product referred to was
in fact
not
quality with all that the word implies in terms of

durability and attractiveness

no

was it suitable

for wall to wall

installation nor would the amount offered usually cover three rooms or
three " areas. " The offer was patently a means of obtaing leads to
persons who wanted careting. l"xhibition of the advertised caret was
generally sufficient in itself to switch the prospective customer to
higher priced careting- it was a self- disparaging product. The record

here is devoid of some of the more outrageous examples present in
other cases of salesmen s efforts to disparage their product and

discourage its purchase , although even bere , respondents ' salesmen did
point out all the sbortcomings of their featured caret.

As discussed above , the poor appearnce of the carpt , together with
the few colors in which it was available ,

made it unnecessary for the
salesman to do more tban merely exhibit the carpt to disparge it. At
any rate , it is not essential to show evidence of actual dispargement of

the advertised product to find " bait

and switch. " It may be inferred

that customers were " switched" from the advertised product by
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evidence of bait advertising, present here , and minimal sales of the
advertised product.
Tashof
v.
Federal Trad Commission , supra
National
ead
Co. v.
Pediral Tra Commission 227
2d 825 , 8:i2 (7th Cir. 1955),
rev d on other grO'und 852 U. S. 419 (1957).
Only one sale of the advertised carpeting at the advertised price is in

, 709-19; see also

the record- representing less than 1 percent of respondents ' total

in evidence (Finding 16 supra).
Tbis is certainly " minimal"
sales: The great number of sales of higher priced careting shows the
success of the " switch.
caret sales

Respondents argue that they never refused to show or demonstrate
the advcrtised caret and that they were always willng to sell it (RPF

8). The undisputed fact remains that the appearance of tbe advertised

carpet alone could and did " switch"

customers to higher priced

carpeting. Respondents argue further that their salesmen were merely
tellng the truth in pointing out the advertised carpet's shortcomings

(RPF 8; RRB 8). Clearly, however, the law is violated if the f"rst
contact with a customer is secured by deception , as here in the form of
respondents ' advertisements. Guidis supr,
928. 2(b). An integral par
of respondents ' business operation , therefore , consisted of " baiting" the

consumers with misleading advertisements of inexpensive capeting,

and subsequently " switehing" them to higher priced carting through

demonstrating and comparing the inferior careting with better quality
goods. Respondents ' purpose was accomplished , though it was unnecesresort to some of the egregious tactics employed in
other " bait and switch" schemes.
sar for them to

Use of the Word " Free

To represent that merchandise or servces are offered "free "

in

connection with the sale of other merchandise or . services , there must
have been an established reguar price on which to base the " free
offer.

Fediral Tra

Cmnmission

v.

Mary Carte l'aint

Co. , 882 U.

46 (1965). it is plainly deceptive to represent as was done by these
respondents that an ovenware set is " free " if its cost , unknown to the
purcha.ser , is included in the price of the advertised carpeting.
Sunshing Art Studios , Inc. v. Fedeal Trad Commission 481 F.
1171 (1st Cir. 1978);

Mary Cartr Paint Co. , supr; Guidi Conerning

Use of the Word "Free "

and Similar Rerrresentat-ons

Hi C.F. R. 251

(1975).

Use of " Square

Feet" and Undisclosed Rates

1 The fact that for th,' only period ror which there is do"um('nt.ary evidence . advcrti
('d carpt sales rO'prpscnted
leso than 1 percent "faHsal,, te",h al best , lo , ast.louUt on the arpur:ey of responde"t Taylor s recollection that for

all of !97:\anrl 19745al"softheadvertis.,dearptamuuntedto7 perce ntofalJearpetsolrlbyreopondents.

MoreovO'r

sales of the artvertised ml'rchanrtise dol's not preclude existence of a " bait and witeh" geh('mc- it ha. l""en df'tO'nnined
that , on orcasion . this is a mere incidental by- product of the fundamental plan amI i intended to provide an aura of
legitimacy to the uverall operation G"ide.. To nail Ad"rrlisi1lg,
""I'm

-,-

vl'.L'IIH.f\l

vl\tlt'r.l v\Jlt.tU.fl\llV.L'I

l.LH_

LV,):!
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In consideration of the fact that the unit of measurement customarily
employed in advertising carpeting is by the square yard , the

advertising of carpeting in terms of square feet , without disc10sing the
equivalent in square yards ,

is unfair and deceptive because (1) it
i,?hibits,m accurate comparison of respondents ' prices with those of
compe titors , and (2) because. it tends to exaggerate the amount of
caret being offered.

Furher, it is an unfair trade practice to fail to reveal any relevant
and material facts concerning representations in an advertisement

where such information might be important

to the

prospective

customer in making his decision as to whether to purchase the product
advertised.
Federal Trae Commission
v.
Colgate- Palrrlive
Co. , 880
S. :374 (1965);
Spiegel , Inc. v. Federal Trrnl CommiRsion 495
2d59
(7th Cir. 1974). Therefore , respondents ' practices of advertising

carpeting in terms of square feet only and of failing to disclose the
higher rates charged for quantities of carpeting beyond the advertised
amounts are unfair and have the tendency and capacity to deceive the
public. It is of no matter that customers were informed of the true facts

concernng respondents ' offers before they made their purchases. The
harm was done on initial contact in that these practices tended to
enhance the " bait" quality of respondents ' advertisements.
Exposition
Press , Inc. v. Federal Trad Commission 295
2d 869 , 878 (2d Cir.
CarfJ!r Products , Inc. V. Fedel
824 (7thCjr. 1951).
Respondents argue that there was no evidence presented that

1961), cert. denied 870 U. S.

Trade Commission 186

917(1962);

2d 821 ,

persons responding to advertisements of respondents were misled by
the failure to specify the cost of additional yardage and that no
evidence was presented that such persons were misled by the use of

square feet into thinking that they were being

offered a greater

quantity of carpeting than was the fact (RPF 5 , 7). To the contrary, the
record does establish that customers received the impression that

offered than was the fact
In any event, evidence of actual deception of the

greater amounts of caret were being
(Finding 23

supra).

public is not necessar to a finding of violation, a tendency and capacity
Feil
V. Federal Trad Commission 285 F.

to deceive being sufficient.

879 (9th Cir.

1960);

Federal Trad
666 (7th Cir. 1967). The Federa Trade

Montgomry Ward

Commission 879 F. 2d

CO.

V.

Commission Act was not intended to protect only the sophisticated , but
the unthinking and credulous who do not stop to analyze but are
governed by general impressions.
Giant Food , Inc. v. Federal

Tra

Commission 332 , F. 2d 977 (D.C. Cir. 196);

Helbros Watch Cmnpany,

cer.
Inc.
V. Federal Trade Commission :no F. 2d 868 (D. C. Cir. 1962),
denied 872 U. S. 976 (196). Therefore , in the context of all representa-
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tions made , upon his own examination of the advertisements as well as
the other pertinent portions of the record , the undersigned concludes

. tpe use of square feet and the failure to disclose higher rates on
quantities above the advertised amounts have the tendency and

, that

Com. mission 881 F. 2d

Co. v.

J.B. Williarr",

capacity to deceive the consumer.

Federal Trad

884 (6th Cir. 1967).

Cooling Off Period

In view of the facts that (1) respondents are able to secure entry into
potential customers ' homes by virtue of advertisements that stress the
availability and suitability of inexpensive carpeting, (2) the actual sales
made are almost invariably of a much higher priced caret and for a
substantially greater expenditure than that indicated in the advertisements and (8) these sales are practically always made upon the initial
visit of the salesman , it is clear that respondents ' customers require the
protection of a " cooling off" period of the type enunciated in the

Commission s Trade Regulation Rule Cooling Off Period For Door- To-

Door Sales 16 C. R. Section 429 (1975). ' Such protection will be
afforded by the order.
The Remedy

The Commission is vested with broad discretion in determning the
of the unlawful
Colgaw- Palrrlive Co.
880 U. S. 874 (1965). The Commssion s discretion is limited only by the

type of order necessar to ensure the discontinuance
practices found.

Federal Trad

Commission

v.

requirement that the remedy be reasonably related to the unlawful
Pederal Trad Commission 827 U.
practices.
Jacob Siegel
Co. v.
v. Ruberoid
Co. , 848 U. S. 470
(1946);
FedJ!ral Trad Cornmisson
(1952). It is also settled that the Commission, as part of its remedial
powers , has the authority to requie respondents to take affrmative
Federal Trad
action , or make affrmative statements in advertising.
Co. v.
v.
Colgate- Palrrwlive , supra; Am.erican Cyanamid
Commission
cert. denied
2d 574 (6th Cir. 19(8),
Pederal Tmde Comrr,;.Bsion 401

608 618

a94 U. S. 920 (1969).

The order is reasonably related to the unawful practices found and
has been devised to bring about cessation of such prdctices. In addition
to proscribing the unlawful acts and prdctices found and varations of
those practices , the order is also directed at certai aspects of the
unlawful practices which played an integrl par in their execution. For
. It is of no moment that the re"l!rd does not contain "dual evidence of instances of hard prc%ure tad;"s. The very
fact that individuals who invite resp.ondenl. into their homes to display an arlvertiscd in"xj""nsive carpting are
snmehl!w prevailed upon , on the veT) first cans , to contract for much more expensive carpting oemon,;t....tes that
respondenL ' customer: require a .' cooling off" period to reconsider what th., y h"vr' obligated thO'msclves to rto
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example , numbered paragraphs 14 , 15 and 16 of tbe order are directed
at specific aspects of the bait and switch that helped make the practice
work. The inclusion in the advertisements of references to carpeting
for " 3 rooms " or " 3 areas" or l4 up to 3 areas . regardless of how
qualified , tends to infer that three rooms or areas will be careted. As

an integral part of the bait , such advertising should be proscribed
unless the rooms or areas referred to will be fully covered at the price
advertised. Similarly, featurng carpting which , for all practical
puroses has limited suitability or availabilty because of a limited
number of colors or short life expectancy under normal or not unusual
conditions of use has also been an integral par of the bait. Such

advertising should be proscribed unless the limitations are disclosed.
Respondents argue that since they have discontinued any offer of a
free git" and have added the square yard mea.,urement to their
advertisements , an order addressed to those matters is no longer
necessar (RPF , p. 8). It is settled that discontinuance or abandonment
of a practice does not prevent the issuance of a cease and desist order
directed to such practice.
Giant Food . Inc. 61 F. C. 826 (1962). This
principle is particularly applicable to situations where the discontin-

uance was not entirely voluntar but occurred only after the
Commission had begun an investig"dtion into such practices , where

respondent continues in the same line of business and where there is no
Coro , Inc. 68 F.
guarantee that the practices may not be resumed.
1164 , 1201 (1968),
nwdified and affd. , Coro , Inc. v. Fedel Trad
Commission 888 F. 2d 149 (lst Cir. 196);
cer. denied 880 U. S. 954
(1965). Respondents discontinued their " free git" offer , and added
square yards " to their advertisements long after the :f1rst investiga-

tional hearing of March 20 , 1978. Respondent Taylor himself admitted
that he made the changes of adding " square yards "

and disclosing the

cost of careting over the specifc advertised quantity only as a

of being " nudged" by the Commission (Findings 21, 24

result

supm).

should be noted that Mr. Taylor is still engaged in the same retai
carpt business and there is

no reason to believe he wil not continue in

that business. Under such circumstances , an order directed to the

aforementioned prdctices is most appropriate and necessary. Without
an order, the public has no def"mite assurance that the unlawful
practices wil not be resumed in the future.
In the " Notice Order" attached to the complaint , and in their
proposed order , complaint counsel have included a provision requiring

respondents to disclose clearly and conspicuously, by means of a blackbordered notice in all their advertisements , the fact that the

Commission has found that they " engage in bait and switch ad vertising.
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Despite the wide leeway granted the Commission in framing orders

the undersigned will not adopt sueh a proposal in this case. Jn four
recent cases Wilbanks Carpet Specialists Docket No. 8933 (Sept. 24
Tri- State Carpets , lru;. Docket No. 8945 (Oct. 15
Theod(rre Stephen Co. , lru;. Docket 894 (.Jan. 28
1975 (85 F. C. 152)); and
Sir Co:rpet , Inc. Docket 8981 (Feb. 6 , 1975 (85
F.TC. 190)), the Commission has struck similar warning provisions

1!J74 l84 F.TC. 510));

1974184 F.

C. 1078));

from orders issued in the initial decisions. The Commission held that
the records in those cases presented

consumer warning was a

insufficient evidence that a

necessary or appropriate means for the

termination of the acts or practices complained of or for the prevention

of their recurrence. The record in the instant matter presents no
stronger evidence in this regard and complaint counsel's'

request is

rejected.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. '!'e F' ederal Trade Commssion has had , and now has , jurisdiction over respondents , and the methods of competition and acts and
practices charged in the complaint and found herein took place in
commerce as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission

Act.

2. Respondents have engaged in false , misleading and deceptive
advertising, and used unfair methods of competition and unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in the offering for sale . sale and
distribution of carpeting and floor coverings.
. The aforesaid methods of competition and acts and practices of
respondents were and are to the prejudice and injur of the public and
of respondents ' competitors and constituted and now- copstitute unfai

methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Central Caret Corpration , Inc- . a
corporation , its successors and assigns , and its officers , and . J ames ATaylor , individually and as an officer of said corporation , and
respondents ' agents , representatives and employees , directly or
through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering for sale , sale , distribution , and

install"tion of carpeting and floor coverings, or any other aricle of
merchandise , in commerce , as " correrce " is defined in the Federa
Trade Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from;

v1"1\l- 1.1 VV1\. J. Jl\l1J.J.VJ.'

Iv 1:1' 11\1"1..
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1.
Using, in any manner, a sales plan, scheme , or device wherein
false , misleading, or deceptive statements or representations are made

in order to obtain leads or prospects for the sale of carpeting or other
merchandise or services.

2. Making representations , directly or indirectly, orally or in

Wrting, purporting to offer merchandise or services for sale when the
purpose of the representation is not to sell the offered merchandise or
servces but to obtain leads or prospects for the sale of other

merchandise or servces at higher prices.
8. Disparaging in any manner , or discouraging tbe purchase of any
merchandise or servces which are advertised or offered for sale.
4. Representing,

directly or indirectly, orally or in wrting, that any

merchandise or services are offered for sale when such offer is not a
bona fide offer to sell such merchandise or services.
5. Failing to maintain and produce for inspection and copYing for a
period of three (B) years following the date of publication of any

advertisement, adequate records to document for the entire period
during which each advertiscment was ru and for a period of six (6)
weeks after the termination of its publication in press or broadcast
media:
a. the cost of publishing each

advertisement including tbe prepar-

tion and dissemination thereof;
b. the volume of sales made of the advertised product or service at

the advertised price; and
c. a computation of the net

profit from the salcs of each advertised

product or service at the advertised pricc.
6. Representing, directing or

indirectly, orally or in wrting, that

any price amount is respondents '

regular price for any aricle of

merchandise or servce unless said amount is the price at which such

merchandise or service has been sold or offered for sale by respondents
for a reasonably substantial period of time in the recent , regular course
of their business and not for the purse of establishing fictitious
higher prices upon which a deceptive comparson or a " free " or similar
offer might be based.
7. Representing, directly or indirectly, orally or in wrting, that any
merchandise or servce is furnsl:ed " free " or at no cost to the
purchaser of advertised mcrchandise or servces , when , in fact , the cost
of such merchandise or servce is reguarly included in the selling price
of the advertised merchandise or servce.
S. Representing, directly or indirectly, orally or in wrting, that a
free " offer is being made in connection with the introduction of new
merchandise or servces offered for sale at a specified price unless the
respondents expect , in good faith , to discontinue the offcr after a
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limited time and commence selling such merchandise or service
separately, at the same price at which it was sold with a " free " offer.
9.
epresenting, directly or indilectly. orally or in wrting, that
merchandise or servce is being offered " free " with the

sale of

merchandise or service which is usually sold at a price arved at
through bargainig, rather than at a reguar price, or where there may
be a regular price ,

but where other material factors such as quantity,

quality, or size are arved at through barganing.
10. Representing, directly or indirectly. orally or in wrting, that a
free " offer is available in a trade area for more than six (6) months in

any twelve (12) month period. At least thirty (80) days shall elapse
offer is made in the same trade area. No
more than three such " free " offers shall be made in the same area in
before another such " free "

any twelve (12) month period. In such period , respondents ' sales in that
area of the product or servce in the amount , size or quality promoted
with the " free " offer shall not exceed 50 percent of the total volwne of
sales of the product or servce, in the same amount , size or quality, in
the area.

11. Representing, directly or indirectly, orally or in wrting, that a
product or service is being offered

as a

git/' " without charge

bonus " or by other words or term which tend to convey the

impression to the consumng public that. the article of merchandise or
service is free , when the use of the terr " free " in relation thereto is
prohibited by the provisions of this order.
12. Advertising the price of cart , either separately or with

padding and installation included , for specifed areas of coverage
without disclosing in immediate conjunction and with equal prominence
the square yard price for additional quantities of such
with
padding and installation needed.

cart

18. Advertising any careting or floor covering using square feet as
the unt of measurement , unless square yards is also employed as the
unit of measurement in immediate conjunction therewith and with

equal prominence or using any term or terms which tends to

exaggerate the siz of quantity of carpting or floor covering

being

offered at the advertised price.
14. Advertising the price of carpt ,

either separtely or with

padding and instalation included , in terms of an area or areas uness

the area or areas will be fully covered at the price advertised.
15. Featurng in an advertisement any cart for use in wall to wal
installation which caret is not suitable for use in heavy tr.ufic , in a
household having children or over a particular nwnber of individuals or

which may not reasonably be expected to last at least five (5) year
without conspicuously disclosing any of such limitations.

CENTRAL CARPET CORPORATION , INC.
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16.
eaturng in an advertisement any caret which is available in
five or less colors witbout conspicuously disclosing the colors in which
caret is available.
i 7. Contracting for any sale whether in tbe form of trade
acceptance , conditional sales contract , promissory note , or otherwse

wbich shall become binding on the buyer prior to midnight of the thid

day, excluding Sundays and legal holidays , after the date of execution.
18. Failing to furnsh the buyer with a fully completed receipt or

copy of any contract pertaining to such sale at the time of its execution
Spanish , as that principally used in
whicb is in the same language

the oral sales presentation and whicb shows the date of the trasaction

and contains the name and address of the seller,

and in immediate

proximity to the space reserved in the contract for the signature of the
buyer or on the front page of the receipt if a contract is not used in bold
face type of a minimum size of 10 points , a statement in substantially
the following form:
YOU , TilE BUYER . MAY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION AT ANY TIME
PRIOR TO MIDNIGHT OF THE THIRD BUSINESS DAY AFTER THE DATE OF
THIS TRANSACTION. SEE THE ATTACHED NOTICE OF CANCELLATION
FORM FOR AN ;:XPLANATION 0;' THIS RIGHT.
19. Failing to fursh each buyer , at the time he signs the sales

contract or otherwse agrees to buy consumer g'Oods or servces from
the seller , a completed form in duplicate , captioned " NOTICE OF
CANCELLATION" , which shall be attacheil to tbe contract or receipt
and easily detachable , and which shall contan in ten point bold face
type the following information and statements in the same language
Spanish , as that used in the contract:
NOTICE OF CANCELLATION

lentel dafp. of transaction)

YOU MAY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION . WITIlOUT ANY PENALTY OR

OBLIGATION , WITIIN THREE BUSINESS DAYS FROM THE ABOVE DATE. IF
YOU CANCEL , ANY PROPERTY TRADED IN . ANY PAYMENTS MADE BY YOU

UNDER THE CONTRACT OR SALE , AND ANY NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT
EXECUTED BY YOU WILL BE RETURNED WITHIN 10 BUSINESS DAYS
FOLLOWING RECEIPT BY THE SELLER OF YOUR CANCELLATION NOTICE
AND ANY SECURITY INTEREST ARISING OUT OF THE TRANSACTION WILL
BE CANCELLED. IF YOU CANCEL , YOU MUST MAKE AVAILABLE TO THE
SELLER AT YOUR RESIDENCE , IN SUBSTANTIALLY AS GOOD CONDITION

AS WHEN RECEIVlm . ANY GOODS DELIVERED TO YOU UNDER THIS
CONTRACT OR SALE; OR YOU MAY IF YOU WISH . COMPLY WITH THE
INSTRUCTIONS OF THE SELLER REGARDING TilE RETURN SHIPMENT OF

TH~; GOODS AT THE SELLER' S EXPENSE AND RISK. IF YOU DO MAKE THE
GOODS AVAILABLE TO THE SELLER AND THE SELLER DOES NOT PICK
THEM UP WITIIN 20 DAYS OF THE DATE OF YOUR NOTICE OF CANCELLATION , YOU MAY RETAIN OR DISPOSE OF TilE GOODS WITHOUT ANY
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nJRTHER OBLIGATION. IF YOU FAIL TO MAKJ- THE GOODS AVAILABLJ- TO

TilE SELLER , OR IF YOU AGR,:E TO RETURN THE GOODS TO THE SELLER
AND FAIL TO DO SO , THEN YOU REMAIN LIABLE FOR PERFORMANCE OF
. ALL ()JJLIGATIONS UNDER THE CONTRACT. TO CANCEL THIS TRANSAC.

TION MAIL OR DELIVER A SIGNED AND DATED COPY OF TIIS CANCELLA.
TION NOTICE OR ANY OTHER WRI'IEN NOTIC~: , OR SEND A TELEGRAM
NOT LATER THAN
of bu"o.iness
TO
(Na' me ofSellerj,
AT
(address oiselle;'s place
MIDNIGHT
(date).
I HEREBY CANCEL TilS TRANSACTION.
(Date)

(Buyer s

signature)

20. i'" ailing, before furishing copies of the " Notice of Cancellation
to the buyer, to complete both copies by cntering the name of thc seller
the address of the seller s place of business , the date of the transaction,
and the date , not earlier than the third business day following the date
of the transaction , by which the buyer may give notice of cancellation.
21. Including in any sales contract or receipt any confession of

judgment or any waiver of any of the rights to which the buyer is
entitled under this order including specifically his right to cancel the
sale in accordance witb the provisions of this order.
22. Failing to inform each buyer

orally, at the time he signs the

contract or purchases the goods or servicjes, of his right to cancel.
28, Misrepresenting. directly or indirectly, oraly or in wrting. the
buyer s right to cancel.
24. Failing or refusing to honor any valid notice of cancellation by a
buyer and within 10 business days after the receipt of such notice , to (i)
refund all payments made under the contract or sale; (ii) return any
goods or property traded in , in substantially "-, goodcoI)dition as when
received by the seller; (iii) cancel and retur any negotiable instrument
executed by the buyer in connection with the contract or sale and take
any action necessary or appropriate to termnate promptly any securty
interest created in the transaction.

25. Negotiating, transferrng, selling. or assigning any note or other
evidence of indebtedness to a finance company or other third
prior to midnight of the f"th business day following tbe day the

pary

wa. signed or the goos or servces were purchased.
26. Failing, within 10 business days of receipt of the buyer's notice
of cancellation , to notify bim whether the seller intends to reposses or
to abandon any shipped or delivered goods.
Provided , however That nothing contaed in this order shall relieve
respondents of any additional obligations respecting contracts requied
contract

by federdl law or the law of the state in which the contrdct is made.

When sucb obligations are inconsistent , respondents can apply to the

1._

l"

lliJ-l

v./u\.r.r I lJVl\..tVll.J-lIV.L'I , l1'1v.
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Commission for relief from this provision

with respect to contracts

executed in the state in which such different obligations are required.
The Commission ,

upon showing. shall make such modifications as may

be waranted in the premises.
It is further o'rdred That respondents shall maintain for at least a
ohe (1) year period , copies of -all advertisements , including newspaper
radio and television advertisements , direct man and in-store solicitation

utilized for the
coverings,
leads
for
the
sale
of
careting
or
floor
purose of obtaining
or utilized in the advertising, promotion or sale of careting or floor

literature ,

and any other such promotional material

coverings and other merchandise.

It is further ordered That respondents , for a period of one (1) year
from the effective date of this order, shall provide each advertising

agency utilized by respondents and each newspaper publishi,lg
company, television or radio station or other advertising media which is
utilized by respondents to obtain leads for the sale of carpting or floor
coverings and other merchandise , with a copy of this order.
I t is further ordered That respondents deliver a copy of this order to
cease and desist to all present and future personnel of respondents
engaged in the offering for sale , sale of any product , consunation of

any cxtension of consumcr crcdit or in any aspect of preparation
creation , or placing of advertising, and that respondents secure a signed
statement acknowledging receipt of said order from each such person.
It is further ordered That the respondent corporation shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to each of its-operating divisions.

It is further orde'red That respondents notify the Commssion at
least thirty (80) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent , such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corpration which may affect

compliance obligstions arising out of this order-

It is further ordered That the respondent James A. Taylor promptly
notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present business or
employment and of his affiliations with a new business or employment.
Such notice shall include respondent's current business address and a
statement as to the nature of the business or employment in which he is

engaged as well as a description of his duties and responsibilitiesFINAL ORDER

The administrative law judge fied his initial decision in this matter
1975 , finding respondents to have engaged in the acts and
practices as alleged in the complaint and entering a cease and desist
order against respondents- A copy of the initial decision and order was
on Apr. 17 ,
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servcd on the respondents on May 9 , 1975. No appeal was taken from
the initial decision.
The Commission having now determined that the matter should not
bc placed on its own docket for revicw, and that the initial decision

should bccome effective as provided in Section 8. 51(a) of the
Commssion s Rules of Practice
It
is
ordered That the initial decision and order contained therein
shall becomc effective on the date of issuance of this order.
It is furthir ordred That respondents shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order upon them, fie with the Commission a report
in wrting, signed by such respondents , setting forth in detail the

manner and form of their compliance with the order to cease and desist.

IN THE MATTR OF

D. PAIGE COMPANY , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION AND TRUT IN LENDING ACTS
Docket C- 2672.

Complaint ,

June

Consent order requiring an East Providence ,

other things to cease violating the Trth
consumers , in connection with the

1975- Decision

June

, 1975

R.I. , seller of immr.mce at retail , among
in Lending Act by failing to disclose to
extension of consumer credit , such

infonnation as required by Regulation Z of the said Act.

Appeamn.es
For the Commission:
For the respondents:

Raymond J. McNulty.
Richf1rd T. Linn , Gunning, LaF'azia , Gnys &

Selya , Inc. Providence , R.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Trth in Lending Act and the
implementing regulation promulgated thereunder, and the Federal
Trade Commission Act , and by virue of the authority vested in it by
said Acts , the Federal Tradc Commission, having reason to believe that
C. D. Paige Company, Inc. , a corpration , trading .and doing business as
Premium Budget Plan , and Kenneth E. Norrs , individually and as an
offcer of said corpration , hereinafter referred to as respondcnts , have
violated thc provisions of said Acts and the implementing regulation,
and it appearng to the Commssion that a proceeding by it in rcspect

C. D. PAIGE COMPANY , INc.
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thereof would be in the public interest ,

hereby issues its complaint

stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent C. D. Paige Company, Inc. , trading and
doing business as Premium Budget Plan , is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under. and by virtue of the laws of the State

, of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations , with its principal office

and place of business located at 680 Warren Ave. , East Providence , R.
Respondent Kenneth E. Norrs

is an offcer of the corporate

respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and
practices of the corporation ,

including the acts and practices herein-

after set forth. His address is tbe same

as that of the corporate

respondent.
P AI!. 2. Respondents are and have been , engaged in the offering for
sale and sale of insurance to the public at retail.

PAR 8. In the ordinary course and conduct of their business as
aforesaid , respondents offer to extend consumer credit and extend
consumer credit, as " consumer credit" is defined in Regulation Z , the
implementing Regulation of the Truth in Lending Act, duly promulgated by the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

PAR 4. Subsequent to July 1 ,

1969

, respondents in the ordinar

course of business as aforesaid , and in connection with their financing
credit sale " is defined
es as
of insurance premiums which are credit
in Regulation Z , have caused , and are causing, their customers to enter
into contracts for the purchase of insurance ,

by executing a binding

disclosure statement , hereafter
referred to as the " statement." Respondents provide these customers
witb no consumer credit cost disclosures other than on tbe statement.
combination promissory note and

By and through the use of the statement , respondents:

identify the amount or method of
computing the amount of any default , delinquency, or similar charge
1. Failed in some instances to

payable in the event of late payments ,

as requied by Section

226.8(b)(4) of Reguation Z.
2. Failed in some instances to

disclose the annual percentage rate

computed in accordance with Section 226.5 of Regulation Z , as requied
by Section 226. 8(b)(2)

of Reguation Z.
to disclose the sum of the cash price , all

8. Failed in some instances

charges which are included in the amount financed but which are not
par of the finance charge , and the finance charge , and to describe tbe
sum as the "deferred payment price " as required by Section
226. 8(c)(8)(ii) of Reguation Z.
4. Failed

in some instances to disclose the method of computing any

5B9- 799 0 - 76 - 61
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unearned portion of the finance charge in the event of prepayment of
the obligation as required by Section 226. 8(b)(7)

of Regulation Z.

additional information which misleads or confuses the
customer or obscures or detracts ' attention from the information
'5. Provide

required to be disclosed by Reguation Z ,

in violation of 226. 6(c)

of

Regulation Z.
6. Failed to preserve evidence of compliance with Regulation Z for
a period of not less than two years after the date each disclosure
required to be made as required by Section 226. 6(i) of Hegulation Z.
PAR. 5. Pursuant to Section 1O 1(q) of the Truth in Lending Act

respondents ' aforesaid failures to comply with the provisions of
Hegulation Z constitute violations of that Act and , pursuant to Section
108 thereof, respondents have thereby violated the Fedi'ral Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of

certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnshed thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Boston Regional Offce proposed
to present to the Commission for its consideration and which , if issued
by the Commission ,

would charge respgndents with violation of the
implementing reguation

Federal Trade Commission Act and the

promulgated thereunder and violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission baving thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , an admission by the
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signng of said agreement is for
settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law bas been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as reqwred by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having

determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents have
violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days

, now in furher conformity

with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 84 (b) of its rues , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jursdictional findings,
and enters the following order:

I. Respondent C. D. Paige Company, Inc. , trading and doing
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business as Premium Budget Plan , is a corporation organzed , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Rhode Island and Providence Plantations . with its offce and principal
place of business located at fJiO Warren Ave. , East Providence , R. L

Respondent Kenneth E. Norrs is an officer of said corporation. He

forrulate s;,directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation , and his principal offce and place of business is located at
the above stated address.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has

jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER
It is ordered
That respondents C. D. Paige Company, Inc. , a
corporation , trading and doing business as Premium Budget Plan or

under any other name or names , its successors and assigns , and its
offcers , and Kenneth E. Norrs , individually and as an officer of said
corporation , and respondents ' agents , representatives and employees
directly or through any corporation , subsidiary, division or other

device , in connection with any extension of consumer credit or
advertisement to aid , promote or assist directly or indirectly any
extension of consumer credit , as " consumer credit" and
advertisement" are defined in Regulation Z (12 CFR 226) of the Trth

in Lending Act (Pub. L. 90-821 , 15 D.

C. 9 1601 et seq. do forthwith

cease and desist from:

1. Failing to identify the amount or

method of computing the

amount , of any default , delinquency, or similar charge payable in the
event of late payments , as required by Section 226. 8(b)(4) of Reguation
2- Failing to

disclose the annual percentage rate , computed in

accordance with Section 226. 5

of Regulation Z , as requied by Section

226. 8(b)(2) of Reguation Z.
8. Failing to disclose the sum of the cash price , all charges which are
included in the amount financed but which are not par of the finance
charge , and the finance charge , and to describe that sum as the
deferred payment price " as required by Section 226.8(c)(8)(ii) of
Regulation Z.

4. Failing to identify the method of computing any unearned
portion of the finance charge in the event of prepayment of the
obligations as required by Section 226. 8

5. Stating,

(b)(7) of Reguation Z.

utilizing or placing any additional informtion in

conjunction with the disclosures required to be made by Regulation Z
which information misleads , confuses , contraicts , obscures or detracts

/.
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attention from disclosure of information requicd to be disclosed

Regulation Z , in violation of Section 226.6(c) of Regulation Z.
6. Failing

in any consumer credit transaction to preserve evidence

of compliance for a period of not less that two

year as required by

Section 226. 6(i)

of Regulation Z.
It is further ordred Thatrespondents deliver a copy of this order to

cease and desist to all present and future personnel of respondents
engaged in the consummation of any extension of consumer credit , or in
any aspect of preparation . creation . or placing of advertising, and that
respondents secure a signed statement acknowledging receipt of said
order from each such person.
It is further ordered That respondents notify the Commssion at
least thirty (aD) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent , such as dissolution , assignent , or sale , resulting in the
emergence of a successor corpration, the creation or g.issolution of

subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.

It is further ordered That the individual respondent named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present
business or employment and of his affiiation with a new business or
employment. Such notice shall include respondcnt's curent business
address and a statement as to the nature of the business or
employment in which he is engaged as well as a description of his duties
and responsibilities.
It is further orred That the respondents herein shall within sixty

(60) days after servce upon them of this order,

fie with the

Commission a report , in wrting, setting forth in detail the manner and

form in which they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATTR OF

NATIONAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION , ET AL.
OPINION AN MODIFIED ORDER , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket 880.

Decl 'Jion

Feb.

, 197,'*

Modifid Orr

June

. 1975

40 F. R. 19459 , (p. 390 herein),
a New York City seller of battery additive , VX-u , and other products
eliminating certin " loopholes " in the earlier order , while setting forth in

Order further modifying order issued Mar. 4 . 1975

ag-d.inst
by

some detail and with greater clarity a wide variety of options available to
S".. 2F_ c.4H.

UYNAMIC

NATIONAL
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respondents for making truthful claims

concerning the earnings of their

distributors,

Appeamnces
For the Commission:
or the respondents;

Jeffrey TUTeck

and

Solonwn H. Frind

Miclwl

C.

McCarey.

, N.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

BY DIXON Corn:missioner:
Complaint counsel bave fied a " Petition

for Reconsideration " of tbe

Commission s order in this matter issued on Mar. 4 , 1975. Respondents
have replied in opposition. In order to obtain more time within which to
consider the petition for reconsideration , the Commssion , by order
dated May 27 , 1975 , stayed the effective date of its Mar. 4 order , and

thereby, the time within which respondents might appeal it. The order
of Mar. 4 modifed an earlier cease and desist order of the Commission,
pursuant to remand from the United States Cour of Appeals for the
Second Circuit , which had instructed that the original order be
changed.
Having reviewed the arguents made by complaint counsel in their

petition for reconsideration , and respondents ' arguments in opposition
and after conducting our own review of the order previously entered

we have determned that it must be moded in order to accomplish the
puroses intended by the Commssion whel) it issued its opinion and

order of Mar. 4. The order as revised is designed to eliminate certain
loopholes " in the earlier order to which complaint counel have
properly objected , while settng forth in some detail and with greater
clarty a wide varety of options available to respondents for makng
truthful claims concerning the earings of their distributors , consistent
with the mandate of the Cour of Appeals.
The Commission s original order in this matter , of which the Court of
Appeals disapproved , limited respondents essentially to representations of average earng-so The Cour of Appeals remaded with the
instructions that respondents should not be limited to average

earings. The Cour suggested that the Commission consider permit-

ting ranges of earngs to be represented , and implied , by its reference
to an earlier assurnce of volunta compliance , that truthful testimonials should also be allowed , though cautionig that respondents must not
be allowed to make deceptive use of the unusual earnngs of a few.

In fashioning our modified order, we bave proceeded on the theory
that respondents should be allowed to make a wide varety of simple
truthful , nondeceptive statements concerning the earnngs of their
distributors. At the same time, they must be prevented from bandying
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about high carnings achieved by a minority of purchasers with no

indication of the unrepresentativeness of such earngs. If respondents
lack .evidencc that the high rcported earngs of a few distributors are

' fact representative of the earnn of large numbers of other
distributors , then it is clearly deceptive for them to portray the
minority results reported to them without a clear indication of their
unreprcsentativeness. The appended order cmbodies a general prohibition on representations of past earnngs, followed
enumeration of various broad sorts of earings claims ,

by a detailed
in addition to

average earnings claims which respondents may make:
Average or median earnings.
The order makes clear that any true
(1)
statement of average or median earnings achievcd by distributors
durng any paricular stated past time period is permissiblc. For
example;

1. Last ycar our distributors earned an average of $

of$

2. In 1971 our distributors earned an average

3, For all of 1973

our distributors earned an average of

4. In May, 1973 ,

our distributors earned an average

pcr

month.

of$_

The requiremcnt that rcspondents provide some

indication of the

timc period upon which a statement of earngs is based is implicit in
the requirement that they not misrepresent past earngs, a probibition

sanctioned by the Cour of Appeals. Failure to disclose that represent-

ed achievements are in fact several years old is clearly misleading,
since the assumption of readers is likely to be that they are based on
recent information.
(2) StatemJ!nt of non-average , rwn-rrwdwn earnings achieved by
substantialwurnber of purchasers.
Respondents may wish to advertise
that some number of their purchasers have eared some stated figure
or more when the stated figue excecds the average. The order would

permt all represcntations of this sort,

provided that a

substantial

number of purchasers have in fact eared the stated figue or more
and provided that a clcar and conspicuous disclosure is made of the
perccntage of the total number of distributors constituted by those
who , according to respondents ' representations , have achieved or
excecded the stated amount. The pcrcentage disclosure is necessar in
order to avoid the mislcading

implications of statements such as

Hundreds of our distributors have earned
or more 1J when the
hundreds constitute only a tiny fraction of all purchasers. Examples of
the numerous earngs claims permitted by this section would bc the
following:
1. Last year at least 5H5 of ollr distributors

of all our distributors) earned

orrnore.
2. In 1972

of our distributors earned $_ or more.

R In all of 19n , hundreds
average of

of our distributors C- %

or more per month.

of all distributors) ean1fd an

$- $--

(- %

'''''

lUbb
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4. In May, 1973 ,

at least 600 of our distributors

of the total)eamed

or more.

(8) Stnte'Ynents of earnings

ranges.

As complaint counsel have pointed

out in their petition for reconsideration, statements of ranges may be
deceptive if the earings ranges are too large. A consumer presented

witl1 a statement that thousanas of distributors have eared from
is likely to assume that the average lies somewhere
to
near the middle of the range ,

and that substantial numbers of people

have achieved results in the top of the range. As complaint counsel

point out in their petition for reconsideration , stipulated records in this
case show for a paricular year that over 99 percent of respondents

distributors earned under $10 000 , while a few earned in excess of
$25 000. Common sense , moreover , would suggest that in most business

opportunity situations one would find a few exceptional individuals
performng well above average , rather than an even distribution of
earnings results from bottom to top. Thus , the use of an unduly large
range which encompasses the exceptional earngs of a few will result
in deception , with the extent of deception increasing as the range does.
Complaint counsel's solution to this problem is to require that

respondents state figues for each quarile of any earnngs range they
choose to employ. This solution , however , would not be fai

in instances

where respondents properly employed narow ranges in an effort to

present an accurate portrayal of their purchasers ' earngs, nor would
it entirely suffice in instances where respondents chose ranges so large
that even quartiles thereof might be unduly broad. We think it is clear
that in suggesting that the Commission fashion its order to permt the

anticipated that
respondents would make use of reasonably descriptive ranges. In
use of earnings ranges , the Court of Appeals

dealing with this problem in the past the Commssion has at times
adopted the approacb of mandating paricular ranges within which

disclosures must be made. In an effort to allow respondents' maximum
flexibility consistent witb the nondeceptive use of earngs ranges , we
helieve the most appropriate solution in this case is to set an outer limit
on the size of permssible ranges-

The order as revised wil limit the size of permssible ranges to $4,
earngs and proportional amounts for
other time periods. Stipulated evidence in this case , indicated that for a
recent year over 99 percent of respondents ' distributors earned $10

for representations of yearly

or less. Thus , if respondents wish to use earnngs rdnges to give
consumers an accurate picture of the earings achieved by their
distributors , it appears they will be able to cover the earnings of over
, S,." U"i"er ol C'f.dil Aaep/ollre Corp., dol , H2 F. C. 570 , 670 (197:,), revn "d as t.o another i
,,(),'j F2rt 321 (9th C;r I!J74)
denll Tmde Cm"""""

1fer1,, v.

, suh nom

(- % $-$-

(-

$ --
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99 percent of their distributors by use of at most three ranges. Even
allowing for some measure of infation and improvement in the
, pcrfm:mance of respondents ' distributors , it would appear that at most
fou r or five $4 00 ranges will , fo r the foresceable futurc , be adequate
to permt a description of the earngs of all but a tiny, unreprcsentative handful of purchasers. ' Larger ranges , in light of these considera-

easily be used to

tions , could too

deceive. In the event that
circumstances should change in the future and respondents can

demonstrate that the order "-" drafted would prevent them from
describing the earngs of the vast majority of their distributors by
means of a small number of ranges , they may petition the Commission
to modify its order.
In addition , the order as revised requies that in stating any range
respondents must indicate the percentage of their distributors who
have achieved results within the range. As noted with respect to

statements of non- average earings above , this requiement

necessar to avoid the misleading implications of such statements as

Hundreds of our distributors have earcd from

to

when in fact the hundreds may constitute only a small fraction of the
total. In the event, however, that respondents choose to employ ranges
beginning with $0 and proceeding continuously upward , they need only
indicate the number

or

percentage of distributors within each r.mge.

Under such circumstances

a consu mer

can readily determne the

signcance of large absolute numbers in the higher ranges.
As in the case of other provisions , the one respecting earngs ranges

requires that they must apply to " any

statcd period of time." Once

again , this phrase is intended to require that respondents indicate the
year in which stated results were compiled , as well as whether the
results are yearly results , monthly averages , the results of one month
only, or whatever. We think this is clearly implied in any requirement

Puuant to subsection (8)
of the order, following are examples of the many sorts of representa-

that respondents not misreprcsent earings.

tions which respondents would be able to make:
1. In 1973
$6-

(nurnber)

of our distributors

%) of all our distributors) earned from

00.
2. In April , 1972

3. In the first 9

% of our distributors earned from $350- 700.
(number)
of our distributors

months of 1973

of the total)

earned from $400-'750 each month.

4. In 1972 ,

$0-4 000
$4$8-

our distributors achieved the following earnings:

(number or percentage)

, Respondf'l1ts can , of cours , encompass thf' O'arninw; of an tho", at the top with a reprf'sel1tation in the form
or more," p..rmiUpd by the order . or by USt, of testimonials '!lfro.
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$12 000 and up

(4) Earnings testi7Ywnials.

Complaint counsel are correct , we believe

in pointing out that even though a consumer may be apprised that an
earings testimonial represents a "better than average " result , the
consumer is stil likely to assume that testimonial results represent an
of reasonable possibility for
achieveIent that is within the realm
herself or himself. Thus , if a truthful testimonial represents a

performance tbat has been achieved by only one or a handful of
purchasers out of thousands , it is likely to convey a misleading

impression even in the presence of a disclosure that it is a "better than
average " result. For this reason , we believe it necessary to alter the
treatment given to this problem in our order of March 4. One possible
solution would be simply to prohibit the use of testimonials which

describe a performance which has not been matched or exceeded by a
representative fraction of respondents ' purchasers. An alternative
would be to requie a disclosure which adequately apprises the
consumer of the full extent of the disparty between the testimonial
performance and the performance of others. Under the cirClItances
of this case we believe an appropriate
truthful

resolution is to permt all

testimonials , provided the following disclosures are made:

1. A statement of

the average amount of time per day, week or

month spent by the purchaser to achieve the stated performce;
2. The year or year during which ,

and the geogrphica area in

which the results were achieved;

8. If the results achieved by the purchaSer have been accomplished
or exceeded by fewer than 10 percent of its distributors , either of the
following disclosures ,

in conspicuous boldface type:

(a) a statement of the average or median achieved by all distributors;
(b) the following statement in boldface type: IMPORTANT NO-

TICE: THE RESULTS DESCRIBED ABOVE ARE SUBSTANTIALL Y IN EXCESS OF THE AVERAGE RESULTS ACHIEVED
BY ALL OUR DISTRIBUTORS. OUR RECORDS SHOW THAT
% OF OUR DISTRIBUTORS HAVE EQUALLED OR
ONLY
EXCEEDED THE PERFORMACE DESCRIBl' D ABOVE
DURING THE INDICATED TIME PERIOD.
4. If respondents have records to indicate that the results achieved
by a purchaser have been matched or exceeded by more than 10

percent of its distributors , either of the following disclosures:
(a) a statement of the average or median achieved by al distributors;

(b) a statement of the percentage of respondents ' distributors who
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have equalled or exceeded the performance

indicated during the

indicated time period.

If the results achieved by the purchaser are in fact those of only an
unrepresentative fraction (we have chosen 10 percent for tbe sake of

clarity and precision)

of total purchasers

, tben we believe it is

imperative that consumers be placed on notice in the strongest tenT of
the unrepresentativeness of the stated performance. A disclosure of

average earnings should be sufficient to notify viewers of the full
extent of the disparity. If respondents do not wish to compile average
figues, then they must make a disclosure which wars in the strongest
possible terms of the unrepresentativeness of the purchaser. The

alternative disclosure provided would not requie

any additional

recordkeeping on respondents ' par , since it requies oriy a disclosure
of the fraction of purchasers wbo , according to whatever records

respondents have chosen to keep, have equalled or exceeded testimonial performance.
On the other hand , if, in fact , the testimonial performance has been
equalled or exceeded by a signcant fraction of all purchasers then a
simple indication that it exceeds the average should be sufficient to

convey an accurate impression This can be accomplished by an actual
statement of the average , or a statement of the aetual fraction of

purchasers who , to respondents ' knowledge , have equaled or exceeded
the represented performance. EXarples of the numerous simple
concise , nondeceptive testimonials which would be permtted by this
order are as follows:
1. In 1973 ,

Mary Roe earned

sellng

VX- 6 battery additive in the New York

hours per week on the job. The average
earnings for all our purchasers during the same period were $
2. In 1972 , John Doe earned $_ sellng VX-- battery adIliiye in the Philadelphia
Metropolitan area , spending an average of
hours per week on the job. 15% of all
our distributors did as well as or better than.John that year.
Metropolitan area ,

spending an average of

Paragraph 2 of the order has been modified to requie

matenance

of substantiation for claims made puruant to paragraph 1. We have not
republished paragraphs 8 through 6 of the origial order because those
pargrphs have previously become final.
As modifed ,

we believe the order entered herein wil permt

respondents to make a viually limitless varety of simple, truthful
nondeceptive , statements concerning the eargs of their distributors

while at the same time preventing them from passing off the earnings
of unrepresentative samples with no disclosure of their unepresentativeness. If respondents have evidence that impressive fractions of

their distributors have earned goodly sums of money, they should be
pleased to disclose the facts. On the other hand , if they lack evidence
that more than a small fraction of distributors have eared given
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amounts , it would be a disservce to consumcrs to permit the
representation of such amounts in advertisements without information
to place them in perspective. While absolute clarty and precision in an
area of such complexity as that of earings claims is certainly

impossible , we bclieve the approach adopted herein is in accord with
the, mand te of the Court of Appeals o n remand and sufficient to
eliminate thc shortcomings of the Commission s order of Mar. 4 , 1975.

Because the Commission has modifed its earlier order , respondents

wil, by law , have the full statutory time period within which to appeal
the new order. Their request for a 80-day period within which to appeal
following our disposition of the motion to reconsider is , therefore , moot.
ORDER GRANTING IN PART PETI1 ON FOR RECONSIm'RATION
MODIFYING ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST

for Rcconsideration " of the
Commission s order in this matter issued on Mar. 4 , 1975. Respondents
have replied in opposition, The Commssion has determned upon
Complaint counsel have fied a " Petition

review of the matter that paragraphs 1 and 2 of its order of Mar. 4
1975 , must be modified ,
opinion. Therefore

for reasons indicated in the

accompanying

ordered That respondents National Dynamics Corpration , a
corpration, and its officers, and Ellott Meyer, individually and a." an
officer of said corporation , and respondents ' agents , rcpresentatives
and cmployees , directly or through any corprate or other device , in
connection with the advertising, offering fOF sale , sale , or distribution
of the battery additive VX- , or of any otber products , in commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trde Commission Act , do
fortbwith cease and desist from:
1.(a) Representing, directly or by implication , that persons purchasing respondents ' products can or wil derive any stated amount of sales
profits , or earnings therefrom;
(b) Misrepresenting in any manner the past , present , or future sales
It

is

profits or earnngs from the resale
representing, directly or by

of respondents ' products , or
implication, the past or present sales

profits or earings of purchasers of respondents ' products except that
any or all of the following representations shal not be prohibited:

(1) A true statement of the average or median sales , profits ,

or
'
products
earngs actually achieved by al purchasers of respondents
durng any stated time period.
(2) A true statement of any particular amount of sales , profits , or
earngs actually achieved or exceeded by a substatial number of
purchasers of respondents ' products durng any stated time period
provided that it is accompanied by a clear and conspicuous disclosure (if
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printed , in typesize at least equal to that of the statement of sales
profis , or earnngs) of the percentage of the total number of
purchasers who have achieved such results.
(8).-An accurate representation of any

profits ,

range or ranges of sales

or earnngs actually achieved by purchasers of respondents

products for any stated period of time. Ranges describing
results shall not exceed $4 000 (e.

$0-4 00; $2 000-

00; $4,

yearly

00- (0).

Ranges describing monthly results shall not exceed
$350(e. , $0- 850;
$850- 700) and ranges describing results for any other time period shall

not exceed an amount constituting the same percentage of $4, 00 as the
time period constitutes of one year. A representation of any range or

ranges of sales ,

profits

, or earngs achieved by purchasers of

respondents ' products must include a clear and conspicuous statement
(if printed , in typesize at least equal to that of the statement of the
range) of the percentage which purchasers achieving results within the
range constitute of the entire number of respondents ' purchasers;
l'rovided , Iwwever That if the ranges employed begin with $0 and
proceed continuously upward , a statement of the number of purchasers
within each range may be included in lieu of the percentage.
(4) Truthful testimonials reg-drding the sales , profits

, or earnngs

products , provided that any
such testimonial includes or is accompanied by the following clear and
conspicuous disclosures (if printed , iri boldface type at least equal in
achieved by a purchaser of respondents '

size to that of any sales , profits

, or earngs figure

stated in the

testimonial):

(i) An accurate statement of the average amount of time per day,
week, or month required by the purchaser to achieve the stated results;
(li) An accurate statement of the year or year durng which , and the
georgraphical area(s) in which , the stated results were achieved;

(ii) If the results achieved by the purchaser providing the

testimonial have not been achieved by at le"",t 10 percent of all
purchasers of respondents ' products during the time period covered by
the testimonial , a statement of the average or median sales (or profits
or earngs , whichever is included in the testimonial) of all purch"",ers
of respondents ' products during the time period covered by the

testimonial , or the followig statement: IMPORTANT NOTICE: THE

RESULTS DESCRIBED ABOVE ARE SUBSTANTIALLY IN
EXCESS OF THE AVERAGE RESULTS ACHIEVf D BY ALL

OUR DISTRIBUTORS. OUR RECORDS SHOW THAT ONLY
% OF OUR DISTRIBUTORS HAVE EQUALLED OR EXCEEDED

THE PERFORMACE DESCRIBED ABOVE DURING THE
INDICA TED TIME PERIOD; and

(iv) If the results achieved by the purchaser provi(ling

the
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testimonial have been achieved by 10 percent or more of all purchasers
of respondents ' products durng the time period covered by the

testimonial , but are in excess of the average or median results achieved

by all purchasers , a statement of the percentage of all respondents
respond nts records , have achieved
tribu to.!s who , according to
equal or better results during the same time period , or a statement of
the average or median results acbieved by all purchasers of respondents ' products durng the same time period.
2. Failing to maintain records which substantiate that any represen-

tation made regarding past or present sales , profits , or earnngs are
accurate. Such records shall be suff1cient to substantiate the accuracy

of any representations made regarding amounts eared or sold , the
number or percentage of purchasers achieving such results , the time

period durng which such results are achieved , and the amount of time
per day, week , or month required to achieve such results.
It is furthir ordered That the respondent corporation shall forthwith
distribute a copy of this order to each of its operating divisions.

It is fllrthir orded That respondents sball notify the Commission

corporate
respondent, such as dissolution, assignent , or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries, or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of tbe order.
It is furthir ordered That respondents herein shall, witbin sixty (60)
at least 80 days prior to any proposed change in the

days after service upon them of tbis order - fie with the Commission a
report , in wrting, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which

they have complied with this order.

IN THE MATI'ER OF

CORNING GLASS WORKS
AMENDED ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST IN REGARD TO ALLEGED
VIOLATION OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
/Jocket

8874.

Complaint ,

Jan.

1972* A11um.d

Decision ,

June

, 1.975

Amended final order to cease and desist prohibiting a Corning, N. Y. manufacturer

advertiser , seller and distributor of Pyrex , Corning Ware , and Cordle
Livingware' brands of glass household products for food preparation , servng,
and storage , among other things, from entering into , maintaning or enforcing
resale price agreements; and refusing to deal with customers or potential
p'Hted
* Complaint rI'

in 82 F.

C. 1675
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customers unless they agree to maintain the fair trade price of the commodities
to be resold.

Appcwlances
For the Commission:

William

C.

and

Ronald A. Bloch

Steven B. Gold.

New York
Ughctta Cornng Glass Works, Coming, N.

For the respondent:

Sterling,

ShearrrlJn

Y. and

ORDER REOPENING PROCEEDINGS , VACATING ORDER , AND
ISSUING AMENDED FINAL ORDER TO CEASE AND DESIST
On Apr.

, 1975 , the Commission

s order in this matter became

final.' On that same day, respondent filed a Petition to Reopen the
ntered Herein and to
Proceedings to Vacate the Final Order
Substitute an Amended Final Order and a Motion for Suspension of
Compliance with Final Order Pending Disposition of Petition to Vacate
Same. Complaint Counsel on behalf of the Bureau of Compctition fied
their answer to both the Petition and the Motion on May 1 , 1975. The
Motion to Suspend Compliance was granted in part on May 8 , 1975. On
May 19 , 1975 , the parties fied a stipulation as to a modification in
respondent's proposed Amended Final Order.

Treating the petition to reopen as a petition to reopen and modify
under Rule Section 8. 72(b)(2), we find that it should be granted as
modifed by the stipulation of May 19 , 1975.

Under Section 8. 72(b), a reopening of a final order is authorized if
changed conditions of' fact so require. Here , respondent has alleged , and

complaint counsel agree , that it has wholly abandoned its fai trade
program which was the subject of this matter. We are persuaded that
this changed condition of fact and the public -interest requie a
modifcation of the order entered herein. Accordingly;

It is ordered That the proceedings
and they hereby are , reopened.

in the above- captioned

matter be

It is further ordered That the Commssion s order in said matter
1973 , be , and it hereby is , vacated and the following

issued June 5 ,

Amended Final Order is hereby entered:
AMENDED I, INAL ORDER

It

is

o'rdered That respondent , Coming Glass Works ,

directly or imliectly, through its offcers ,

a corpration

agents , representatives

, The Commission un!e,. of .Ju"e " . 197: (82 F_ C- un,')) w""" apP"aled by Corning t.o the l,' nitl'l Stales Court of
"ffin,, rI by that Court , ,,(1'.) F_ z,j 29:\ (, Jan
Appcab for the S,'venth Cir.uit. ThO' Commis i"n s rl",:ision anrt Ord..r wa;;
197,,)). Under \5 UXC. Sec. 4;;(g)(2), the order thus bO'c,,,,,e final on Apr. 30 , !975

'""
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employees , subsidiaries , successors , licensees , or assigns , or through
any reseller or any other corporate or other device, in connection with
the manufacture , advertising, offering for sale , sale , or distribution , in
or affecting commerce , a... " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commssii)/f Act , of Pyrex , Corning Ware , and Corelle brand commodities , or of any other commodity which bears , or the label or container of

which bears ,

any other trademark, brand , or name owned by

respondent , with respect to which commodity respondent may in the
future establish any fai trade program, shall not:
1. B nter into , maintain or enforce any understanding, contract , or
agreement with any reseller located within, or applicable to resales
occurng within , any state which at the time is , or thereafter becomes
a free trade State; 2

(a) which contains any provision which establishes , is intended to
establish , or may be construed by the reseller to establish , any
stipulated or minimum price at which resales shall be made; or which
contains any circumstance or condition under which any such provision

shall become applicable to any resale; or
(b) which contains any provision which restricts ,

is intended to

restrict, or may be construed by the reseller to restrict , the reseller's
right to deal with any customer , whether for subsequent resale or
otherwse , in any State; or which otherwse imposes , is intended to
impose , or may be construed by the reseller to impose , any qualcation , precondition , - or other limitation on said- right; or which contans
any circumstance or condition under which any sucb provision shall
become applicable to any resale.
2. Enter into , maintain , or enforce any understanding, contract or
agreement , with any reseller located within any State wbich at the time

, or thereafter becomes a free trade State, which requires , is intended
, or may be construed by the reseller to require , as a
precondition to any resale or as a qualcation or other linntation on the
right to resell , that said reseller;
(a) obtain from any customer or potential customer in any State any
to require

understanding, contract , or agreement by which said customer or

potential customer agrees with respondent to mainta the fair trade
price of the commodity to be resold; or

(b) refuse to deal with any customer or potential customer in any

State unless such customer or potential customer has agreed to
maintain the fair trade price of the commodity to be resold.
8. (a) Circulate ' to any free trade State reseller any list (" blacklist"
of retalers who have advertised , offered for sale , or sold any of
, l'hf' rlefinitions of terms eont. Clinerl ill Part LA of thp Commissi"n

to this Amc"ded FinaI0rt,'r

June ;' , 197:J opinion 10 this matU,r shan apply

......

.. L.a.."-..

~~~

.. u.n.....,

'-V U.'''''
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respondent's fair traded commodities at less than the fai trade prices

established therefor, or who have not signed a fai trade contract , or
whose retailer contracts have been termnated; or in any other manner
communcate the names of such retailers to any free trade State

resellers; or (b) take any other action which is intended to, or which
may in fad , prevent or have a- tendency to prevent any retailer from
obtaining any such commodity:
ProvUd, hoever That nothing in (b)
of this subparagrph 8 shall apply to any action taken by virtue of the
breach of a signed contract , lawfuly obtained and entered into
pursuant to a fair trade law which is valid as of the time of both the
breach and the action taken; or to any action taken to enforce any right
against a nonsigner created by a fai trade law or provision thereof

which is enforceable as ofthe time of the action taken.
4. Impose , by refusing to deal , termnation, or any other unilateml
action , or by contract , combination or conspiracy, any limitation
qualication , or precondition not expressly permtted by Sections
5(a)(2) and 5(a)(8) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , on any
reseller's right or ability to purchase or sell any fai traded commodty;
(a) where the purose or effect thereof is , or is likely to be
adherence to resale prices or any coure of conduct established
or suggested by respondent , by any reseller whose resale
prices or conduct are not, or cannot be, lawfully controlled by

required ,

respondent; or

(b) where the purose or effect thereof is , or is likely to be , the
unavailability, through normal channels of distribution, of respondent's
commodities to , or any discrimination with respect thereto aganst , any
such reseller due to his failure or unwillingness to adhere to said resale
prices or course of conduct.

It

is

further ored

its officers , agents

That respondent , diectly or indiectly, through
, representatives, employees , subsidiares , succes-

sors ,

licensees , or assigns . or through any reseller or any other
corprate or other device . in connection with the manufacture

advertising, offerig for sale , sale , or distribution, in or affecting

commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trde Commssion
Act , of any commodity, shall forthwith cease and desist from enterig
into , maintaining. or enforcing any contrat , combination or conspiray
which imposes any

limitation, qualication, or precondition

not

expressly permtted by applicable State law and granted imunity by
Section 5(a)(2) of the
ederal Tre Commission Act , on any reseller;
1. Where the purpse or effect thereof is or is liely to be

adherence to resale prices or any coure of conduct established

L;UtlNlNli GLAt:t: WUKKt:
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required , or suggested by respondent,

by any reseller whose resale

prices or conduct are not , or cannot be lawfully controlled by

respondent; or
2. Where the

purpose or effect thereof is , or is likely to be , the

unavailability through normal channels of distribution of respondent'
corlmodities to , or any discrimination With respect thereto aganst , any
such reseller due to his failure or unwillingness to adhere to said resale
prices or course of conduct.

It is furthJ!r ordered That beginning ninety (90) days following the
date upon which this order becomes final and continuing for a period of
ten (10) years thereafter in connection with the advertising, offering
for sale , sale or distribution of any nonfai traded gla.,s aod glass
ceramic product for food preparation , servng and storage under the

names Pyrex and Cornng Ware and tableware under the name Corelle

respondent shall not suggest any resale prices either in advertising or
in any material provided , published , or paid for in whole or in par by
respondent , including but not limited to pricelists , advertising and
promotional material , boxes and containers furshed for the transport

or display of such commodities and tags, labels and other devices
affxed to such commodities , unless sucb advertising and material

include the clear and conspicuous statement " Manufacturer's Suggested Price
however

" or a statement substantially equivalent

thereto;

Provd

shall prevent respondent
from furnishing or causing to be flLmished to resellers of such products
That nothing in this Paragraph

III

any advertising or promotional materials containing respondent's

suggested prices without such statement when alternative materials
without prices for use by such resellers to advertise or promote prices
of their own choosing are simultaneously furshed; and l'rovded
further That respondent shal not initiate , conduct , sponsor, paricipate
, or contribute anything of value to, any cooperative advertising or
other program of sales promotion or assistance wherein participation
therein or the benefits thereof to any reseller are in any way
conditioned upon the reseller's advertising, offering for sale or sellng
at no less than any price(s) suggested by respondent for such products.

It

is

further ordered

That respondent shall:

1. Within sixty (60) days from the date upon which this order
becomes fInal , mail , deliver or cause to be delivered and request signed
receipts for ,

copies of this order to the following resellers of glass and

5B9- ('J9 0 - 75 - oij
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glass ceramic products for food preparation , servng and storage under

the names Pyrex and Coming Ware and tableware under the name
Corelle-:

(a) every reseller who was either under fair trade contract on Mar. 1
1971 or who was placed under such contract thereafter;

(b) every rese1ler whose fair trade contract ha., been terminated by
respondent since Jan. 1 , 1966;

(c) every reseller whose name has appeared on any blacklist since
Jan. 1 ,

19G6; and

(d) every other curent reseller of such products.

2. Within sixty (m) days from the date upon which this order

becomes final ,

and on the six (6) month and twelve. (12) month

anniversary date of this order, mail, deliver or cause to be delivered

and request signed receipts for notices in forms submitted to and
approved by the Commission prior to mailing or delivery, which clearly
inform all rese1lers specified in subpargraphs l(a), (b), (c) and (d)
this Paragraph IV:

(a) that respondent has cea.sed to fai trade its commodities;
(b) that a1l provisions of their contracts (should the same otherwise
be in effect) relating to fair trade are cancelled and that said resellers
. legal
duty to reenter into any fair trade agreement.s;
are under no
(c) that such fair trade provisions will no longer be enforced;
(d) that said resellers may and are encouraged to sell respondent'
goods to any customer at such prices as may be individually determned
by each such reseller;
(e) that said rese1lers may and are encouraged to sell respondent's
goods to any customer ,

whether for subsequent resale or otherwse
and irrespective of whether the

without restriction or precondition ,

customer is located within , or may resell the goods within, any fair
trade State;

(f) that no resellers in any State are required to refuse to deal with
any other reseller due to the other reseller s failure or unwillngness to
sign any contract requiring the maintenance of resale prices;

(g) that any rese1ler in any State who places an order for

respondent's goods with any reseller which is not

having advertised ,

offered for

filed due to its

sale , or sold such goods at less than

respondent' s suggested resale price or any fanner l3tipulated or
minimum price , should immediately notify respondent in wrting of the
name and address of the reseUer so refusing to deal;
(h) that the exercise by said resellers of any of their rights previously
subject to the fair trade provisions of respondent's fai trade contracts
shall in no way prejudice said resellers ' ability to obtain or to continue
to obtain respondent's merchandise;
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(i) that any reseller who believes that respondent is violating any
provision of this order , either directly or indirectly (through its

wholesalers or otherwise) should set forth the facts and cireumstancps
believed relevant and submit them to; Assistant Director , Division of
Compliance , Bureau of Competition, Federal Trade Commission
Washingt(Jn , D. C. 205RO

The first notice required to be mailed or delivered to retailers by this
subparagraph 2 shall be accompanied by a list of the names and

addresses (arranged by State) of all wholesalers of respondent' s goods.
Said list shall contain a clear and conspicuous statement that all
wholesalers listed therein are free to

sell at prices of their own

choosing to any retailer in any State without qualification , limitation or
precondition.
. 3. Within sixty

(60) days from lhe date upon which this order

becomes final , mail or deliver , and obtain a signed receipt
offer of reinstatement to:

for , a written

(a) any free trade State wholesaler who wa., termnated by
respondent since Jan.

1966 for failure to comply with the refusal- to-

deal provision of his wholesaler contract , and

(b) any free trade State wholesaler who was termnated by
respondent since Jan. 1 , 1966 for failure to comply with the resale price

maintenance provision of his wholesaler contract;
and reinstate forthwith , any such wholesalers who within thirty (80)
days thereafter request reinstatement. Said offer of reinstatement

shall be accompanied by a copy of this order and the notice required by
subparagraph 2 of this Paragrph 1V.
4. Immediately upon receipt ,

take such action as is necessar to

ensure correction of all complaints received pursuant to any provision
of this Paragraph IV , and retain such complaints and records of all
corrective action taken thereon for a period of five year from the date
on which each complaint is received. Reports of said complaints and of
cOITective action shall be included in reports to the Commission

required by Paragraph VI 1. ofthis order.

is further ordered That respondent shall;
1. Fully acquaint all appropriate present and

It

future personnel with

the provisions and requirements of this order.
2. For a period of five (5) years from the date of this order , mail or
deliver and obtain a signed receipt for, a copy of this order to all new
resellers to whom respondent directly sells glass and !,la.,s ceramic
products for food preparation , serving, and storage under the names
Pyrex and Corning Ware and tableware under the name Cordle.
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8. Make any fair trade provisions of contracts entered into by it in
the future conform with the rcquirements and intent of this order and
submt any such contracts to the Commission for approval prior to their

use.

is
further ordered That respondent shall:
1. Within sixty (60) days from the date on

It

which this order becomes
final , and annually each year for a period of five (5) years thereafter

submit to the Commission a written report setting forth in full detal

the manner in which respondent is complying with each requirement of
this order, accompanied by such documents , forms , contracts , receipts
or other material as is necessary to constitute proof that respondent is
in full and faithful compliance herewith.
2. Notify the Commission in wrting at

least ninety (90) days prior

to the reinstitution by respondent of any future fai trade program and
neither execute nor ohtain the execution of any new fair trade contract
which has not been submitted to and approved by the Commssion prior
to its use,
8. Notify the Commission in writing at least thirty (80) days prior

to any proposed change in the

co!:oration such as dissolution
successor

assignment or sale resulting in the emergence of a

corpration , the creation or dissolution of subsidiares , or any other
change in the corporation which may affect compliance oblig-dtions

arising out of this order.
4. Retain

all receipts required to be obtained by this order for a

period of five (5) years from the date of each said receipt.
Commissioner Thompson not paricipating.

IN TIlE MATTR OF

MARK ENTERPRISES, JNC., E'1 AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL THADE COMMSSION ACT
Dockd

8.98.4.

Complaint ,

July

1.974- Deci:;;ion ,

June

, 1975

Consent order requiring- a Kansas City, Mo. , seller and instaJler of residential , above-

the- ground swimming pools and other home improvement products , among
other things to cease using bait and switch tactics and other deceptive sellng
practices-
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Appearanccs
F. Kelly Smith , Jr.

For the Commission;

William B. Miller Kansas

For the respondents;

Peabody, Revlin, Lambert

City, Mo. , and

Dennison Wash. , D.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commssion Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission ,

having reason to believe that Mark Enterprises

Inc. , a corporation , also doing business as Marc Enterprises ,

Paul K Cassidy, individually and as an offcer of

Inc.

, and

said corporation

ref cITed
to as respondents , have violated the
provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commssion that a
proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereinafter sometimes

hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Mark Enterprises , Inc. , also doing
business as Marc Enterprises , Inc. , is a corporation org-aned , existing

and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of
Missouri , with its principal offce and place of business located at 8025
Main in the city of Kansas City, State of Mo.

Respondent Paul K Cassidy is an individual

and offcer of said

corporate respondent. He formulates , directs and controls the acts and

practices hereinafter set forth. His business address is the same as that
of the corporate respondent.
PAR. 2. Respondents are now , and for some time last past have been
engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribution to
the public of products including, but not limited to , residential above
ground swimming pools, and in the installation thereof.
P AR. : . In the course and conduct of their busines", as aforesaid
respondents now cause , and for some time last past have caused , their

products , when sold , to be shipped from their place of business in the
State of Missouri to purchasers thereof located in varous other states

of the United States, and maintain , and at all times mentioned herein

have maintained , a substantial course of trae in said products in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federdl Trade Commission
Act.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their business and for the
purose of inducing the purchase and instalation of their residential
above ground swimming pools ,

respondents and their salesmen or

representatives have made , and are now makng, numerous statements
and representations in advertising and promotional material and
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through oral statements and representations with respect to the nature

and limitations of their offers ,

their prices and their purchasers

savmgs.

TyPical and illustrative of said statements and representations , but
not all inclusive thereof, are the following;
MARC SAYS,

mUNG THE COUNTRY
CLUB HOME
Rig Pool- - Big Savings!
SUN_ , MON. , TUES.

ONLY

OFFER LIMITED

CALL NOW

NOW ONLY
$649

Installed

SAVE an
extra $50

Now!

THE RIVERIA" (sic)
31 feet x 16 feet Outside

Dimensions

15 feet x 24 feet Swim Area
4 feet Deep

P AR- 5- By and through

representations and

the use of the aforesaid statcmcnts and
others of similar import and meaning, but not

specifically set out herein , separately and in connection with oral

statements and representations of their salesmen or representatives
respondents have represented , and arc now representing, directly or by

implication , that:
L The offers set out in their advertisements are bona fide offers to
sell swimming pools and thcir installations of thc kind therein described
at the prices and on the tcrms stated.
2. Their offcr of a

31' x 16' outside dimcnsion swimmng pool for

$649 is for a limited period of

8. Their swimming pools

only

three days.

and installations arc being offered for sale

at special or rcduced prices , and savings are thereby afforded to their
purchasers because of reductions from respondents ' reglar selling

pnce.
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4. Installation of their swimming

pools is complete for the

advertised price and no other installation work nceds to be done.
5. After the instal1ation of their product is complete , the homes of
their purchasers wil1 be used for demonstration and advertising
puroses by respondents and , as a result of al10wing their homes to be

used as models , purchasers will be. granted reduced prices or will
receive allowances or discounts.
PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

1. The offers set out in respondents ' advertisements are not bona
fide offers to sell swimming pools and their installations of the kind
therein described at the prices or on the terms and conditions stated

but are made for purpose of obtaining leads to persons interested in the
purchase thereof. After obtaining such leads ,

respondents ' salesmen or

representatives call upon such persons and disparage respondents
advertised s\\ mming pools and their installations and "therwse
discourage the purchase thereof and attempt to

sel1 and frequently do

sell different and more expensive swimming pools and instal1ations.
2. Respondents ' advertised offer of a 81' x 16' outside

dimension

swimming pool for $649 is not made for a limited period of time. Said
product is regularly advertised for the represented price or at another
so cal1ed reduced price over a period of time greater than the

represented limitations.
8. Respondents '

swimming pools and installations are not being

offered for sale at special or reduced prices ,

and savings are not

thereby afforded to their purcbasers because of reductions from

respondents ' regular sel1ing prices. In fact , respondents do not have
regular sel1ing prices for particular advertised swimmng pools , but the
prices at which said swimmig pools are offered for sale vary from
purchaser to purchaser and from month to month.

4. Installation of respondents' swimmng pools is not complete for
the advertised price. In fact , purchasers are often required to provide
some steps in the installation process themselves.
5. After installation of respondents ' swimming pools is completed
the homes of respondents ' purchasers will not , in most instances , be
used for demonstration or advertising purposes by respondents and as
a result of al1owing, or agreeing to allow their

homes to be used as

models , purchasers are not granted reduced prices , nor do they receive
allowances or discounts of any type.

Therefore , the statements and representations , as set forth in
Paragraphs Four and Five hereof, were , and are , false , misleading and

deceptive.

PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business ,

and at

all times mentioned herein, respondents have been , and now are , in

- --- _
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substantial competition , in commerce , with corporations , firms and

individuals in the sale of residential above gTound swimming pools of
the same general kind and nature as those sold by respondents.
PAR. 8. The use of the respondents of the aforesaid false , misleading
and deeeptive statements , representations and practices has had , and
now .has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the

purchasing public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said

statements and representations were and are true and into the
purchase of substantial quantities of respondents ' swimming pools and
installations by reason of said erroneous and mistaken belief.

PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents as herein
alleged , were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and of
respondents ' competitors and constituted , and now constitute, unfai
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and

practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the FesJcral Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORm;R

The Federal Trade Commission having issued its complaint against
the respondents named in the caption hereof, and the respondents
having been served with notice of the Commission s complaint charging
them with violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commssion Act;
and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containig a consent order , an admission by the
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the aforesaid
draft of complaint , a statement that the signng of said agTeement is for
settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as requied by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and having
decided to withdraw the matter from adjudication, and having
thereupon accepted the executed consent agreement and placed such

agTeement on the public record for a period of sixty (60) days , and
having duly considered the comments fied thereafter pursuant

Section 2. 84(b)

of its rules

, now in further conformity with the

procedure prescribed in Section 2. 84(b) of its rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional findings,
and enters the following order:

1. Respondent Mark Enterprises , Inc. , also doing business as Marc

Enterprises , Inc. , is a corpration organid , existing and doingbusiness under and by viue of the laws of the State of Missouri , with

MARK ENTERPRISES , INC.
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its office and principal place of business located at 8025 Main , City of
Kansas City, State of Missour.
Respondent Paul K. Cassidy is an officer of said corporation. He
formulates , directs and controls the policies , acts and practices of said
corporation , and his principal offic and place of business is located at
, the abbve stated address.
2. The Federal Trade Commssion bas jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER
It
is
ordered That Mark Enterprises , Inc. , a corporation , also doing
business as Marc Enterprises , Inc. , or under any other name , its
successors and assigns , and Paul K. Cassidy, individually and as an
officer of said corporation , and respondents ' offcers , agents , representatives and employees directly or through any corporation, subsidiar,
division or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for
sale , sale , distribution or installation of residential above- ground
swimming pools , or any other home improvement products and services
at retail in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using, in any manner , a sales plan, scheme or device wherein
false , misleading or deceptive statements or representations are made

in order to obtain leads or prospects for the sale of other products

installations or servces.
2. Making representations purporting to offer borne improvement

products , installations or services at retail when the purose of

such

representations are not to sell the offered products , installations or
servces but to obtain leads or prospects for the sale of other such

products ,

installations or servces at higher prices.
8. Discouragig the purchase of any swimming pool or

other home
improvement product , installation or servce at retal by failing to
deliver as contractually obJig',;ted or disparging any product , instalation or servce which is advertised or offered for sale by respondents.
4. Representing, directly or by implication , that any home improvement product , installation or servce at retail is offered for sale by
respondents when such offer is not a bona fide offer to sell such
product , installation or service.
5. Representing, directly or by implication , that any of respondents
offers to sell home improvement products , installations or services at

retail are limited as to time or restricted or limited in any other
manner , unless such represented limitations or restrictions are actualy
in force and in good faith adhered to.

,-
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6. Representing, directly or by implication , that any price for

respondents' home improvement products , installations or services at
retail
is a
special or reduced- price lmless such price constitutes a
signifcant reduction from an established selling price at which such
products , installations or services have been sold in substantial

quantities by respondents in the recent regular coure of thcir
business; or misrepresenting in any manner their prices or the savings
a vailable to their purchasers.
7. Failing to maintain and produce for inspection and copying for a

period of three years adequate records to document for the entirc
period during which each advertisement of swimmng pools or other
home improvement products w"", run and for a period of six weeks
after the termination of its publication in press or broadcast media;

a. the cost of publishing each advertisement including the prepara-

tion and dissemination thereof;
b. the volume of sales made of the advertised product or service at
the advertised price;
c. the wholesale cost to the respondents of cach advertised product

or service; and
d. the

retail pricc charged each customer of respondents for the

advertised product or service.
8. Using the word " Sale " or any - other word or words of similar
import or meaning not set forth specifcally herein unless the price of
said merchandise being offered for sale constitutes a significant
reduction from the actual bona fide price at which such merchandise

was sold or offered for sale to the publie

on a regular basis by

respondents for a reasonably substantial pcriod of time in the rccent

regular course of their business. 9. (a) Hepresenting, orally or

in writing, directly or by implication

that by purehasing any of said merchandise at retail , customers are
afforded savings amounting to the difference between respondents
stated price and respondents ' former price , unless such merchandise
has been sold or offered for sale in good faith at the former priee by
respondents for a reasonably substantial period of time in the recent
regular course of their business.
(b) Hepresenting, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication ,

that
customers are afforded
savings amounting to the difference between respondents ' stated price

by purchasing any of said merchandise at retal ,

and a compared price for said merchandise in respondents ' trade area
unless a substantial number of the principal retail outlets in the trade

area regularly sell said merchandise

at the compared price or some

higher price.

(c) Representing, orally or in writing, directly or by implication, that

MARK ENTERPRISES , INC.
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by purchasing any of said merchandisc at rctail , customers are afforded
savings amounting to the difference betwcen rcspondents ' stated price
and a compared value price for comparable merchandise ,

unless

substantial sales of mcrchandise of like grade and quality are being
l'ade in ,the trade area at the compared price or a higher price , and
unless espondents have in good faith conducted a market surveyor
obtained a similar representative sample of prices in their trade area
which establishes the validity of said compared price , and it is clearly
and conspicuously disclosed that the comparson is with merchandise of
like grade and quality.
10. Representing, directly or by implication , that installation of

respondents ' swimmng pools or other home improvement products is
included in an advertised or represented price , unless such represented
price does actually include such installation.
11. Misrepresenting, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication

thc cfficiency, durability, quality or limitations of said products
services and installations.
12. Represcnting, directly or by implication , that the home of any of
respondents ' purchasers or prospective purchasers will be used for any
type of advertising or demonstration purose or as a model home or
that as a result of such use , respondents ' purchasers or prospective

purchasers will bc granted reduced prices or wil receive discounts or
allowances of any type; unless in every instance ,

the parties to whom

such representations are made are offered merchandise or services at a

pnce;

(a) that is signcantly less than the price at which identical

merchandise or servces are offered to those to whom such representa-

tions have not been made; and
(b) which constitutes a signcant reduction from the price cstablished by sales of a reasonably substantial number of identical items of
merchandise or servces by the respondents in their recent , regular
course of business.
It is furthir ordered That rcspondents shall forthwith deliver a copy

of this order to cease and desist to all present and future personnel of
respondents engaged in the offering for sale or sale of respondents
products , installations or services at retal or in any aspect of
preparation , creation or placing of advertising, and that respondents
secure a signed statement acknowledging the receipt of said ordcr from
each such person:
It is further ordered That respondents notify the Commission at

least thirty (80) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate

respondent such a", dissolution , assignent or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corpordtion , the creation or dissolution of

),
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subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.
It
is fu:rtkJr ordered Tl1at the. individual respondent named herein
promptly notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his present

business or employment and of his affilation with a new business or
employment. Such notice shall include respondent' s current business
address and a statement as to the nature of the business or

employment in which he is engaged as well as a description of his duties
and responsibilities.

It is further ordered That the respondents herein shall within sixty

(60) days after service upon them of this order,

me with the

Commission a report , in wrting, setting forth in detail th e manner and

form in which they have complied with this order.

IN TilE MA1'rER OF

SANFORD INDUSTRIES , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF' THE
FEDERAL TRAJ) ; COMMISSION AND CLAYTN ACTS
Docket

8997.

Complaint ,

Oct.

197:- Decision ,

Consent order requiring a Pompano Beach ,
truss fabricating equipment ,

Fla.

.fIUU!

, 197,)

, manufacturer and distributor of

connecting plates and the design and sale of

engineering services connected therewith ,

among other things to cea..

entering into or enforcing agreements which obligate purcha.-';;ers of equipment
to obtain materials and services from sources designated by respondents;

offering discounts , rebates , etc. based on amount of purchases from designated
sources; and requiring purchasers of equipment to purchase from respondent
or its designated sources.

Appeamn.ces
For the Commission:

Duncan J. Farmr.

For the respondents:

Lee , To(mwy

Kent Wash. , D.

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trde Commssion Act , as

C. 941 et seq. and by viue of the authority vested
in it by said Act , the Federa Trade Commssion , having reason to
amended (15 U.

believe that Sanford Industries , Inc. , a corporation, and A. Carol
Sanford , an individual , respondents herein , have violated and are now
violating the provisions of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , as amended (15 UB- C. 945), and Section 8 of the Clayton Act (15
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C. 9 14), and it appearing to the Commssion that a proceeding by it
in respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its
complaint stating the following:
PARAGRAPH 1. For purposes

of this complaint the following
definitions shall apply:
. A. The term " Sanford" Fefers to Sanford Industries , Inc. , a
corporation , and its subsidiares , affiliates , successors , assigns , officers
agents , representatives and employees , and the term " Mr. Sanford"
refers to A. Carol Sanford , an individual.
B. The term " truss fabricating equipment" refers to all machinery
and equipment sold , leased , or licensed by Sanford to be used in the
assembly, production and construction of wood roof trusses used in the

construction of residences , multiple dwellings, commercial or industrial
buildings and
structures.

far

C. The term " truss connecting plates "

refers to all meta plates

bearing any number of nails or other shar devices used to permanently connect the joints of wood roof trusses used in the construction of
residences , multiple dwellngs, commercial or industrial buildings and
farm structures.
D. The term " engineering servces " refers to design specification

services provided by Sanford in connection

with the assembly,

production and construction of wood roof trusses , and the selection and
designation of truss connecting plates deemed necessar for the proper
support of said trusses.
PAR. 2. Respondent Sanford is a corpration organied , existing and
doing business under and by virue of the laws of the State of Florida,
with its principal place of business located at 951 Southwest 12th Ave.
P. O. Box 1177 , Pompano Beach , Fla.
PAR. 8. Respondent Mr. Sanford is an individual and the principal
offcer of Sanford. He formulates ,

directs and controls the acts and

practices of Sanford , including the acts and practices hereinafter set
forth. His business address is the same as that of Sanford.
PAR. 1. Respondent Sanford is now , and for some time last past has
been engaged in the manufacture and distribution (by sale , lease and/or
license) of truss fabricating equipment; the manufacture and sale of
truss connecting plates; and the design and sale of engineering servces

in connection therewith.
PAn. 5. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent Sanford
under the control and direction of respondent Mr. Sanford , now causes

and has caused in the past , its products and services , when sold , leased
and/or licensed , to be shipped from its place of business in the State of
Florida to purchasers , lessees and/or licensees thereof in other states
and maintains , and at all times mentioned herein has maintained , a
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substantial course of trade in said products and services in commerce
as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 6. Except to the extcnt that actual and potential competition

has becn lessened , restricted and restrained by reason of the practices
hereinafter alleged , respondent Sanford has been and is now eng-aged

in com)Jtition with firms , partnerships , and corporations engaged in
the manufacture and distribution of truss fabricating equipment , the
manufacture and sale of truss connecting plates , and the design and
sale of engineering services.
PAR. 7. In the course and conduct of its business as described above
respondent Sanford , under tbe control and direction of respondent Mr.

Sanford , has offered , entered into and enforced agreements with
purchasers , lessees and/or licensees of its truss fabricating equipment
which require such purchasers , lessees and/or licensees as a condition
to the purchase ,

lease or license of truss fabricating equipment from

Sanford , to purchase truss connecting plates and/or engineering
services from said respondent.
PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of its business as described above
respondent Sanford , under the control and direction of the respondent
Mr. Sanford , has offered , entered into and enforced agreements with
users of its engineering services which require them

as a

condition to

the furnishing of engineering servces by Sanford , to purchase truss
connecting plates from said respondent.
PAR. !J. The effect of the aforesaid agreements has been or may be to
substantially lessen competition in the manufacture and sale of truss
connecting plates and the design and sale of engineering services.
PAR. 10. The acts , practices and methods of competition alleged

herein constitute tying agreements or practices by respondents in
violation of Section 8 of the Clayton Act and/or Section 5 of the Federa
Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore issued its complaint charging the

respondents named in the caption hereto with violation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act and Section 8 of the Clayton Act

and the respondents having been served with a copy of that complaint
together with a proposed form of order; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commssion having thereafter
executed an agreement containing consent order , an admission by the
respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the complaint , a
statement that the signing of said agreement is for settement purpses
only and does not constitute an admission by respondents that the law
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has been violated as alleged in such complaint , and waivers and other

provisions as required by the Commssion s rules; and

The Commission having thereafter withdrawn this matter from
adjudication in accordance with Section 2. 84(d) of its rules; and
The Commission having considered thc agreement and having
provisi.ot)ally accepted same , - and the agreement containing consent
order having thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of
sixty (60) days , now in furher confonnty with the procedure
prescribed in Section 2. 84(b) of its rules , the Commission hereby makes
the following jursdictional findings , and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Sanford Industries , Inc. is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Florida , with its principal place of business located at 951 Southwest

12th Ave. , P. O. Box 1177 , Pompano Beach , Fla.
2. Respondent Mr. Sanford is an individual and the principal offcer
of Sanford. He formulates , directs and controls the acts and p ractices of
Sanford. His business address is the same as that of Sanford.

. The Federal Trade

Commssion has jursdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORnER

For purposes of this order, the following defInitions shall apply:
A. The term " respondents " refers to Sanford Industries ,

Inc. , a

corporation , and its subsidiaries , affiliates , successors signs officers
agents , representatives and employees; and to A. Carol Sanford , an
individual.
The term " truss fabricating equipment" refers to all machinery
and equipment sold , leased , or licensed by respondents to be used in the

assembly, production and construction of wood roof trusses. used in the
construction of residences , multiple dwellngs, commercial or industrial
buildings and farm structures.
C. The term " truss connecting plates " refers to all metal plates

bearing any number of nails or other shar devices used to permanently connect the joints of wood roof trusses used in the construction of
residences , multiple dwellings, commercial or industrial buidings and
farm structures.
D. The term " engineering services " refers to design specification
services provided by respondents in connection with the assembly,

production and construction of wood roof trusses , and the selection and
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designation of truss connecting plates deemed necessar for the proper

support of said trusses.

It

is

ordered

That respondents ,

directly or indirectly througb any

corporate or other device , in connection with the sale , lease or license of
truss fabricating equipment, truss connecting plates and/or engineering

services in the United States shall , within thirty (80) days after entry
of this order , cease and desist from;
1. Offering, entering into or enforcing any

agreement or provision

of any agreement , express or implied , which in any way requires or
obligates any purchaser , lessee or licensee of respo-ndents ' truss
fabricating equipment, as a condition to the execution or continuation of
a purchase , lease or license agreement with rcspect to such equipment
to purchase or agree to purchase all or any part of such purchaser's

lessee s

or licensee s requirements of truss connecting plates and/or

engineering servces from respondents or from any source designated

by respondents.
2. Offering, allowing or granting a price discount , rental or royalty
reduction , rebate , or other valuable consideration on or with respect to
the sale , lease or license of respondents ' truss fabricating equipment

which is in any way based upon purcnases of truss connecting plates

and/or engineering services from respondents or from any source
designated by respondents.
3. Requiring any of

its purchasers ,

lessees or licensees of truss

fabricating equipment to purchase truss connecting plates and any
other products from respondents or from any source designated by

respondents.

It is further ordered That respondent , Sanford Industries , Inc. , shall:
1. Within thirty (80) days after entry of this order, ma a letter on
its stationery, signed by the officers of the respondent and enclosing a
copy of this order , to all of its purchasers , lessees , and/or licensees of
truss fabricating equipment who have purchased truss connecting
plates from it durng the twenty-four (24) months preceding entry of
this order which informs each such purchaser, lessee or licensee of the
prohibitive terms of this order.
2. Notify, durng the five (5) year period after entry of this order

each new prospective

purchaser , lessee or licensee of its truss

fabricating equipment (excluding replacement pars) of the prohibitive
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terms of this order on its first written proposal to each such new
prospective purchaser , lessee or licensee.
8. Within ten (10) days after entry of this order ,

provide a copy of

this order to each of its salesmen , sales agents and sales representatives.
4. Within thiry (gO) days "iter entry of this order ,

and continuing

thereafter , make available its manuals concernng its standard wood
roof truss designs , including updated standard wood roof truss designs
to any truss fabricator desiring such manuals; nothing contained in this
order shall prohibit respondent from charging a reasonable fee for such
manuals.
5. Witbin sixty (60) days after entry of this order ,

fIle with the

Commission a report in writing setting forth in detail the manner

and

form in which it has complied with this order.
6. Notify the Commission at

least thirty (80) days prior to any

proposed corporate change such as dissolution , assignment or sale
resulting in the emergence of a successor corpration, the creation or

dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which
may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.

IN THE MATTR OF

JOSEPH RICHARD HORVATH T/A SEW RITE
CONSENT ORDER ,

lJm:ket

8999.

, IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
EDERAL TRADE COMMSSION ACT

ETC.

Complaint ,

Dec.

4,

1974- Decision ,

June

, 1975

Consent order requiring a Springfield , Va. , seller and distributor of new and used
sewing machines and related products , among other things -to cea.';e using bait
and switch tactics and other deceptive pricing practices.

Appearances
For the Commission:
For the respondent:

Richard F- Kelly.
Henry Cunnts , Jr. Alexandra , Va.
Richard

G.

Day,

and

COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federa Trdde Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federdl
Trade Commission , having reason to bclieve that Josepb Richard

Horvath ,

an individual

, trading and doing business as Sew Rite

hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondent ,

588- 70,80- 76 - 68

ha., violated the
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provisions of said Act, and it appearing to the

Commssion that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
, herel:y issues its complaint stating its charges in that respect as

follows;
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Joseph Richard Horvath is an individual

trading and doing business as Sew Rite with his offce and principal
place of business located at 8002- C Haute Cour , Springfeld , Va. He
formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices of said business
including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth.
PAR. 2. Respondent is now , and for some time last past has been
engaged in the advertising, offering for sale , sale and distribtuion of
new and used sewing machines and related products tp the general

public.

PAR. ;,. In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid
and now causes , advertisements for said sewing
machines to appear in newspapers of interstate circulation , which
respondent has cau.sed ,

advertisements are designed and intended to induce persons to

purchase said sewing machines.
In
the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid , respondent
from his place of business in the Commonwealth of Virginia, makes
contracts for the sale of sewing machines with persons in the State of

Maryland and in the District of Columbia.

In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid , respondent
through his agents and representatives , transports his merchandise
from his place of business in the Commonwealth of Virginia to the
homes of purchasers located in the State of

Maryland and in the

District of Columbia.
Accordingly, respondent has maintained , and no w

maintaim\ a

substantial course and conduct of business in commerce as " commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business , and in

furtherance of a sales progrm for inducing the purchase of sewing

machines , respondent has made ,

and is now making,

numerous

statements and representations in advertisements inserted in newspapers of interstate circulation and in other promotional material and by

oral statements and representations of his salespersons with respect to
his products and services.
Typical and illustrative of said statements and representations , but
not all- inclusive thereof, are the following:
Zig- Zag Sewing Machine Brand New 1973. Must be disposed of. Orig-- price $189.
Thursday only $48.HK

Grd.nd Opening Sale! Suggested Retail Price $189. 95

Sale Price

Day Sale at Close Out Prices Plus these Items Free! Comparative RctaiJ Values

$49K Howevcr Our Price Only $279.

'-
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Warehouse Sale at Liquidation Prices! Plus these 10 Items FHEE! Comparative
Retail Values $498. However Our Price Without Trade In Is Only $289,

73 SINGER ZIG ZAGS Like new. 5- yr. parts & labor guaranteed. No obligation. Free
8.8R
Call Credit Manager , 9-

home demonstration.

PAR. 5. By and through the use of the above quoted statements and
rep,resenta.tions , and others of similar import and meaning but not
expressly set out herein ,

separately and in connection with ora

statements and representations by respondent's salespersons to
prospective purchasers of respondent's products , respondent has

represented , and is now representing, directly or by implication , that:
1. The zigzag sewing machines offered for $4. 88 had been sold , or
openly and actively offered for sale, at a price of $18!J by the
respondent for a reasonably substantial period of time in the recent
reguar coure of his business.
2. Respondent's sewing machines are being

price reduced from respondent' s

offered for sille at a

regular sellng price ,

thereby afford-

ing savings to purchasers.
8. The advertised prices are available for only a limited period of

time.
4. A bona

fide offer is being made to sell the advertised Singer

sewing machine at the price and on the term and conditions stated in
the advertisements.
5. Respondent' s sewing maehines are available at reduced prices
because they have been repossessed by respondent or have been

forfeited bya layaway purchaser.
ewing machine receive a
6. Purchasers of the advertised Singer
written guarantee from the Singer Company.
7. The sewing machine offered with u free " merchandise is being
offered at its regular price , or less , and the " free " merchandise is not
regularly included with the machine at the regular price.
PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

1. The zigzag sewing machine offered by the respondent for $48.88

had not been sold , or openly and actively offered for sale , at a price of

$189 by the respondent for a reasonably substantial period of time in
the recent , reguar coure of his business.
2. Respondent' s sewing machines are not being offered for sale at
special or reduced prices and savings are not thereby afforded
respondent' s customers because of a reduction from respondent's
reguar selling prices. In fact , respondent does not have regular selling
prices. The prices at which respondent' s sewig machines are sold var
from customer- toccustomer depending upon the resistance of

the

prospective purchaser.
8. Advertised prices are

time.

not available for only a limited period of

10&1
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4. A bona

fide offer is not being made to sell the advertised Singer

sewing machine at the price and on the terms and conditions stated; but

purose of obtaining leads as to persons
interested in purchasing a sewing machine. After obtaining leads

, said9ffer is made for the

through responses to said advertisements , respondent or his salespersons call upon such persons but make no effort to sell the advertised
sewing machines. Instead , they exhibit sewing machines which are in
such poor condition as to be unusable or undesirable and disparage the

advertised product to discourage its purchase and attempt to sell , and
frequently do sell , other sewing machines at a much higher price.
5. Respondent' s sewing machines are not offered to purchasers at a

reduction from respondent' s regular selling price as a result of having
been repossessed or forfeited by a

layaway purchaser. In fact

respondent' s sewing machines have no regular sellng price. Prces are
generally arrved at through negotiation between the buyer and seller.
6. Purchasers of the advertised Singer sewing machines do not

receive a wrtten guarantee from the Singer Company.
7. The merchandise offered " free " with the purchase of the sewing
machine offered for $279 , or $289 , is regularly included in the purchase

of the machine at that price. When the machine is sold without the ten

free " items it is sold at a price considerably less than $279 , or $289.
Therefore , the statements and repr:sentations set forth in Paragraphs Four and Five , hereof, were and are false , misleading and
deceptive.
PAR. 7. In the further coure and conduct of his aforesaid business
and in furtherance of a sales program for inducing the purchase of his
sewing machines ,

respondent has engaged in the following additional

unfair and deceptive act and practice.

Through the use of false , misleading and deceptive statements and
representations as set forth in Paragrphs Four through Six hereof
respondent and his salespersons have induced members of the general
public to purchase respondent' s

sewing machines at a cost of up to

several hundred dollars each without allowing such persons adequate
time to consider the offer and reflect upon the merits of the offer and
the effect of the expense upon their financial situation.
PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business ,

and at all

times mentioned herein , respondent has been, and now is , in substantial
competition , in commerce ,. with corporations , finn and individuals
engaged in the sale of products of the same general kind and nature as
those sold by respondent.
PAR. 9. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false , misleading and
deceptive statements , representations and practices has had , and now

has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the purcha. ing

. -
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public into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and
representations were , and are , true and into the purchase of substantial
quantities of respondent' s

products by reason of said erroneous and

mistaken belief.
. PAR. 10 , The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent , as herein
all ged , were , and are , all to the prejudice and injury of the public and

of respondent' s competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and
practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
INITIAL DECISION BY HARRY R. HINKES, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE

MACH 81 ,

1975

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

Pursuant to a complaint issued by the Commssion on Dec. 4 ,

1974

respondent Joseph Richard Horvath , doing business aB Sew Rite , was
charged with unfair methods of competition in commerce and unair
and deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
Said complaint was served on respondent' s attorney of record on Jan.
1975 ,

but no answer or other response has been received although

an answer was requied within 80 days of service.

Section 8. 12(c) of the Commission s

Rules of Practice provides as

follows;
Failure of the respondent to fie an Answer within the time provided shall be deemed

to constitute a waiver of his right to appear and contest the alleg-ations of the complaint
and to authorize the Administrative Law .Judge . without further Notice to the

respondents , to find the facts to be as alJeged in the Complaint and to enter an initial
decision containing such findings , appropriate concJusions , and cirder

Pursuant to said rule , complaint counel on Mar. 7 , 1975 , moved that

respondent be held in default for failure to fie an answer. Although

this motion was served on Mar. 12 , 1975 , no response to said motion has

been made by respondent. Accordingly, complait counsel's motion is
grnted and the followig rmdings, conclusions and order are made.
FINlJNGS OF FACT

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent .Joseph

Richard Horvath is an individual

trading and doing business as Sew Rite with his office and principal
place of business located at 8002- C Haute Cour , Springfeld , Va He

formulates , directs and controls the acts and practices of said business
including the acts and practices hereinafter set forth.

..
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PAR. 2. Respondent is now , and for some time last past has been
engaged in the advertising, offering for sale, sale and distribution of
new and used sewing machines and related products to the general

public.

business as aforesaid
and now causes , advertisements for said sewing
machines to appear in newspapers of interstate circulation , which
PAR. 8. In the course end conduct of his

respondent has caused ,

advertisements are designed and intended to induce persons to

purchase said sewing machines.

In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid , respondent
Commonwealth of Virginia, makes
contracts for the sale of sewing machines with persons in the State of
from his place of business in the

Maryland and in the District of Columbia.

In the course and conduct of his business as aforesaid , respondent
through his agents and representatives , transports his merchandise
from his place of business in the Commonwealth of Virginia to the
homes of purchasers located in the State of Maryland and in the
District of Columbia.
Accordingly, respondent has maintained , and now maintains , a

substantial coure and conduct of business in commerce as " commerce
is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 1. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business , and in the

furtherance of a sales program for inducing the purchase of sewing
machines , respondent has made , and is now making, numerous
statements and representations in advertisements inserted in newspapers of interstate circulation and in other promotional material and by
oral statements and representations of his salespersons with respect to

his products and services.

Typical and illustrative of said statements and representations but
not all- inclusive thereof, are the following:
Zig- Zag Sewing Machine Brand New 1973. Must he disposed of. Orig. price $lR9.

Thursday only $48, 88.
Grand Opening Sale! Suggested Retail Price $189. 95 Sale Price $5.

Day Sale at Close Out Prices Plus these Items Free! Comparative Rdail Values
$498. However Our Price Only $279.
Warehouse Sale at Liquidation Prices! Plus these 10 Items FREE! Comparative
Retail Values $49S. However Our Price Without Trade In Is Only $289.
73 SINGER ZIG ZAGS Like new. 5- yr. parts & labor guarcUiteed. No obligation. Free
home demonstration. $.1R. Call Credit Manager , 9-

PAR. 5. By and through the use of the above quoted statements and

representations , and others of similar import and meaning but not
expressly set out herein , separtely and in connection with oral

statements and representations by respondent's salespersons to
prospective purchasers of respondent's products , respondent has

represented , and is now representing, directly or by implication , that:

1081
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1. The zigzag sewing machines offered for $48. 88 had been sold , or

openly and actively offered for sale ,

at a price of $189 by the

respondent for a reasonably substantial period of time in the recent
regular course of his business.
2. Respondent' s

sewing machines are being offered for sale at a

prIce red1iced from respondent' s

regular sellng price ,

thereby afford

ing savings to purchasers.

The advertised prices are available for only a limited period of
time.
4. A bona

fide offer is being made to sell the advertised Singer

sewing machine at the price and on the terms and conditions stated in
the advertisements.
5. Respondent' s sewing machines are available at reduced prices
because they have been repossessed by respondent or have been

forfeited by a layaway purchaser.
6. Purchasers of the advertised Singer sewing machine receive a

written guarantee from the Singer Company.
7. The sewing machine offered with " free " merchandise is being
offered at its regular price , or less , and the " free " merchandise is not
regularly included with the machine at the regular price.
PAR. 6. In truth and in fact;

for $4.
or openly and actively offered for sale , at a price of
$189 by the respondent for a reasOliablysubstantial period of time in
the recent , regular course of his business.
2. Respondent' s sewing machines are not being offered for sale at
special or reduced prices and savings are not thereby afforded
respondent' s customers because of a reduction from respondent'
regular selling prices. In fact , respondent does not have reguar selling
prices. The prices at which respondent' s sewing machines are sold vary
1. The zigzag sewing machine offered by the respondent

had not been sold ,

from customer

customer depending upon the resistance of the

prospective purchaser.
8. Advertised prices are not available for only a limited period of

time.
4. A bona

fide offer is not being made to sell the advertised Singer

sewing machine at the price and on the terms and conditions stated; but

said offer is made for the purose of obtaining leads as to persons
interested in purchasing a sewing machine. Mter obtaining leads
through responses to said advertisements , respondent or his salesper
upon such persons but make no effort to sell the advertised
sewing machines. Instead , they exhibit sewing machines which are in
sons c all

such poor condition as to be unusable or undesirable and disparage the
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advertised product to discourage its purchase and attempt to sell , and
frequently do sell , other sewing; machines at a much highcr pricc.
5. Respondent's sewing machines are not offercd to purchasers at a
, reduCtion from respondent' s

regUlar selling price as a result of having

been repossessed or forfeited by a

layaway purchaser. In fact

respondent' s sewing machines have no regular sellng price. Prices are
generally arrved at through negotiation betwccn the buyer and seller.
6. Purchasers of the advertiscd Singer sewing; machines do not
receive a written guarantee from the Singer Company.
7. The merchandise offered " free " with the purchase of the sewing;
machine offered for $279, or $289 , is rcguarly included in the purchase
of the machine at that price. When the machine is sold without the tcn
free " items it is sold at a price considerably less than '$279 , or $289.
Therefore , the statements and representations set forth in Pardgraphs Four and Five , hereof, were and are falsc misleading and
deccptive.
PAR. 7. In the furher course and conduct of his aforcsaid business

and in furherance of a sales program for inducing the purchase of his
scwing machines , respondent has engag;ed in the following additional

unfair and deceptive act and practicc.
Though the use of false , misleading and deceptive statements and

representations as set forth in Paragrphs Four through Six hereof
respondent and his salespersons have induced members of thc general
public to purchase respondent's sewing machines at a cost of up to

several hundred dollars each without allowing such persons adequate
time to consider the offer and reflect upon the merits of thc offer and
thc effect of the expense upon their fInancial situation,
PAR. 8. In the course and conduct of his aforesaid business ,

times mentioned herein , respondent has been , and nnw

and at all
, in substantial

competition , in commerce , with corporations , fl1S and individuals
engaged in the sale of products of the same g;eneral kind and nature as
those sold by respondent.
PAR. 9. The use by respondent of the aforesaid false , misleading and

deceptive statements , representations and practices has had , and now
has , the capacity and tendency to mislead members of the purchasing
puhlic into the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and
representations were , and are , true and into the purchase of substantial

quantities of respondent' s

products by reason of said eIToneous and

mistaken belief.
PAR. 10. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondent , as herein
alleged , were , and are , all to the prejudice and injury of the public and

of respondent' s competitors and constituted , and now constitute , unfair
methods of competition in commerce and unfair and deceptive acts and

t/a
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practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commssion Act.
ORDER

ordered That respondent , Joseph Richard Horvath , an individu, trading and doing business as Sew Rite or under any other name or
names , and respondent's agents , representatives and employees
successors and assigns , directly or through any corporation , subsidiar,
division or other device , in connection with the advertising, offering for
sale , sale or distribution of sewing machines , or any other product or
service , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commssion Act , shall forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Using the words " orig. price " or any other word or words of
similar import or meaning but not specifically set forth herein , to refer
to any price at which respondent has offered any product or service to
the public , if such price is in excess of the price at which such product
or service has been sold , or offered for sale in good faith, to the public
It

is

by the respondent ,

for a reasonably substantial period of time in the
recent , regular course of his business and unless respondent' s business
records establish that said price is the price at which such product or
service has been sold , or offered for sale in good faith , to the public , by
the respondent , for a reasonably substantial period of time in the

recent , regular course of his business.
2. Using the word " Sale " or any other word or words of similar
import or meaning but not specifically set forth herein , to refer to any
offering of a product or servce for sale unless the price for such
product or service being offered for sale constitutes a reduction , in an
amount not so insignficant as to be meaningless ,

frorn the price at

which such product or service has been sold , or offered for sale in good
faith , to the public , by the respondent , for a reasonably substantial
period of time in the recent , reguar coure of his business.
8. (a) Representing, in any manner , that by purchasing any product
or servce , customers are afforded savings amounting; to the difference
between respondent' s stated price and respondent' s former price
unless such product or service has been sold , or offered for sale in good
faith , to the public , by the respondent , at the former price for a
reasonably substantial period of time in the recent , reguar coure of
his business.
(b) Representing, in any manner , that by purchasing any product or
servce , customers are afforded savings amounting to the difference
bet ween respondent' s stated price and a compared price for said
product or service in respondent' s trade area, unless a substatial
number of the principal retail outlets in respondent' s trade area

" "

" "
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n'gularly sen said product or service at the compared price , or a bigher
pnce.
(c) Representing, in any manner , that by purchasing any product or
serv lcc , customers are afforded savings amounting to the difference
between respondent' s stated price and a compared value price for
comparable products or services , unless substantial sales of products of
like grade and quality or similar servces are being made in
respondent' s trade area at the compared price , or a higher price , and
unless respondent has in good faith conducted a

maket survey,

or

obtained a similar representative sample of prices , in his trade area
which establishes the validity of said compared price and it is clearly
and conspicuously disclosed that the comparson is wit)1 a product of

like grade and quality or with a similar service.

4. Misrepresenting, in any manner,

the savings afforded to

purchasers of respondent' s products or services or the prices charged

for the same products or servces or for products or servces of like
grade quality by any seller.
5. Making any representation ,

orally or in wrting, directly or by

implication , concernng any reduction in price for any of respondent'
products or servces , or concerning any possible saving available to

purcha.sers of respondent's products or servces , including, but not
Regularly,
Special
Sale
Save " or any other word or words of similar
import and meaning but not specifcally set forth herein, without
clearly and conspicuously disclosing in close proximity to such
representation:
limited to ,

the use of the words

Originally/' II Value

offered;
(a) the make and model

name or number of the product being

(b) the cash price at which such product or service is being offered;

(c) the cash price at which such product or servce bas been sold , or
offered for sale in good faith , to the public , by the respondent , for a
reasonably substantial period of time in the recent, regular course of
his business , when the comparison is being made with respondent'

former price. When such price representation is in wrting, the above
disclosure shall be made in bold face type of a minimum size of 8 points.
6. Representing, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication , that

any offer to sell a product or servce is limited or restricted as to time
or is limited C or restricted in

any manner , unless the represented

limitation or restriction is imposed and adhered to in good faith by the
respondent.
7. Representing, orally

or in WTiting, directly or by implication , that

any product or service is offered for sale when such is not a bona fide
offer to sell said product or servce.

JOSEPH RICHARD HORVATH t/a SEW RITE
1081
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8. Advertising, or offering for sale , any product or servce for the
purosc of obtaining leads to potential purchasers of different products
,or serVices , unless the advertised

or offered ,

product or service is

capable of adequately performing its intended function and respondent
maintains an adequate and readily available stock of said product and is
willing and able to perform said service.
9. Disparaging in any manner , or refusing to sell , any adverlised
product or service.
10. The use of any

policy, sales plan or method of compensation for

salespersons which has the effect , in any manner , of discouraging
salespersons from sellng, or has the effect of penalizing salespersons
for sellng, advertised products or services.
11. Using any advertisement , sales plan or procedure which

involves the use of any false ,

misleading or deceptive statement

representation or ilustration designed to obtain leads to potential
purchasers of respondent's products or services.
12. Representing, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication

that any product was left in layaway, was repossessed, or that it is
being offered for the balance of the purchase price which was unpaid
by a previous purchaser , unless the specific product in each instance
was left in layaway, was repossessed or is offered for the balance of the
unpaid purchase price , as represented. -

13. Misrepresenting, in any manner, the
price of any product or service being offered.

status , kind ,

quality or

14. Representing, orally or in writing, directly or by implication,
that respondent' s products or services are guaranteed unless the
nature , extent and duration of the guarantee , the identity of the

guardntor and the manner in which the guarntor. wil perform

thereunder are clearly and conspicuously

disclosed; and unless

respondent promptly and fully perform all of his oblig'dtions

directly

or impliedly represented , under the terms of each such guartee.

15. Representing, orally or in writing, directly or by implication
that any price is respondent' s regular price for any product or service
unless such price is the price at which such product or service has been
sold , or offered for sale in good faith , to the public , by tbe respondent
for a reasonably substantial period of time in the recent , reguar coure
of his business , and not for the purpse of establishing fictitious higher
prices upon which a deceptive comparson or a " free " or similar offer
might be based.
16. Representing, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication
that a purchaser of respondent' s products or servces will receive any

free " merchandise , service , git , prie or award , unless all conditions
obligations , or other prerequisites to the receipt and retention of such
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are clearly and conspicuously disclosed at the outset in closc conjunc-

tion with the word " free " wherevcr it first appears in each advertisemen or offer. 17. Representing, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication

that any product or service is furshed " free "

or at no cost to the

purchaser of an advertised product or service when , in fact , the cost of

such product or service is regularly included in the selling price of the
advertised product or service.
18. Representing, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication

free " offer is being made in cormection with the introduction of
a new product or service offered for sale at a specified price unless the
that a "

respondent expects , in good faith , to discontinue the.

offer after a

limitcd time and commence selling such product or servce separately
at the same price at which it was sold with a " free " offer.
19. Representing, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication

that a product or service is being offered " free " with the sale of a
product or service which is usually sold at a price arrved at through
bargaining, rather than at a regular price ,

or where there may be a

regular price but where other material factors such as quantity, quality,
or size are arrved at through bargaining.
20. Representing, orally or in wrting, directly or by implication

that a " free " offer is available in a trade area for more than six (6)
months in any twelve (12) month period. At least thirty (80) days shall
elapse before another such " free " offer is made in the same trdde area.
No more than three (8) such " free " offers shal1 be made in the same
trade area in any twelve (12) month period. In such period , respondent' s sales of the product or service in the amount , size or quality
promoted with the " free " offer in any trdde area shall not exceed 50
percent of his total volume of sales of the product or service in the
same amount , size or quality in that trade area.
21. Representing, orally or in writing, directly or by implication
as a
gift as a bonus " or
without charge " or by othcr words or term., which tend to convey the

that a product or service is being offered

impression to the consuming public that the product or servce is free

when the use of the term " free " in relation thereto is prohibited by the
provisions of this order.
22. (a) Contracting for any sale , whether in the form of trade

acceptance , conditional sales contract , promissory note , or otherwse
which shall become binding on the buyer prior to midnight of the third
day, excluding Sundays and legal holidays , after the date of execution.

(b) Failing to furnish each buyer,

at the time he signs the sales

contract or otherwise agrees to buy consumer goods or services, a ful1y
completed copy of the sales contract , or a fully completed receipt in the

lOR!
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event of a cash sale , which is in the same language
Spanish , as that
principally used in the oral sales presentation and which sbows the date
of the transaction and contains the name and address of the seller and
which includes , in immediate proximity to the space reserved in the
contract for the signature of the buyer, or on the front page of the
ceipt if
contract is not used and in bold face type of a minimum size
of 10 points , a statement in substantially the following form:
YOU , THE BUYER ,

MAY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION AT ANY TIME

PRIOR TO MIDNIGHT OF THF: THIRD BUSINESS DA Y AFTER THE DATE OF
THIS TRANSACTION. SEE TH~ ATTACHED NOTICE OF CANCELLATION FOR
AN EXPLANATION OF THIS RIGHT.

Failing to furnish each buyer , at the time he signs the sales
contract or otherwse agrees to buy consumer goods or services, a
(c)

completed form in duplicate , captioned " NOTICE O ' CANCELLATION " which shall be attached to the contract or receipt andsball be
easily detachable therefrom , and which shall contain in 10 point bold
face type the following information and statements in the

language

same

Spanish , as that used in the sales contract:

NOTIC~: OF CANCELLATION
(enter date of transaction)

(Date)

YOU MAY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION , WITHOUT ANY PENALTY OR
OBLIGATION , WITHIN THREE BUSINESS DAYS FROM THE ABOVE DATE. IF
YOU CANCEL . AND PROPERTY TRADED IN , ANY PAYMENTS MADE BY YOU
UNDER THE CONTRACT OR SALE AND ANY NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT
EXECUTED BY YOU WILL BE RETURNED WITHIN 10 BUSINESS DAYS
FOLLOWING RECEIPT BY THE SELLER OF YOUR CANCELLATION NOTICE
AND ANY SECURITY INTEREST ARISING OUT OF THE TRANSACTION WILL
BE CANCELLED. IF YOU CANCEL , YOU MUST MAKE AVAILABLE TO THE
SELLER AT YOUR RESIDENCE , IN SUBSTANTIALLY AS GOOD CONDITION

AS WHEN RECEIVED , ANY GOODS DELIVERED TO YOU UNDER THIS
CONTRACT OR SALE; OR YOU MAY IF YOU WISH , COMPLY WITH THE
INSTRUCTIONS OF THE SELLER REGARDING THE RETURN SHIPMENT OF
THE GOODS AT THE SELLER' S EXPENSE AND RISK. IF YOU DO MAKE THE

GOODS AVAILABLE TO THE SELU:R AND THE SELLER DOES NOT PICK
THEM UP WITHIN 20 DAYS OF THE DATE OF YOUR NOTICE OF CANCELLATION . YOU MAY RETAIN OR DISPOSE OF' THE GOODS WITHOUT ANY
FURTHER OBLIGATION- IF YOU FAIL TO MAKE THE GOODS AVAILABLE TO

THE SELLER , OR IF YOU AGREE TO RETURN THE GOODS TO THE SELLER
AND FAIL TO DO SO . THEN YOU REMAIN LIABLE FOR PERFORMANCE OF
ALL OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE CONTRACT. TO CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION , MAIL OR DELIVER A SIGNED AND DATED COpy OF THIS CANCELLATION NOTICE OR ANY OTHER WRITTEN NOTICE . OR SEND A TELEGRAM
(name of seller)
TO
AT
(address of sell",s place of
bu.si"/ ss) NOT LATER THAN
MIDNIGHT OF

(date)

I HEREBY CANCEL THIS TRANSACTION.

(Date)

(Buyer s

signature)
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(d) Failing, before furnishing copies of the " Notice of Cancellation " to
the buyer , to complete both copies by entering the name of the seller
the address of the seller s place of business , the date of the transaction
and the date , not earlier tnan the ' third business day following the date

of the transaction , by which the buyer may give notice of cancellation.
(e) Including in any sales contract or receipt any confession of

judgment or any waiver of the rights to which the buyer is entitled
under this provision including, specifically, his right to cancel the sale in
accordance with this provision.

(f) Failing to inform each buyer orally, at the time he signs the
contract or purchases the goods or services , of his right to cancel.
(g) Misrepresenting, in any manner , the buyer's right to. cancel.
(h) Failing, or refusing, to honor any valid notice of ca';cellation by a
buyer and failing, within ten (10) business days after the receipt of such
notice , to: (i) refund all payments made under the contract or sale; (ii)
retur any goods or property traded in , in substantially as good
condition as when received by the seller; (iii) cancel and return any
negotiable instruent executed by the buyer in connection with the
contract or sale and take any action necessary or appropriate to

terminate promptly any securty interest created in the transaction.

(i) Negotiating, transferrng, sellng, or assigning any note or other
evidence of indebtedness to a nnance- company or other third pary

prior to midnight of the fifth business

day following the day the

contract was signed or the goods or servces were purchased.

(j) Failing, within ten (10) business days of receipt of the buyer's
notice of cancellation, to notify the buyer whether the seller intends to
repossess or to abandon any shipped or delivered goods.
Provided , hO'we'Ver That nothing contaned iri this provision shall
relieve respondent of any additional obligation respecting contracts
required by federal law or the law of the State in which the contract is
made. When such obligations are inconsistent with this provision
respondent may apply to the Commission for relief from this provision
with respect to contracts executed in the state in which such different
obligations are requied. The Commission, upon showing, shall make
such modifcations as may be warranted in the premisesIt

is

furtlwr ordered

That respondent shall forthwith cease and

desist from: '
(a) Failing to retain , for a period of not less than two (2) years from
the date of their laBt use , a copy of each advertisement and item of
promotional material , including, but not limited to , each newspaper
advertisement , radio or television script , direct mail advertisement and
product brochure , used for the purpose of obtaining leads to pros-
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respondent's products and services
promoting the sale of respondent' s products and services.

pective purchasers of

or in

(b) Failing to retain , for a period of not less than two (2) years
following each price reduction or savings claim , including, but not
limited to , each claim of the types described in Paragrphs 1 through 8
ofthis order , adequate records to substantiate each such claim

(c) Failing to produce , for the purpose of examination and copying by
representatives of the Federal Trade Commssion , those records
required to be retained by this order.

is furthJ!r ordered That respondent shall forthwith deliver a copy
of this order to cea...e and desist , and a copy of the Commission s news
release setting forth the terms of the order, to each advertising agency
and advertising medium , such as newspaper publishing company, radio
station or television station ,

presently utilized in the coure of

his

business , and that respondent shall immediately upon oNning an
account deliver a copy of this order and such news release to any such
agency or medium with which he subsequently opens an account.
It is furthir ordered That respondent shall forthwith deliver a copy
of this order to
cea. and desist to each of his agents , reprcsentatives
and employees eng-aged in the offering for sale or sale of respondent's
products or services , in the consummation of any extension of consumer
credit or in any aspect of the creation , prepartion or placing of

respondent' s advertisements and that respondent shall deliver a copy
of this order to each such person whom he subsequently employs
immediately upon employing such person, and that respondent shall
secure from each such person a signed statement acknowledging

receipt of a copy of this order.
It is furthir ordered

That respondent shall promptly notify the

Commission of the discontinuance of his present business or employ-

ment and of his affiliation with a new business or employment. Such
notice shall include respondent' s new business address and :l statement
as to the nature of the new business or employment in which he is
engaged as well as a description of his new duties and responsibilities.
FINAL ORDER

The administrative law judge fied his initial decision in this matter
1975 , finding respondent to have engaged in the acts and
practices as alleged in the complait and entering a cease and desist
order against respondent. A copy of the initial decision and order was
served on respondent on May 7 , 1975. No appeal was taken from the
on Mar. 81 ,

initial decision.
The Commission having now determned that the matter

should not

be placed on its own docket for review, and that the initial decision
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in Section :t51(a) of the

Commission s Rules of Practice

That the initial decision and order contained therein
become effective on the date ' of issuance of this order.
It
is
further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after service of this order upon him , file with the Commssion a report
!tis ordered

, shall

in wrting, signed by such respondent , setting forth in detail the

manner and form of his compliance with the order to cease and desist.

IN THE MATTR OF

ASSOCIATED DRY GOODS CORPORATION , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMSSION ACT
Docket C- 267.4.

Complaint ,

1.?75- Decision ,

June

J"Urw

, 197.5

Consent order requiring a New York City parent and its department store operation
Lord & Taylor , among other things to provide charge customers having credit
balances with periodic statements setting forth credit balances, no less than
three times in a six- month period following creation of the balance; to notify
charg account customers with credit- ha.lances of their right to a ca.',h refund of
the balance; to stop deleting credit balances of $1.00 or more from a customer
account before making a cash refund or an offsetting purchase has been made;
to automatically refund amounts of unclaimed credit balances after a period of
account inactivity; and to refund all unclaimed credit balances more than $1.00
created since June 30 , 1972.

Appeam'1,ces
For the Commission:

Alan D. Uefflcin , J1J;;tin Dingfelder and

Howard F. Daniel.
For the respondents:

M. Wad Kirr","y, Gould

WilkiJ! New York,

COMPLAINT

Pusuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commssion Act
viue of the authority vested in it by said Act, the Federa

and by

Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Associated Dry Goods
Corpration , a corporation , and its division Lord & Taylor, hereinafter
sometimes refeITed to as re pondents , have violated the provisions of
said Act , and it appearing to the Commssion that a procecding by it in
respect thereof would be in the

public interest , hereby issues its

complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:

Complaint
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PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Associated Dry Goods Corporation is a
corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the Commonwealtb of Virginia with its principal office
and place of business located at 417 Fifth Ave. ,

New York ,

N.

formulates , controls

Respondent Associated Dry Goods Corporation
and directs tbe policies , acts and practices , including those hereinafter
set forth , of its division , Lord & Taylor.

Respondent Lord & Taylor is a division of Associated Dry Goods
Corporation. Its principal offce and place of business is located at 124
Fifth Ave. , New York , N.
P AR- 2. Respondent Associated Dry Goods Corporation , through its
operating division Lord & Taylor operates and controls a number of
retail specialty clothing stores in nine States and tbe District of
Columbia.
PAR. 8. Respondents sell and distribute merchandise in commerce by

operating and controlling retail specialty clothing stores in a number of
States and by causing merchandise to be shipped from their warehous-

es and from the places of business of their various suppliers to their
warehouses and retail specialty clothing stores for distribution to and
purchase by the general public located in States other than those from
which such shipments originate. By these and other acts and practices
respondents maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have

Act.

maintained , a substantial coure of trade in merchandise and services in
commerce , as " commerce " is defineeJ in the Federa Trade Commission

PAR. 4- In the ordinary coure and conduct of their aforesaid
business , respondents permt customers of Lord & Taylor, who qualy
for credit to charge purchases in accordance with the terms of charge
account agreements executed between said customers and respondents.
On occasion a customer's charge account balance represents an amount
of money owed to the customer by respondents , rather than an amount

of money owed to respondents by the customer. This credit balance is
the result of, among other things, overpayments by tbe customer or
crcdits for returned merchandise.
PAR. 5. Respondents customaly provide each customer havig a
charge account credit balance a monthly statement setting forth the
amount of the credit balance , at the end of the billng cycle during
which the crcdit balance is created and at the end of each subsequent
biling cycle durig which the credit balance has not been cleared from
the customer s account and a transaction on the customer s account

occurs. No such statements are furshed for any biDing cycle durng

which the customcr transacts no business on his account.
If a customer with a credit balance on his charge account does not

SI!Q- 7')Q()-

76-
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specifcally request that respondents pay him the amount of his credit
balance but purchases merchandise or servces on his charge account

respondents for a limited time apply the amount of the credit balance to
, reduce or eliminate the customer's obligation created by the purchase
of merchandise or services.
Jf the customer does not request a refund in cash of the amount of
the credit balance or make a purchase within a period of time allowed

by respondents for activity to occur

on the customer s account

respondents , through bookkeeping entries , clear the amount of the
credit balance from the customer's charge account. No cash payment to
the customer is made at the time of the clearing of his credit balance

from his charge account.

Subsequent periodic statements are not

mailed until a later purchase is made. The outstanding credit balance

that was previously reflected on a periodic biling statement is not
applied to any purchase occurrng after the credit balance has been
cleared from the customer s account.

At no time is the customer informed of his right to receive a cash
representing
outstanding credit balances without a specifc customer request.
Respondents have through such acts and practices eliminated substantial dollar amounts of credit balances "" aforesaid from customer
refund nor do respondents voluntarly refund cash

accounts in a substantial number of instaces.

PAR. 6. By failing to notify customers with charge account credit
balances that they have the right to request and receive cash payment
of the amounts of their credit balances; by failig to fursh customers
at the end of each and every billing cycle durng which credit balances
remain outstanding, monthly statements reflecting the amount of their
credit balances; by deleting outstading credit balances from accounts
without refunding such amounts and by providing biling statements
for subsequent purchases which do not reflect such outstading credit
balances , respondents have caused a substantial number of their
substantial sums of money rightfully
theirs. Therefore , the acts and practices described in
Five
above were and are unfair.
customers to be deprived of

Parph

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondents set forth in Paragraphs
Five and Six above were and are to the prejudice and injur
public and constitute unfair acts and prdCtices and

of the

unai methods of

competition in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trde
Commssion Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore detcnnincd to issue its complait

charging the respondents named in the caption hereto with violation of

-----
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the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the respondents having been

served with notice of said determnation and with a copy of tbe
complaint the Commission intended to issue , together with a proposed
form of order; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed, an agreement containing a ' consent order , and admission by
the respondents of all the jursdictional facts set forth in the complaint
to issue herein, a statement that the signng of said agreement is for
settement purpses only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having considered the agreement and having
provisionally accepted same , and the agreement containing consent
order having thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of
sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the comments fied
thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 84(b) of its rules , now in further

conformty with the procedures prescribed in Section 2. 84(b) of its
rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint in the form
contemplated by said agreement , makes the following jurisdictional
findings , and enters the following order:
1. Respondent , Associated Dry Goods Corporation , is a corporation
organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of thc laws
of Commonwealth of Virginia , with its offces and principal place of
business located at 417 Fifth Ave. , New York, N.
2. The Fcderal Trade Commission has

jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER

II is ordered That respondent , Associated Dry Goods Corpration, a
corporation , and its division Lord & Taylor (hereinafter collectively
referred to as respondent), their successors and
signs
and their
rcpresentatives, agcnts and employees , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division or other device , in connection with the
handling of credit balances on retail consumer open end credit accounts
or other retail consumer charge accounts (including but not necessary

limited to thirty (80) day charge accounts) created incident to the
business of sellng consumer merchandise and services at retal, in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trde Commission
Act , do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Failing to provide each charge account customer having a credit
balance created aftcr the date of entry of this order with a periodic
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no fewer than three times

during the six month period following creation of the credit balance.
. :failing to notify each charge account customer having a credit
balance created after the date of entry of this order of the right to

request and receive a cash refund in the amount of such credit balance.
Such notice shall accompany, or be made on , the periodic statement

required by Paragraph One hereof and shall contain
conspicuous disclosure of the following facts ,

a clear and

to the extent applicable:

the amount of the credit balance (unless shown on the accompanying
periodic statement); the credit balance represents money owed to the
customer; the customer s right to make purchases against such balance
uch periodic

or to obtain a cash refund of such balance by presenting

statement at respondent's store or by returnng

the statement to

respondent in an envelope which respondent shall enclose with the
statement for that purpose; a check will be mailed automatically after

six months if no charge is made against the credit or a refund is not
each periodic
statement required by Paragraph One shall state clearly and conspicuously: " a credit balance of one dollar ($1.00) or less will not be refunded
unless specifically requested , and it wil not be credited against future
requested. Jn addition to the above requirements

purchases after this period. " Such statement need not be made in the
event that is the store s policy to refund without request all amounts of
less than one dollar.

3. Writing off or deleting any credit balance of more than one dollar
from a customer's
account before respondent has made a cash refund or the customer has
made a fully offsetting purchase , unless such credit balance is not in
fact owed to the customer , or unless respondent has complied with the
($1.00) created after the date of entry of this order

requirements of Paragraph B below.
4. Failing to refund to each charge account customer with a credit
balance of more than one dollar ($1.00) created after the date of entry
of this order the full amount of said credit balance no later than thirtyone (81) days from the end of the sixth consecutive billng cycle during

which the credit balance exists and the customer neither transacts any
business on his account nor requests a refund ,

unless such credit

balance is not in fact owed to the customer.
A.

It

is

further ordred

That with respect to each credit balance

owed a custoroer in the amount of more than one dollar ($1.00) which
was creatcd at any time since ,June 30 , 1!J72 , and which has not been
refunded to the customer as of the date of entry of this order

rcspondent shall refund to each such customer the full amount of such
credit balance , unless such credit balance is not owed to the customer
or the customer makes a fully offsetting purchase within the period for

~~~~~~
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Provided , hawever That nothing contained herein
shall prevent respondent from making such refund by giving a credit
certificate(s) in the full amount of the credit balance which shall be
redeemable , at the customers option , in merchandise or cash. Such a
certifcate(s), or an accompanying notice attached to the certifcate
compliance herewith;

snall. cleafly and conspicuousli disclose that it is redeemable for cash if
the customer so requests in person or if the customer returns the

certificate(s) by mail with a request for cash redemption. Respondent
shall comply with the provisions of this paragraph no later than three

(:J) months after the date of entry of this order , and the report required

by Paragraph F of this order shall address itself specifcally to the
steps taken to comply with this paragraph.
B.

It

is

further ordered

That each refund shall be given to the

credit
certificate(s) in the case of credit balances existing prior to the date of
customer either in person or by mailing a check (or a

entry of this order) payable to the order of the customer at the last
known address shown in respondent's records for said customer. Each

periodic statement sent pursuant to the terms of this order shall be
mailed to the customer at the last known address shown in respondent' s records. In the event that any such statement or check (or credit

certificate(s) is returned to respondent with a notifcation to the effect
that the addressee is not located at the address to which it was sent

respondent shall remail the check or statement (or credit certificate(s)).
If a check or statement (or credit certificate(s)) which has been mailed
is returned to respondent , the full amount of the credit balance shall be
reinstated on the customer s account to be retained for one year from
the date on which the remailed check or statement (or credit
certifcate(s)) was retured so that offsetting purchases can be made.
Thereafter respondent shall be relieved of any further obligation to
send any additional notice and/or any refund with respect to the credit
balance in question;
Provided , Iwever That in the everit said customer
should subsequently request a refund of any such credit balance owed
the customer , respondent shall promptly make such refund.
C.
II is furthe ordJ!red That if a customer requests , in person or by
mail ,

a refund of a credit balance in any amount which had been

reflected at any time on such customer's account, respondent shall
within thirty (80) days of receipt of such request , either refund the
entire amount requested , if owed , or fursh the customer with a
written explanation ,

with supporting documentation when available , of
the rea-,on(s) for refusing to refund the amount requested.
D.
It
is
filrthEr ordered That a credit balance shall be deemed to be
created at the end of the billng cycle in which the credit balance is first

recorded on a customer's account and at the end of the biling cycle in
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which the recorded amount of an existing credit balance is changed due
to a custorner\, use of the account. Whenever the recorded amoW1t of
, an exi ting credit balance is changed, respondent' s obligations under

this ' order with respect to the credit

balance existing prior to such

change shall automatically be replaced by its obligations under this
order with respect to the new credit balancc created by said change.
E.

It

is

jitrther ordered

That , notwithstanding the foregoing, the

provisions of this order shall not be applicable to credit balance on

accounts administered by third parties.
F.
It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60)
days after the entry of this order, fie with the Commssion a report in

wrting setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.

It is further ordered That respondent notify the Commission at
G.
lcast thirty (aD) days prior to any proposed change in the corporatc
rcspondent such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect

compliance obligations arising out of the order.

IN TIIEMA' ITR OF
GIMBEL BROTHERS , INC. , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMSSION ACT
Docket C- 2675.

Complaint ,

June

1975- Deci.cion , fu.nk ' lX ,

1975

Consent order requiring a New York City parent and its department store operdtion
Gimbels New York , among other things to provide charge customers haying
credit balances with periodic statements setting forth credit balances , no Jess
than three times in a six-- month period following- crcation of the balance; to

notify charge account customers with credit balances of their right to a cash
refund of the balance; to stop deleting credit balances of $1.00 or more from a
customer s account before making a cash refund or an offsetting purchase has
been made; to automatically refund amounts of unclaimed credit balances after
a period 'of account inactivity; and to refund all unclaimed credit balances morc
than $1.00 created since .June

, 1972.

Appearances
For the Commission:

Alan D. RejJkin , J'UBtin Dingfelder

Howard F. Daniel.
For the respondents:

E'Ugenc H. Gordon Ncw York , N.

and

uUVID
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Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federal
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Gimbel Brothers , Inc.
a ' corporation , and its divisions , Gimbels New York, hereinafter
sometimes referred to as respondents , have violated the provisions of
said Act , and it appearing to the Commssion that a proceeding by it in
respect thereof would be in the public interest , hereby issues its
complaint stating its charges in that respect as follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Gimbel Brothers , Inc. is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws
of the State of New York with its principal offce and place of business
located at 1275 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Respondent Gimbel
Brothers , Inc. has the legal authority to formulate , control and direct
the policies , acts and practices , including those hereinafter set forth, of
its division Gimbels New York.

Respondent Gimbels New York is a division of Gimbel Brothers , Inc.
Its principal office and place of business is located at 1275 Broadway,
NewYork
PAR. 2. Respondent Gimbel Brothers , Inc. , through operating
divisions and a wholly-owned subsidiary, operates and controls a
number of retail department and apparel stores in 14 states.
Respondent Gimbels New York operates approximately 11 department stores in three States.
PAR. R Respondents sell and distribute merchandise in commerce by

operating and controlling retail department stores in a number of
States and by causing merchandise to be shipped from their warehous-

es and from the places of business of their varous suppliers to their
warehouses and retail department stores for distribution to and
purchase by the !(eneral public located in states other than those from
which such shipments originate. By these and other acts and practices

respondents maintan , and at all times mentioned hcrein have
maintained , a substantial coure of trade in merchandise and services in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trde Commssion
Act.
PAR. 4. In the ordinar coure and conduct of their aforesaid

business , respondents permit customers of Gimbels New York who
qualify for credit to charge purchases in accordance with the term of
charge account agreements executed between said customers and

occa. ion a customer's charge accOlmt balance represents an amount of money owed to the customer by respondents , rather
than an amount of money owed to respondents by the customer. This
respondents. On
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credit balance is the result of, among other things, overpayments by
the customer or credits for returned merchandise.
5. Respondents customarily provide each customer having a charge
account credit balance a monthly statement setting forth the amount of
tre credi balance , at the end of the billing cycle durng which the credit

balance IS created and at the end

' of each subsequent billng cycle

durng whicb the credit balance

has not been

cleared from the

customer s account and a transaction on the customer s account occur.

No such statement is provided for any biling cycle during which a
customer does not transact any business on his charge account.
If a customer with a credit balance on his charge account does not

specifically request that respondents pay him tbe amount of his credit
balance but purchases merchandise or services on his charge account

respondents for a limited time apply the amount of the credit balance to
reduce or eliminate the customer s obligation created by the purchase
of merchandise or servces.

If the customer does not request a refund in cash of the amount of
the credit balance or make a purchase within a period of time allowed

by respondents for activity to occur

on the customer's account

respondents , through bookkeeping entries , clear the amount of the
credit balance from the customer s charge account. No cash payment to
the customer is made at tbe time of the clearng of his credit balance

from his charge account.

Subsequent periodic statements are not

mailed until a later purchase is made. Th outstanding credit balance
that was previously reflected on a periodic biling statement is not

applied to any purchase occurng after the credit balance

has been

cleared from the customer s account.

At no time is the customer informed of his right to receive a cash

refund nor do respondents

voluntarily refund cash representing
outstanding credit balances without a specific customer request.

Respondents have through such acts and practices eliminated substatial dollar amounts of credit balances as aforesaid from customer
accounts in a substantial number of instances.

PAR. 6. By failing to notify customers with charge account credit
balances that they have the right to request and receive cash payment
of the amounts of their credit balances; by failig to furnsh customers
at the end of each and every biling cycle during which credit balances

remain outstanding, monthly statements reflecting the amount of their
credit balances; by deleting outstading credit balances from accounts
without refunding such amounts and by providing billing statements
for subsequent purchases which do not reflect such outstanding credit
balances , respondents have caused a substantial number of their
customers to be deprived of substantial sum of money rightfully
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theirs. Therefore , the acts and practices described in Paragraph Five

above were and are unfair.
PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondents set forth in Paragraphs
Five and Six above were and are to the prejudice and injury of the
public and constitute unfair acts and practices and unfair methods of

competitipn in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commssion Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determned to issue its complaint

charging the respondents named in the caption hereto with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the respondents having been

served with notice of said determination and with a copy of the
complaint the Commission intended to issue , together with a proposed
form of order; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , and admi.ssion by

the respondents of all the jursdictional facts set forth in the complaint
to issue herein ,

a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having considered the agreement and having
provisionally accepted same , and the agreement containing consent
order having thereupon been placed on the public reeord for a period of
sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the
thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 84(b) of its rules

comments fied

, now in furher

conformity with the procedures prescribed in Section 2.84(b) of its
rules , the Commssion hereby

issues its complaint in the

form

contemplated by said agreement , makes the following jursdictional
findings, and enters the following order:
1. Respondent Gimbel Brothers , Inc. is a corpration organized

existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws of the State

of New York ,

with its principal place of business located at 1275

Broadway, New York, N.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents, and the proceeding is

in the public interest.
ORDER

It is ordered

That respondent Gimbel Brothers ,

Inc.

, a corporation
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and its division , Gimbels New York (hereinafter collectively referred to
as respondent), their successors and assigns and their representatives
, agent . and employees , directly or through any corporation , subsidiary,
division or other device , in connection with tbe handling of credit
balances on retail consumer open end credit accounts or other retail

consumer charge accounts (including, but not necessarly limited

thirty (80) day charge accounts)

to

created incident to the business of

sellng consumer merchandise and servces at retail , in commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commssion Act , do

forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Failing to provide each charge account

customer having a credit

balance created after the date of entry of this order with a periodic

statement setting forth such credit balance no fewer than three times
durng the six month period following the creation of the credit balance.
2. Failing to

notify each charge account customer having a credit

balance created after the date of entry of this order of the customer's

right to request and receive a cash refund in the amount of such credit
balance. Such notice shall be accomplished by a clear and conspicuous
disclosure on or enclosed with each periodic statement; shall be
accompanied by a return envelope , and shall be consistent with but
need not be identical to the following;
NO PAYMENT REQUIRED
The Credit Balance shown on (this) Lthe enclosed) statement represents money we
owe you. Yau may obtain a refund by presenting your statement at our store or by
returning it in the enclosed envelope.
If you do not charge against this credit or request a refund , a check will be mailed to
you automatically after six months , except a credit balance of one dollar or less wil not be

refunded unless specifically requested ,

and it will not be credited aganst future

purchases after this period.

Such disclosure need not be made by respondent in the event that it
is respondent' s policy to refund automatically and without request all
credit balances regardless of amount. In such case a disclosure
consistent with but not necessarly identical to the following must be
made:
Contact any store for refund or you may purchase against the balance. If you do
neither , refund win be made after 6 months.
:t Writing off

or deleting any credit balance of more than one dollar

($1.00) created after the date of entry of this order from a customer's

account before respondent has made a cash refund or the customer has
made a fully offsetting purchase , unless such credit balance is not in
fact owed to the customer , or unless respondent has complied with the
requirements of Paragraph B below.
4. Failing to refund

to each charge account customer with a credit
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balance of more than one dollar created after the date of entry of the
order the full amount of said credit balance no later than thirty-one (81)

days from the end of tbe sixth consecutive biling; cycle during; which

the credit balance exists and the customer neither transacts any
siness --

on his account nor

reques

s 9.

refund , unless such credit

bwance . is not in fact owed to the customer.
A.

It

is

furthir ordered That with respect to each credit balance

owed to a customer in the amount of more than one dollar ($1.00) which
was created at any time since June 80 , 1972 , and which has not been
refunded to the customer as of the date of entry of the order

respondent shall refund to each such customer the full amOU)t of such

credit balance , unless such credit balance is not owed to the customer
or the customer makes a fully offsetting purchase within the period for
compliance herewith;
Provided , however Tbat nothing contain d herein
shall prevent respondent from makng such refU)d by giving a credit
certifcate(s) in the full amount of the credit balance which shall be
redeemable , at the customer's option , in merchandise or cash. Such a
certificate(s), or an accompanying notice attached to tbe certificate
shall clearly and conspicuously disclose that it is redeemable for cash if

the customer so requests in person or if the customer returns the
certifcate(s) by mail with a request for casb redemption. Respondent
shall comply with the provisions of this paragraph no later than three

(8) months after the date of entry of this order, and the report requied
by Paragraph F of this order shalladdresp itself specifically to the
steps taken to comply with this paragraph.
B.

It is furtlwr ordered

That each refU)d shall be given to tbe

credit
certifcate(s) in the case of credit balances existing prior to the datc of
entry of this order) payable to the order of the customer to the last
known address shown in respondent' s records for said customer. Each
periodic statement sent puruant to the term of this order shall be
mailed to the customer to the last known address shown in respondent' s records for such customer. In the cvent that any sueb statement
check or credit certificate(s) is mailed without an address correction
request to the Post Offce and is subsequently retUTed to respondent
with a notification to the effect that the customer to whom it was
mailed is not locted at the address to which it was sent , respondent
shall remail the check, credit certificate(s) or statement with an addrss
customer either in person or by mailing a cbeck (or a

correction request to the Post Office. If any such check, credit
certifcate(s) or statement which has been mailed with an address

correction request to the Post Offce is returned to respondent and

represents an amOU)t of twenty-five dollar ($25. 00) or more
respondent shall employ one of the following procedures to locate the
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customer; contacting a credit bureau; employing an independent
contractor engaged in the business of skip- locating; contacting the
s last known employer as shown in respondent's records; or

, customer

reinstating the full amount of the credit balance

on the customer's

account and retaining it in such account for one year from the date on
which the remailed check , certificate(s) or statement is retured so that

offsetting purchascs can bc made. If any such check,

credit certif-

caters) or statement which has been mailed with an address correction

request to the Post Offce is returned to respondent and represents an
amount of less than twenty- five dollars ($25. 00), respondent shall not be
required to take any of the additional actions set forth in the preceding
sentence. Thereafter , respondent shall be relieved of. any further
obligation to send any additional notice and/or any refund with respect

l'rovid , hoever That in the event
said customer should subsequently request a refund of any such credit
balance owed the customer , respondent shall treat such requcst in the
to the credit balance in question;

manner provided in Paragraph C.
C.

It is further ordered That if a customer requests, in person or by

mail ,

a refund of a credit balance in any amount which had been
reflected at any time on such customer's account , respondent shall

within thirty (80) days from receipt of such request , either refund the
entire - amount requested , if owed , - or- furnish the customer with a
written explanation , with supporting documentation , when available , of
the reason(s) for refusing to refund the amount requested.
It 'is fu.rther ordered That a credit balance shall be decmed to be
D.
created , if it stil exists , at the end of the biling cycle in which the
credit balance is rJrt recorded on a customer's account and at the end

of the biling cycle in which the recorded amount of an existing crcdit
balance is changed due to a customer's activity on the account.

Whenevcr the recorded amount of an existing credit balance is
changed , respondent' s oblig-ations under this order with respect to the

credit balance existing prior to sucb change shall automatically be
replaccd by its obligations under this order with respect to the new
credit balance created by said change.
E.
It
'is further ordered That , notwithstanding the foregoing, the
provisions of this order shall not be applicablc to credit balances on

accounts administered by parties other than respondent or to

transactions arising out of installment sales contracts.
F.
It
is
fu.rther ordered That respondent shall , within sixty ((;)
days after the entry of this order, fie with the Commission a report in

wrting sctting forth in deta the maner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
It 'is further ordered That respondent notify the Commssion at
G.
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least thirty (80) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution , assignent or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect

compliance obligations arising out of thc order.
PI

It i.

further ordered

That respondent shall forthwith distribute

a copy of this order to cach of its retail operating divisions.

IN THE MATTR OF

McCRORY CORPORATION , ET AL.
CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN HEGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF' THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C- '2676. Complaint ,

1975- De6,qion ,

June

Jll:ne

, 1975

Consent order requiring a New York City parent and its department store operation
Lerner Stores Corporation , among other things to provide charge customers
having credit balances with periodic statements settng forth credit balances
no less than three times in a six- month period following creation of the balance;
to notify charge account customers with credit balances of their right to a cash
rf!fund of the balance; to stop deleting credit balances of $1.00 or more from a
customer s account before making a cash refund or an offsetting purchase has
been made; to automatically refund amounts of unclaimcd credit balances after
a period of account inactivity; and to -refund all unclaimed credit balances more
than $1. 00 created since .Tune 30 ,

1972.

Appeamn.ces
For the Commission:

Alan D. Rejjin,

J?Jtin Dingfelder

and

Howard F. Daniel.
For the respondents:

Max Wild , Rub'in , Wachtel , Baum

Le1Jin

New York , N.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federdl Trdde Commssion Act

and by virue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Federa
Trdde Commission , having reason to believe that McCrory Corpration,
a corporation , and its wholly-owned subsidiary, Lerner Stores Corprdtion , a corporation " hereinafter sometimcs referrcd to as respondents
have violated the provisions of said Act , and it appearg to the
Commission that a proceeding by it in rcspect thereof would be in the
public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in that
respect as follows:
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PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent McCrory Corporation is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws

State of Delaware. Its principal offce and place of business is
located at 860 Park Ave. , New York , N. Y. Respondent McCrory
Corporation has the power to elect the Board of Directors of Lerner
Stores Corporation.

, of th

Respondent Lerner Stores Corporation is a corporation organized
existing and doing business under and by viue of tbe laws of the State

of Marland. Its principal offce and place

of business is located at 460

New York, N.
PAR. 2. Respondent Lerner Stores Corporation operates and controls

W. 8;

rd St. ,

a number of retail clothing stores in 89 States , Puerto , Rico and the
Virgin Islands.
PAR. 8. Respondents sell and distribute merchandise in commerce by

operating and controllng retail clothing stores in a number of States
and by causing merchandise to be shipped from their warehouses and
from the places of business of their varous

suppliers to their

warehouses and retail clothing stores for distribution to and purchase
by the general public located in States other than those from which

such shipments originate. By these and other acts and practices
respondents maintain , and at- all times mentioned herein have
maintained , a substantial coure of trdde in merchandise and services in
commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commssion
Act.
PAR. 4. In the ordinary coure and conduct of their aforesaid
business , respondents permt customers of Lerner Stores Corporation
who qualify for credit to charge purchases in accordance with the term
of charge account agreements executed between .said customers and
respondents. On occasion a customer s charge account balance represents an amount of money owed to the customer by respondents , rather
than an amount of money owed to respondents by the customer. This
credit balance is the result of, among other thigs, overpayments by

the customer or credits for retured

merchandise.

PAR. 5. Respondent Lerner Stores Corpration customaly provides

each customer having a charge account credit balance a montWy
statement setting forth the amount of the credit balance, at the end of

the billng cycle durng which the credit balance is created and at the
end of each subsequent billing cycle durng which the credit balance has
not been cleared from the customer s account and a transaction on the
customer's account occurs. Respondent Lerner Stores Corporation
furshes a charge account customer with one additiona montWy

statement setting forth his credit balance at the end of the fIrst billing

McCRORY CORP. , ~:T AL.
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cycle during which the customer transacts no business on his charge
account after creation of his credit balance.
I f a customer with a credit balance on his charge account does not
specifically request that respondent Lerner Stores Corporation pay

hjm the ,amount of his credit balance but purchases merchandise or
servces on his charge account , before respondent Lerner Stores

Corporation refunds the amount of his credit balance , the amount of
the credit balance is applied to reduce or eliminate the customer's

obligation created by the purchase of merchandise or services.
For a substantial period of time , if the customer did not request a
refund in cash of the amount of the credit balance or make a purchase
within a period of time al10wed by Lerner Stores Corpration for
activity to occur on the customer's account , Lerner Stores Corporation
through bookkeeping entries , cleared the amount of the credit balance
from the customer s charge account. No cash payment to the customer
was made at the time of the clearng of his credit balance from his
charge account. Subsequent periodic statements were not mailed until a

later purchase was made. The outstanding credit balance

that was

previously reflected on a periodic billing statement was not applied to

any purchase occulTng after the credit balance had been cleared from
the customer s account.

At no time was the customer informed of his right to receive a cash
refund nor did Lerner Stores Corporation voluntaly refund cash

specific customer
request. Respondent Lerner Stores Corpration , through such acts and
practices eliminated substantial doHar amounts of credit balances as
aforesaid from customer accounts in a substantial number of instancesPAR. 6. By failing to notify customers with charge account credit
balances that they had the right to request and receive cash payment of
the amounts of their credit balances; by failig to fursh customers , at
the end of each and every billng cycle durg which credit balances
remained outstamling, montWy statements reflecting the amount of

representing outstanding credit balances Without a

their credit balances; by deleting outstandig credit balances from
accounts without refunding such amounts and by providing biling
statements for subsequent purchases which did not reflect such
outstanding credit balances , Lerner Stores Corpration caused a

substantial number of their customers to be deprived of substatial
sums of money rightfully their. Therefore , the acts and practices
described in Paragrph Five

above were and are unair.

PAR. 7. The acts and practices of

Lerner Stores Corpration set forth

in Paragraphs Five and Six above were to the prejudice and injur of

the public and constitute unfair acts and practices and unfai methods
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of competition in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore determned to issue its complaint

charging the respondents named in the caption hereto with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the respondents baving been

served with notice of said determination

and with a copy of the

complaint tbe Commission intended to issue , together with a proposed
form of order; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commssion having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , and admission by
the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set fortb in the complaint
to issue herein , a statement that the signng of said agreement is for
settement purposes only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violatcd as alleged in such complaint

and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission
rules; and
The Commission having considered the agreement and having
provisionally accepted same , and the agreement containing consent
order having thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of
sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the comments fied
thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 84(b) of its rules , now in further

conformty with the procedures prescribed in Section 2.84(b) of its
rules , the Commssion hereby issues its complaint in the form
contemplated by said agreement, makes the followig jursdictional
findings , and enters the following order;
1. Respondent McCrory Corporation is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
of Delaware , with its principal place of business located at 860 South
Park Ave. , New York , N.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
QIUTER
It

is

ordered That respondent McCrory Corporation, a corporation

and its wholly-owned

subsidiar, Lerner Stores Corporation, a

corporation , (hereinafter collectively referred to as respondent), their
successors and assigns and their representatives, agents and employees , directly or through any corporation, subsidiar, division or other
device , in connection with the handling of credit balances on retail

,-
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consumer open end credit accounts or other retail consumer charge
accounts (including, but not necessarly limited to thirty (80) day charge

selling consumer
merchandise and servces at retail in the United States or any of its
terrtories or possessions in commerce , as " conuerce " is defined in the
accounts) created incident to the business of

Federal Trade Commission Act ,
1. F' ailing

do forthwith cease and desist from:

to provide each charge account customer having a credit

balance created after the date of ,mtry of this order with a periodic

statement setting forth such credit balance, no fewer than three times
during the six month period following the creation of the credit balance.
2. Failing to notify each charge account customer

having a credit

balance created after the date of entry of this order of the right to

request and receive a refund in the amount of such credit balance , such
notice to be accomplished by a clear and conspicuous disclosure on or
enclosed with each periodic statement to be accompanied by a retur

envelope; such disclosure shall be consistent witb , but need not be the
same as , the following:

The Credit Balance shown on (this)

(the enclosed) statement

represents money we owe you. Therefore:

NO PAYMENT IS REQUIRED
You may apply this balance to future purchases , or you may obtan a

refund by mail by presenting

your statement at our store or by

returning (the top half of) your statement in the enclosed envelope.

If you do not charge against this credit or request a refund , a cbeck
will be mailed to you automatical1y after six months , except a credit

balance of one dollar ($1.00)

or less wil not be refunded uness

specifically requested , and it wil not be credited aganst future
purchases after this period.
Such disclosures need not be made by any store in the event it is that
store s policy to refund automatical1y and without request all credit
balances regardless of amount. In such cases tbe following disclosures

must be made:
For refund contact (ourl rany! store or we wil send check in 6 for smaller numberJ
months.
8. Writing off

or deleting any credit balance of more than one dol1ar
from a customer's

($1.00) created after the date of entry of this order

account before respondent has made a refund or the customer bas

made a fully offsetting purchase , unless such credit balance is not in
fact owed to the customer , or unless respondent has complied with tbe
requirements of Paragraph B below.
4. Failing to refund

to each charge account customer with a credit

balance of more than one dollar ($1.00) created after the date of entry

of this order the full amount of said credit balance no later tban thiy-
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one (81) days from the end of the sixth consecutive biling cycle during
which the credit balance exists and the customer neither transacts any

bus iness . oil his account nor requests
a - refund , unless such credit
balance is not in fact owed to the customer.
A.
It is further ordered That with respect to each credit balance
owed a customer in the amount of more than one dollar ($1.00) which
was created at any time since , June 30, J 972 , and which has not been

refunded to the customer as of the date of entry of the order

respondent shall refund to each such customer the full amount of such
credit balance , unless such credit balance is not owed to the customer
or the customer makes a fully offsetting purchase within the period for
compliance herewith;
Pro'Vided , hnwe'Ver Tbat nothing contained herein
shall prevent respondent from making such refund by giving a credit
certifcate(s) in the full amount of the credit balance which shall be
redeemable , at the customer's option , in merchandise or cash. Such a
certifcate(s), or an accompanying notice attached to the certifcate
shall clearly and conspicuously disclose that it is redeemable for cash if
the customer so requests in person or if the customer returns the

certifcate(s) by mail with a request for cash redemption. Respondent
shall comply with the provisions of tbis paragraph no later than three
(:1) months after the date of entry of this order , and the report requied

by Paragraph F of this order shan address itself specifically to the
steps taken to comply with this paragraph.
B.

It is jitrthcr ordered

That each refund shall be given to the

customer by mailing a check (or a credit certifcate(s) in the case of
credit balances existing prior to the date of entry of this order) payable
to the order of tbe customer at the last known address shown in
respondent' s records for said customer. Each
period statement sent

pursuant to the terms of this order shall be mailed to tbe customer at
the last known address in respondent' s records. In the event that any
such statement or check (or credit certifcate) is returned to respondent
with a notification to the effect that the addressee is not located at the
address to which it was sent , respondent shall make one remailing of
the check (or credit certifcate) or statement with an address correction
request to the Post Office. If the check (or certificate) or statement
which has been remailed is returned to respondent and represents an

amount of twenty-five dollars ($25. 00) or more , the respondent shall
employ one of the following procedures: contacting a credit bureau;
employment of an independent contractor eng-dged in the business of
skip- locating; contacting the customer's last known employer as shown
in respondent' s

records; or reinstating the full amount of the credit
balance on the customer's account to be retained for one year from the
date on which the remailed check or statement was retured

so that
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offsetting purchases can he made. If a remailed check (or credit
certificate) or statement reflecting a credit balance of less than twentyfive dollars ($25. 00) is returned , n,spondent shall not be required to
take any of the additional actions set forth in tbe preceding sentence.

. Thereafte,: respondent shall be relieved of any furher obligation to
send any additional notice and/or any refund with respect to the credit
Pr01nded , hae' uer That in the event said customer
balance in question;
should subsequently request a refund of any such credit balance owed
the customer , respondent shall promptly make such refund.
It i8
C.
further ordered That if a customer requests , in person or by
a refund of a credit balance in any amount whicb had been
reflected at any time on such customer's account , respondent shall

mail ,

within thirty (80) days of receipt of such request , either refund the
entire amount requested , if owed , or furnish the customer with a

with supporting documentation when available , of
the reason(s) for refusing to refund the amount requested.
It i8 further ordered That a credit balance shall be deemed to be
D.
written explanation ,

created at the end of the biling cycle in which the credit balance is lITt

recorded on a customer s account and at the cnd of the biling cycle in

which the recorded amount of an existing credit balance is changed due
to a customer s use of the account. Whenever the recorded amount of
an existing credit balance is changed , respondent' s obligations under
this order with respect to the credit balance existing prior to such

change shall automatically be replaced by its obligations under this
order with respect to the new credit balance created by said cbange.

It is further ordered That , notwithstanding the foregoing, the
E.
provisions of this order shall not be applicable to credit balances on
accounts administered by paries other

than respondent or to

transactions arising out of layaway plans or instal1ment saes contracts.
, within sixty (60)
is
F.
It
furthir ordered That respondent shall

days after the entry of this order , fie with the Commission a report in
wrting setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
G.

It

is

furthir ordered

That respondent notify the Commission at

least thirty (80) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the
order such as dissolution , assignent or sale resulting in the emergence
of a successor corporation , the creation or dissolution of subsidiaries or
. any other change in the corpration.
H.

It is further ordered That respondent shall forthwith distribute

a copy of this order to each of its retail operating divisions.
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IN THE MATTR OF

CARTER HAWLEY HALE STORES,

INC. ,

ET AI,.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF THE
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT
Docket C 2677. Complai, nt

June

lfjJ5- Decision Jn1'lR lX , 1,975

Consent order requiring a Los Angeles , Calif. , parent and five of its depart.ment store
operations located in Califomia , Texas and New York , among other things to

provide charge customers having credit balances with periodic statements
setting forth credit balances ,

no less than three t.imes in a six- month period

foJlowing creation of the balance; to notify charge account customers with
credit balances of their right to a cash refund of the balance; to stop deleting

credit balances of $1.00 or more from a customer s account before making a
cash refund or an offsetting purchase ha.-; been made; to automatically refund
amounts of unclaimed credit balances after a period of account inactivity; and
to refund an unclaimcd credit balances more than $1.00 created since Junc 30
1972.

Appeara, nces
For the Commission;

Alan D. Refjkin,

J?Jtin Dingfelder

and

Howard F. Daniels.

For. the respondents: Bingham B. I"everich , Covington

Burling,

Wash. , D.C.
COMPLAINT

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commssion Act
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said Act , the Feder-ll
Trade Commission , having reason to believe that Carer Hawley Hale
Stores , Inc. , formerly Broadway- Hale Stores , Ine. , a corpor-ltion , its
divisions , Broadwa.f Department Stores , Emporium Capwell , Weinstock' , Neiman- Marcus , and its wholly-owned subsidiar, Bergdorf
Goodman Inc. , a corporation, hereinafter sometimes refeITcd to as
respondents , have violated the provisions of said Aet, and it appearing
to the Commission that a proceeding by it in respect thereof would be
in the public interest , hereby issues its complaint stating its charges in
that respect as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Carer Hawley Hale Stores ,

Inc. is a

corporation organied , existing and doing business under and by viue

of the laws of the State of California with its principal offce and plaee
of business located at 600 S. Spring St. , Los Angeles , Cali. Respondent
Carter Hawley Hale Stores, Inc. has the legal authority to formulate
control and direet the policies , acts and pmctiees , including those
hereinafter set forth , of its divisions ,

Broadway Deparment Stores
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Emporium Capwell , Weinstock' s and Neiman- Marcus , and has the
power to elect the board of directors of its wholly-owned subsidiary
Bergdorf Goodman Inc.

Respondent Broadway Deparment Stores is a division of Carer
Hawley Hale Stores , Inc. Its principal offce and place of business is
located at 3880 N. Mission Rd. , Los Angeles , Calif.

Respondent Emporium Capwell is a division of Carter Hawley Hale
Stores , Inc. Its principal offce and place of business is located at 835
Market St. , San Francisco , Calif.
Respondent Weinstock' s is a division of Carer Hawley Hale Stores

Inc. Its principal office and plaee of business is located at K St. at
Twelfth , Sacramento , Calif.
Respondent Neiman- Marcus is a division of Carter Hawley Hale
Stores , Inc. Its principal office and place of business is located at Main
and Ervay St. , Dallas , Tex.
Respondent Bergdorf Goodman Inc. is a corporation organized

existing and doing business under and by virue of the laws of the State
of New York with its principal offce and place of business located at
754 Fifth Ave. , New York , N.

PAR. 2. Respondent Carer Hawley Hale Stores , Inc. , through
operating divisions , operates and controls a number of retail deparment stores in Caliorna , Arizona, Nevada, and Utah. These department stores are operated under the trade names tbe Broadway, the
Emporium Capwell' , and Weinstock' s. Re)'pondent Carter Hawley
Hale Stores, Inc. , also operates and controls retail specialty stores
through its division Neiman- Marcus and its wholly- owned subsidiary
Bergdorf Goodman Inc.

Respondent Bergdorf Goodman Inc. operates a retail specialty store
in New York.
PAR. 8. Respondents sell and distribute merchandise in commerce by

operating and controlling retal deparment and specialty stores in a
number of States and by causing merchandise to be shipped from their
warehouses and from the plaees of business of their varous suppliers
to their warehouses and retal deparment and specialty stores for

distribution to and purchase by the general public locted in States
other than those from which such shipments originate. By these and
other acts and practices , respondents maintain , and at all times

mentioned herein have maintaned , a substantial coure of trade in
merchandise and services in commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the
Federal Trade Commission Act.
PAR. 4. In the ordinar coure and conduct of their aforesaid

business , respondents permit customers who qualify for credit to
charge purchases in accordanee with the terms of" charge aceount
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agreements executed between said customers and respondents. On
occasion a customer s charge account balance represents an amount of
money owed to the customer by a respondent , rather than an amount of
money owed to a respondent by the customer. Ths credit balance is the
result of ,

among other things, overpayments by the customer or credits

tor returned merchandise. PAR. 5. Respondents customarly provide each customer having a

charge account credit ba1ance a montWy statement setting forth the
amount of the credit balancc , at the end of the billing cycle during
which the credit balance is created and at the end of each subsequent
biling cycle during which the credit balance has not been cleared from
the customer s account and a transaction on the customer s account
occurs. Of all respondents , only Emporium Capwell and Neiman-

Marcus furnish charge account customers with additional monthly
statements setting forth their credit balances , at the end of" number of
biling cycles during which the customers transact no business on their
charge accounts. A customer of Emporium Capwel! is furshed such
monthly statement at the end of each of five consecutive billng cycles

following the billing cycle

of the customer's

la.st transaction. A

customer of Neiman- Marcus is furshed such a monthly statement at

the end of each of e1even consecutive billing cycles following the billing
cyc1e of the customer s la.st transaction.
If a customer with a credit balance on his charge account does not

specifically request that the respondent c(jncerned pay him the amount
of his credit balance but purcha.ses merchandise or services on his
charge account , the respondent for a limited time applies the amount of
the credit balance to reduce or eliminate the customer s obligation

created by the purchase of merchandise or service.

If the customer does not request a refund in cash of the amount of
the credit balance or make a purchase within a period of time allowed
by respondents for activity to occur on the customer's account, the
respondents , with the cxception of the Broadway Deparment Stores
Division , through bookkeeping entries , clear the amount of the credit
balance from thc customer's charge account. Tbe Broadway Department Stores Division engaged in this practice through 1971. No casb

payment to the customer is made at the timc of the clearg of his
credit balance from his charge account. Subscquent periodic statements

are not mailed until a latcr purchase is made. The outstanding credit
balance that was previously reflected on a periodic billng statcment is
not applied to any purchase occurng after the credit balance has been
cleared from the customer s account.

At no time is thc customer informed of his right to receive a cash
refund nor do rcspondents voluntarily refund cash representing
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outstanding credit balances without a specifc

customer request.

Respondents have through such acts and practices eliminated substan-

tial dollar amounts of credit balances as aforesaid from cust8mer
accounts in a substantial number of instances.
PAR. 6. By

failing to notify customers with charge account credit

balances' that they have

the right to request and receive casb payment

of the amounts of their credit balances; by failing to fursh customers

at the end of each and every biling cycle durng which credit balances
remain outstanding, monthly statements reflecting the amount of their
credit balances; by ddeting outstanding credit balances from accounts
without refunding such amounts and by providing billng statements
for subsequent purchases which do not reflect such outstanding credit
balances ,

respondents have caused a substantial number of their

customers to be deprived of

substantial sums of money rightfully

theirs. Therefore , the acts and practices described in Paragraph Five

above were and are unfair.
PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondents set forth in Paragrphs

Five and Six above were and are to the prejudice and injur

of the

public and constitute unfair acts and practices and unfair methods of
competition in commerce in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
DECISION AND ORDER

The Commission having heretofore -determned to issue its complaint

charging the respondents named in the caption hereto with violation of
the Federal Trade Commission Act , and the respondents having been

served with notice of said determination and with a copy of the
complaint the Commission intended to issue , together with a proposed
form of order; and
The respondents and counsel for the Commission having thereafter
executed an agreement containing a consent order , ard- admission by

the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the complait
to issue herein , a statement that the signing of said agreement is for
settement purpses only and does not constitute an admission by
respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in such complaint
and waivers and other provisions as required by the Commission

rules; and
The Commission having considered the agreement and having
provisionally accepted same , and the agreement containing consent
order having thereupon been placed on the public record for a period of
sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the eomments fied
thereafter pursuant to Section 2. 84(b) of its rules , now in further

conformty with the procedures prescribed in Section 2. 84(b) of its
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rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint in the form
contemplated by said agreement, makes the following jurisdictional
, findi,!gs ,

and enters the following order:

I. Respondent Carter Hawley Hale Stores , Inc. is a corporation

organized , existing and doing business under and by viue of the laws
of the State of California , witb its principal place of business located at
600 S. Spring St. , Los Angeles , Calif.
2. The Federal Trade Commission has jursdiction of the subjcct

matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding is
in the public interest.
ORDER
It
is ordered That respondent Carter Hawley Hale Stores , Incorporated , its divisions Broadway Deparment Stores , Emporium Capwell
Weinstock' s and Neiman- Marcus , and its wbolly-owned subsidiary
Bergdorf Goodman Inc. , a corporation (bereinafter collectively referred
to a.., respondent), their successors and assigns and their

tives ,

representa

agents and employccs , directly or through any corporation

subsidiary, division or other dcvicc , in connection with the handling of

credit balances on retail consumer open end credit accounts or other
retail consumer charge accounts (including, but not necessarly limited
to thiy (80) day charge accounts) created incident to the business of
selling consumer merchandise and servces at retail , in the United
States or any of its territories , in commerce , as " commerce " is defined
in the Federal Trdde Commission Act , do forthwith cease and desist
from:
I. Failing to provide each charge account customer having a credit
balance created after the datc of entry of this order with a periodic

statement setting forth such credit balancc , no fcwer than three timcs
during the six month period following the creation of the credit balance.
2. Failing to notify cach chargc account customcr having a crcdit

balance created after the date of cntry of this order of the right to
request and receive a cash refund in the amount of such credit balance
such notice to be accomplished by a clear and conspicuous disclosure on
or enclosed with each periodic statement and accompaned by a selfaddressed return envelope. Such disclosure may be in the following

terms; ' 'We

owe you

. Your balance will be refunded on

request. Mter 6 months it will be refunded automatically, except if
$1.00 or less , it will not be applied to purchases or refunded unless
requested. " If such form of disclosure is not used , respondent shall
make a disclosure which shall be consistent with but need not be the
same as the following:

,--,rtl\. J
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NO PAYMENT REQUIRED

The Credit Balance shown on l this J lthe enclosed J statement
represents money we owe you. You may obtain a refund by mail by
presenting your statement at our store or by returning the top hal of
your statement in the enclosed envelope. If you do not charge against
this credit or request a refund , a cbeck wi1l be mailed to you

automatically after six months ,

except a credit balance of one do1lar

($1.00) or less will not be refunded unless specifkally requested , and it
wi1l not be credited against future purchases after this period.

Such disclosure need not be made by any store in the event it is that
store s policy to refund automatica1ly and without request a1l credit
balances regardless of amount. In such case the following disclosure or
a disclosure which provides at least the fo1lowing information must be
made in a clear and conspicuous manner:
For refund send back top half of statement or we wiJ send check in 6 months.

or deleting any credit balance of more than one dollar
from a customer's
account before the respondent has made a cash refund or the customer
has made a fully offsetting purchase , unless such credit balance is not in
fact owed to the customer , or unless respondent has complied with the
8. Writing off

($1.00) created after the date of entry of this order

requirements of Paragraph B below.
4. Failing to refund to each charge account customer with a credit
balance of more than one dollar ($1.00) created after the date of entry
of this order the full amount of said credit balance no later than thirtyone (81) days from the end of the sixth consecutive biling cycle durng
which the credit balance exists and the customer neither transacts any

business on his account nor requests a reftmd

nless

such credit

balance is not in fact owed to the customer.
A.

It

is

further ordered That with respect to each credit balance

owed a customer in the amount of more than one dollar ($1.00) which
was created at any time since June 80 , 1972 , and which bas not been
refunded to the customer as of the date of entry of the order

respondent shall refund to each such customer the full amount of such
credit balance , unless such credit balance is not owed to the customer
or the customer makes a fully offsetting purchase within the period for
Provided , hawever That nothing contained herein
compliance herewith;
sha1l prevent respondent from makg such refund by giving a credit
certificate(s) in the full amount of the credit balance which shall be
redeemable , at the customer's option , in merchandise or cash. Such a
certificate(s), or an accompanying notice attached to the certificate
sha1l clearly and conspicuously disclose that it is redeemable for cash if

the customer so requests in person or if the customer returns the
certificate(s) by mail with a request for cash redemption. Respondent
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shall comply with the provisions of this paragraph no later than three

(8) months after the date of entry of this order, and the report required
this ordor shall address itself specifically to the
step s taken to comply with this paragraph.

, by P"ragraph F of
B.

It is further ordered

That each refund shall be given to the

credit
certificate(s) in the case of credit balances existing prior to the date of
customer either in person or by mailing a check (or a

entry of this order) payable to the order of tbe customer at the la.,t
known address shown in respondent's records for said customer. Each

periodic statement sent pursuant to the terms of this order shall be
mailed to the customer at the last known address shown in respondent's records. In the event that any such statement or cbeck (or credit

certifcate) is returned to respondent with a notification to the effect
that the addressee is not located at the address to which it was sent

respondent then shall make one remailing of the check (or credit

certifcate) or statement with an address

correction request. If a

remailed check (or credit certificate) or statement reflecting a credit
balance in excess of twenty- five dollars ($25. 00) is returned , respondent
shall reinstate the full amount of the credit balance on the customer's
account to be retained for one year from the date on which the remaled

check (or credit certifcate) or statement was retured , so that
PrO'Jid , luever That in lieu of
offsetting purchases can be made;

the preceding, respondent may seek to obtan a curent

mailing address

by either contacting a local credit bureau or employing an independent

contractor reguarly engaged in the business of skip-locating.

If a

remailed check (or credit certificate) or statement reflecting a credit
balance of twenty- five (25) dollar or less is retured , respondent shall
not be rcquied to take any of the additional actiQns . set forth in the
preceding sentence. Thereafter, respondent sball be relieved of any
furher obligation

to send any additional statement and/or any refund

l'ravid , however That
in the event said customer should subsequently request a refund of any

with respect to the credit balance in question;

such credit balance owed the customer, respondent shall make such
refund or provide a wrtten explanation pursuant to the

term of

Paragraph C.
C.

It is furthe orred That if a customer requests , in person or by

mai , a refund of a credit balance in any amount which has been
reflected at any time on such customer's account , respondents shall
within thirty (80) days of receipt of such request , either refund the
entire amount requested , if owed , or furnish the customer with a
written explanation ,

with supporting documentation when available , of

the rea.,on(s) for refusing" to refund the amount requested.
D.

It is furthe ordered That a credit balance shall be deemed to be
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created at the end of the billing cycle in which the credit balance is first
recorded on a customer s account and at the end of the billing cycle in

which the recorded amount of an existing credit balancc is changed due
to a customer s use of the account. Whenever the recorded amount of
an existing credit balance is changed , respondent' s obligations under

this ordet. witb respect to the credit balance existing prior to such
change shall automatically be replaced by its obligations under this
order with respect to the new credit balance created by said cbange.

It is further ordered That notwithstanding the foregoing, the

E.

provisions of this order shall not be applicable to credit balances on
accounts administered by third paries.
It is furthJ!r oTdered

F.

That respondent shall ,

witbin sixty (60)

days after the entry of this order , fie with the Commssion a report in
wrting setting forth in detail the maner and form in which it has
complied with this order.
It is furthJ!r ordered
G.

That respondent notify the CO

mrssion at

least thirty (80) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such a. dissolution, assignment or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corpration , the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of the order.
H.

It

is

further ordered

That respondent shall forthwith distribute

a copy of this order to each of its retal operating divisions and

subsidiaries.

IN TH~ MATTER OF

ASH GROVE CEMENT CO.
ORDER , OPINION , ETC. ,

IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIbN OF SEC.
5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMSSION ACT AND SEe. 7 OF THE
CLAYTN ACT
Docket

8785.

Complaint ,

July

1969- Deci.sion ,
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24, 197.5

Order requiring a Kansas City, Mo. ,

manufacturer and seller of lime and portland
cement , among other things, to divest itself of two producers of ready mixed
concrete in the Kansas City marketing area , and for a ten- year period , not to
acquire , without prior Commission approval , ready mixed concrete companies

whose purchases of portland cement exceed designated
Commission also decided that a third acquisition of a quarring
not anticompetitive.
. For app.,anlnc"s
. sO'" p_ 9ii9

h"rein

amounL". The
business was

